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Peace Mitchell &
Katy Garner
Connect2mums

Peace Mitchell and Katy Garner are sisters who are passionate about motherhood
and the importance of supporting mothers. They believe that by supporting,
encouraging and empowering mothers, benefits can be seen for the whole family.
Peace is a primary school teacher and was a member of the board of
management of Playgroup Queensland from 2007 - 2010. Peace has also
worked in publishing as a publishing agent for Boolarong Press. In 2008 Peace
was awarded the Australia Day Johnstone Shire Citizen of the year award for her
work with Mothers Helping Others.
Katy Garner is an events coordinator and established the Cassowary Coast
International Women’s Day “Women who make a difference” awards which
recognize local women in the community. Katy has coordinated a number of
large scale community events including the ‘Art Deco in the Tropics Festival’ in
2008 which was attended by 10 000 people.
Peace and Katy are the authors of parenting guide ‘What I wish I knew before I
became a mother’. Written specifically for new and expectant mothers, the book
addresses topics such as pregnancy, preparing for birth, breastfeeding, ensuring
you have a strong support network, knowing when to ask for help, looking after
yourself and encouraging communication with your partner.
In November of 2009 Peace and Katy became the owners of the online community
connect2mums. Connect2Mums provides a safe and supportive environment
for women in online businesses to get together and share information, network
and gain support. The site provides members with relevant information and
opportunities to interact and socialise with other mums across Australia and New
Zealand, such as Friday night live chats, newsletters, product reviews, events,
competitions and articles.
Connect2mums also holds Mumpreneurs Conferences in several states as well
as the annual AusMumpreneur Awards and the online Mumpreneurs Network.
These events and programs are another way that Peace and Katy support,
celebrate, acknowledge and support the achievements of Australian and New
Zealand mums.
This book is the second in a series of books designed to inspire and provide
information specifically for the mumpreneur industry.
For more information on Peace and Katy, their books, the AusMumpreneur
Awards or Mumpreneurs Conferences visit www.connect2mums.com.au
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Amanda Dyson
Chlobell Images

My name is Amanda Dyson and I am the owner of a little photography studio called
Chlobell Image, but firstly a little about me, I am a wife and a mum of 3 beautiful girls,
Isabell 10, Chloie 5 and Pippah 19mths, I also work on a part-time bases with people with
a disability.

INSPIRATION

My Inspiration to start Chlobell Images who have to be my Girls, My love of photography came
after my first daughter Isabell was born, being only 17 years old at the time, We didn’t have a lot
of money to spent, so I started taking my own photo of her. After years of doing this and taking
photos for friends and family I got job with one of our local photographer, I stayed with them for
4 years and then with their help I started Chlobell Images. Now almost 4 years on my dream of
owning and running a great photography studio is well on it ways.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge would have to be time and my love of working my “day Job” as a nurse at
a disability centre. I was working at the centre full-time when I started Chlobell Images, booking in photo shoot on my days off or before/after work. I did this up until this year and now I am
working 16 -20 hrs at the centre and 25-35 hrs in the studio per week. Along with raising 3 Very
active girls, with the help of my husband David, who is a excellent help, both within the business
and in our home life.

LOVE

I love working with people, young, young at heart and anywhere in between...they all have a
story to tell, I just freeze that story, slow it down so they can remember that story for many more
years.

ADVICE

Go for it, you only live once...
Do your home work, do a small business program, find what you are good at, don’t try and do
what someone else is already doing find your style, your thing that makes you, YOU and just let
it flow. It’s hard work so don’t give up when time are tough.
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Amelia Singh
Bambooty

We all want the best for our babies - it is part of a parent’s job description. Founder of
Bambooty, Amelia Singh, was no different when she became a mum. But when it came
to nappies she was stumped - and so her quest for quality, eco-friendly nappies commenced. Bambooty nappies skilfully combine the best in style with the best in ecofriendly convenience. Amelia admits that she cannot stop babies from doing what they
‘do’ in their nappies, but making the whole process easier is what Bambooty is all about.
And who knew that making things simpler could look so good? With a day range featuring prints and colours, a night range of colours, t-shirts, accessories and gift packs
available, Bambooty has got everything covered.

INSPIRATION

This business grew organically from the need of a better product than what was available. I
designed the Nappies for my daughter at first. Afterwards my family and friends wanted them,
so I started making the nappies for others until the demand out-stripped my ability to supply and
the need for a manufacturer became necessary. The business has just continued to grow from
there to where we are today.

CHALLENGES

Time management is without doubt my biggest challenge. The combination of balancing the
time needs of the business as well as the time needs of my family is beyond challenging. Both
are very time consuming things, so conflict heavily against each other.

LOVE

I truly love that my business is great for the environment, is great for the babies who wear the
Bambooty nappies and great for their parents’ pockets too. The thing I love most is that as I’m
working from home, I’m there for my family. My children are the most important things to me and
being there for them rather than in an office working away from them all day goes straight to my
heart. Also something that I love is my children are involved in learning about another side to life
that often children aren’t exposed to being sheltered at home away from the work place.

ADVICE

Do your numbers very thoroughly. Don’t stress and stay calm. Always remember what is
most important to you. Try not to get carried away in the day to day tasks, businesses need
nurturing too.
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Anita Lincolne-Lomax
Babes in Arms

‘Babes in Arms’ specialises in award-winning baby slings and carriers – essential tools that
promote a peaceful start to life for new parents and their baby. Our by line - ‘Togetherness
made Simple’ – testifies to the freedom babywearing continues to offer busy families
today. Personally selected and test-driven by business founder and mother of four, Anita
Lincolne-Lomax, our award-winning collection provides ergonomic weight distribution for
parents and optimal spinal support for growing babies.

INSPIRATION

The birth of my first child in 2004 coincided with a gentle parenting revolution that had quietly
begun to enter the mainstream only a few years earlier. Discovering babywearing was an unforgettable ‘ah-ha’ parenting moment! A relationship developed with ERGObaby USA, serendipitous timing prevailed and I was offered the exclusive distributorship for Aus/NZ. I travelled the
eastern seaboard of Australia with my daughter literally on my back, showcasing the ERGObaby
to baby store managers. We became a living, breathing product demonstration and a true testament to ERGObaby’s unmatched comfort and versatility and the freedom of babywearing.

CHALLENGES

The culture of parenting across Australia and New Zealand does not yet have a strong tradition
of babywearing and is therefore largely pram-dominated. Challenging parents’ limited expectations and negative perceptions around babywearing has been a steep journey.

LOVE

There is nothing in the world that compares to having your baby in your arms – the feeling of
your sleeping child against your chest, the sweet smelling downy head under your nose. It is
deeply satisfying supplying products that allow a busy parent the freedom to continue their normal daily routine while providing the richest and most desirable environment for their child.

ADVICE

Dreaming up business ideas is easy. Developing a commercially viable operation takes real
imagination, ingenuity and perseverance. Bringing business ideas to light will take all the courage and energy you have. While I love my business and am proud of the achievement, I always
warn new mums considering a new venture when their children are still very young. It is a big
juggle that many people give up on and lose a lot of capital as a result. Make a deliberate effort
to achieve work/family balance...hold on tight, the ride is steep but the view is inspiring!
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Bianca Kristallis
Pamper Hamper Gifts

I began Pamper Hamper Gifts in 2004 and have taken the gifting experience to a whole
new level with innovative ideas and creations designed to leave an everlasting impression with every buyer, receiver and browser. Based on my own gift experiences, I knew
that there were many time poor consumers who I could help. My wish was for the frazzled mums, time poor businesspeople and clueless men to turn to my site and have all
their gift-giving woes solved in one stylish place.

INSPIRATION

Part of my former job was to go to trade shows to see my clients display their products, so in
essence I would look around at the thousands of gorgeous things and say to myself how I would
love to work in the field one day. When I received a daggy basket hamper of supermarket treats
shortly after, I was mortified but inspired. It dawned on me that there definitely was a space in
the market for a more glamorous style of gift hamper. I knew I was the woman to do it.

CHALLENGES

The challenging part is breaking myself away from the computer and mobile phone. When you
have an online business you never seem to get away from the computer. Sometimes when
there are important things to get done and I need to be with the twins it’s a real struggle. Time
management is something I am always striving to perfect. There has to be a healthy balance
between family and business.

LOVE

It’s very satisfying for me to know that I have created a national business that is thriving despite
the current economic climate. In the middle of it all I also gave birth to my gorgeous twins. I love
how I have the flexibility of being a working Mum and spending time with them and watching
them grow.

ADVICE

Please don’t think it’s easy, you don’t make money overnight. If you plan ahead, research, set
goals and believe in your product then your business will thrive. Make sure you keep on track
with your forecasting & spending, speak to your accountant. Invest in marketing and PR and
maintaining customer service. Set goals, this way you know that your business is growing and
the hard work you are putting in is paying off.
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Brie Backo
Your Defence

I am the mother of three boys, aged 8, 4 and 10 months. In January 2008 we posted into
a new location and in the 15 months following, my Naval Officer husband was absent
from home for just over 12 months. Watching our 5 year old struggling with his dad’s
absence I made the decision to write a set of children’s books relating to the ADF to
better support families. I went on to create an online support hub for Australian Defence
Families, named Your Defence. Since the creation of the books, many new products and
support resources have been developed specifically for the Your Defence range. When
it comes to ADF family support, Your Defence is without equal.

INSPIRATION

Defence children can go for many, many months with their mum or dad away from home and
depending on the age of the child it can be a confusing and emotional time for them, particularly
with much of the media focus on ‘war’ and the ADF being in the negative. Being able to create
resources that support children in Defence families and knowing I am making a positive
contribution to the community inspires me!

CHALLENGES

Our third son was born in August 2010. He was born with a condition that meant he was
blind at birth with the prognosis of likely gaining sight sometime before his first birthday. As
a mother working from home, with an at times absent husband and three young children, my
biggest hurdle the past 12 months has been keeping my resolve to drive the business forward.
Challenge accepted, I joined the PlanBig community to use their creative energy to buoy me
and created a plan based on my business.

LOVE

I very simply love what I do. I love that the ADF family community truly benefits from the work
I am doing and the products I create. I love that my books bring smiles to children’s faces, that
my teddy bears are available for hugs when mum or dad is away, and that my presence on
Facebook positively unites the community.

ADVICE

Persevere with your dreams and goals, surround yourself with positive supporters, embrace
your inner awesome, and LOVE what you do!
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Catherine Cervasio
Aromababy

I developed the world’s first, research based natural & organically focused mother &
baby care brand of its kind more than fifteen years ago. That brand, AROMABABY®, was
uniquely introduced to hospitals as well as retail channels and has pioneered the availability of ‘choice’ in baby products for both parents and health professionals.

INSPIRATION

I developed Aromababy after a fruitless search world-wide, for natural/organic baby
products seventeen years ago. During my travels I had observed a shift toward more
natural and ‘aromatherapy’ themes in body care. This, coupled with my growing
concern over the chemicals present in all commercial brands of baby care at that time, spurred
me to look at developing my own range of baby skin care and accessories.

CHALLENGES

There have been numerous challenges including financing growth, being taken seriously as a ‘young woman in business’ , having to travel and leave my babies behind, a messy
marriage break-up and losing my brother during my return to school to study a Diploma in
Aromatherapy.

LOVE

During the seventeen years I have worked to build the business, I have also had the privilege
of being able to mentor and support others, in particular other women. I have had the wonderful opportunity to travel around my family and be there for my children. My boys and I are very
close and I’m certain it’s because I’ve been able to be there for them and we have an enormous
amount of communication about everything each of us is doing. I’ve travelled to luxury resorts
where we sell our skincare, met John Travolta, been at a dinner with George Clooney – what’s
not to love!

ADVICE

The advice I would give to other mothers starting out is
•
work out what you’re good at, incorporate those qualities into your business
which will make it easy to ‘love what you do’
•
surround yourself with inspirational/positive role models
•
take small steps; tick off each goal as it’s achieved and reward yourself
•
do what you can yourself and delegate the rest
•
protect your idea – register trademarks/patents, domain names, business names
and so on, from the outset
•
make special time to connect and re-connect with your partner/husband
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Charlotte Helsham
Bubcakes

I am Charlotte Helsham, a mum of three children, wife to Brendan and the creative design
force behind Bubcakes. Established in 2004, Bubcakes offer a range of Nappy Cakes
and Gifts to welcome the new baby. The core concept of all our products is gifts that
are practical yet pretty. Bubcakes has grown from being a little gift idea for friends and
family, to a full time job. We now have expanded into our own line of Bubcakes branded
products; including wraps, bibs, beanies and face washers, as well as designing baby
clothing for other manufacturers. Juggling family, community commitments and a growing business isn’t easy – it’s almost like having an extra child.

INSPIRATION

The idea for Bubcakes came from an adaptation of a Swiss wedding gift. The inspiration to
make Bubcakes more than just a hobby came in 2005 after my husband was unable to work
for several months due to illness. The only money coming into our family was due to Bubcakes
sales and I realised my business contribution had to make a difference.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge is ensuring my children don’t feel as though they come second to the
business. It’s an emotional challenge upon which I often reflect. I grew up with parents who
worked from home, so I am very conscious of how it feels having your parents around, but never
available. Customer service is a top priority, but managing enquiries during my time as a mum
is the most challenging. Leveraging modern technology (smart phone, sms alerts, voice to text),
allows me to stay on top of business without taking me away from my children.

LOVE

Coming from a corporate background, I love that Bubcakes affords me the opportunity to be
hands on and creative. I love that running my own business, means I can say Wednesday mornings and Thursday afternoons I’m off to reading groups at school. I also love seeing people who
have ordered from Bubcakes come back over and over again. It reinforces my belief that our
products make a difference.

ADVICE

Make sure you have a great support network. There will be times where you might not be able
to juggle everything the way you had hoped. Great friends and family are your biggest asset.
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Dr Deborah Latouf
Entropy

Entropy is an old fashioned toy store to put a twinkle in your eye and a smile on your
face. Entropy is one of the fastest growing independent toy stores in Australia and now
employs 10 staff. Entropy is all about energy. It’s more than a motto, it’s the motivation and driving force behind my business. All of the products I stock are about getting
children active - either their bodies or brains. No fads, no gimmicks, no batteries and no
plastic throwaways.

INSPIRATION

I had always been interested in opening my own business, and I believed there was a gap in
the market for a quality toy store in North Queensland. As a mother I was disappointed in the
availability of quality educational and wooden toys, and I was pretty confident I was not the only
mother who felt this way. I wanted to open a store that was magical, that people would come into
and ‘ooh’ and ‘ah’; that would put a smile on children’s faces, that would make adults reminisce
about a special toy they had as a child. I think I have achieved all of this.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge thus far has been to try and control the growth of Entropy. I like to know
my customers, greet them and remember them. It has been a huge challenge to maintain this
as the business grows so much. I try to have a presence in the retail store every day. I answer
the phone, I answer customer emails and I am there to answer questions the staff may have.

LOVE

I love it when someone comes into the store for the first time and looks around in wonder. They
spend hours in the shop; touching, playing and enjoying. As we say at Entropy, you are never
too old to have fun in a toy shop.

ADVICE

You have to truly believe in yourself, your ability and your business concept. If you are prepared
to back yourself, and have a dream, you can make it happen. It is no good to sit about wondering ‘what if’. You need to do your homework, have a viable business plan, and then make it
happen!
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Michelle Fowler &
Catherine Langman
Cushie Tushies

Cushie Tushies is owned and operated by Aussie mums Michelle Fowler and
Catherine Langman. We are both mothers who wish to strike a balance between
work and family – spending quality time with our children whilst nurturing and challenging our professional, creative and business interests.
INSPIRATION

As any expectant mum, Michelle Fowler wanted to provide the best for her new baby. After
researching all the options available to clothe her baby’s bottom, she decided that Modern Cloth
Nappies were ideal. The birth of Shell’s first son in 2005 provided the inspiration for the very
first Cushie Tushies nappy. It was such a fun and effective product that word spread. Pretty
soon, Shell was making Cloth Nappies for friends and strangers alike and, with the help of our
customers’ feedback, the Cushie Tushie developed into the product it is today. One friend who
got into these early Cushie Tushies was Catherine Langman. Now business partner, Cath’s
background is in corporate advertising and in early 2008, after having used Shell’s nappies for
2.5 years, Cath jumped at the opportunity to join her in business!

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge for us has been managing a very fast expansion of our production.
Managing this process from a distance – our factory is in China – has been challenging both
logistically as well as culturally. At each hurdle, we have re-grouped, focused on and revised
our business plans. Luckily we have maintained our passion for what we do and we can’t wait
to roll out a number of amazing new ideas we have on the boil!

LOVE

We love that our business enables us, as well as our growing team of Mums based all around
Australia, to work from home around the needs of our children. We love that our business is a
success based solely on something we invented ourselves.

ADVICE

Research your market, write a detailed plan (and write it in a way that makes sense to you – it’s
not necessary to be academic about these things!) and seek out professional advice in areas
that are not your expertise. Also, make friends with your inner-tech-guru – it is impossible to be
in business these days without mastering the art of Google and social media!
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Amber Hopwood
Sprowt Graphic Design

Sprowt Graphic Design is my love, it’s a fresh new business providing quality Graphic
Design work to small and large businesses. I am a 24 year old stay at home mum to a 2.5
year old. Working from home allows me to work around my family while still being able
to provide for them. I am qualified with 6 years experience in the industry. I love what I do
and love that I can help businesses’ grow with their branding and advertising material
INSPIRATION
Since leaving school and completing my Diploma of Graphic Design, nothing feels more perfect
to me then when I am designing. Inspiration for starting Sprowt is my love and passion for creating beautiful design for clients and watching their businesses grow. I wanted to work from home
while supporting my family at the same time.
CHALLENGES
My biggest challenge would be simply working from home. Some people would think it is a walk
in the park. But it is far from, being a full time mother is hard enough throw a business into that
and it gets a bit chaotic. With organisation and determination however I have made it work. If
you love something enough not to call it “work” you will make it work ☺
LOVE
I love that I don’t have to call it work, it’s something I love, something I enjoy waking up in the
morning and knowing what I am doing is helping other businesses grow not just my own.
ADVICE
Be professional and do it right to start with, You need to put 110% in. Stick with your instincts
you will always know if it is right for you.
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Angela Black
The Baby Bling Store

The Baby Bling Store offers a deluxe range of quality sterling silver children’s
jewellery. Our Custom made baby bangles and children’s bracelets will add
style and elegance to any little girl’s jewellery collection. We have a full range
of Name ID Birthstone Bracelets, adjustable and solid bangles all available for
the most stylish little girls.
INSPIRATION
I was looking to buy a birthstone bracelet for my newborn.. I couldn’t find one
anywhere… in Australia and overseas… so I decided to design one and have it made
myself. This then led onto me design 2 more bangles and I now have a full range of
birthstone bracelets, bangles and other sterling silver gems for newborns, toddlers &
little girls
CHALLENGES
Time… I have found having a newborn and a toddler time restricts me from putting
in the hours that I would like to. Time was also a factor with the jewellery company
making my items.. it doesn’t happen overnight, so I had to be very patient in getting
my business up and running.
LOVE
I love my products… I am passionate about them and also love the handmade touch
of the jewellery pouches I make for my customers. There is no charge for these, but
they are different, girly and handmade! It makes me different from the rest… Every
sale is rewarding and I have met some lovely mums in the process!
ADVICE
Just do it! Take the risk and the rest is rewarding. I felt it filled a gap for me. I loved
working and now being a SAHM I didn’t have that satisfaction of achieving something
in the workplace. This now puts a little kick in my step and knowing the products are
designed by me and one of a kind worldwide is also rewarding.
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Erin Hillman

Creative Cakes and Cookies
My name is Erin Hillman and I am the owner of Creative Cakes and Cookies in Townsville.
I have been cake decorating for over 25 years but have only just had the opportunity
to start up a business with the help of my daughter. We have been operating now for
just over 4 months, aiming to make every occasion that much sweeter with our custom designed cookies, cupcakes and special occasion cakes. I first started out just
making cakes for my children’s birthdays and family events, however now I’m able
to take this passion for creating edible artwork and share it with Australia. I have a
family history of sweet tooths and all of our recipes are actually family secrets passed
down through the generations, and my daughter a mum to 3 boys will be the next in line
to keep our family traditions alive.
INSPIRATION
The inspiration behind Creative Cakes and Cookies would be my children. They have taught me
patience and that you don’t have to be perfect in order to deliver something incredible. I started
cake making for my children’s parties as I didn’t have the money to pay for a beautiful a cake
and my love has grown from there.
CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge we have faced is getting our business out there to the public as we don’t
have a shop and rely on word of mouth. We have since been able to overcome this by attending
markets and other events, creating a website and using Facebook.
LOVE
We love the smiles on a customers face when they open up their box and see the cake they’ve
ordered. It’s the best feeling when you know you been able to make someone happy through
doing something you love.
ADVICE
The main pieces of advice I would give would be to never give up on any dreams you have,
always learn from any feedback, set yourself goals for your business and ways to achieve
them. Most of all make sure you love what your about to start doing because for a business
to be successful you need to have a passion for what you do.
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Eva Van Strijp
Oz Baby Trends

At Oz Baby Trends, we proudly distribute a brand of baby-care products that have been
highly acclaimed across the globe, receiving numerous awards and glowing reviews. It
is our mission to provide Australian families with the Pop-In – a high quality, affordable,
innovative and user-friendly cloth nappy which has fast become a favourite in countries
across Europe. We love bringing Australian families the very best in practical and innovative parenting products.
INSPIRATION
I had always planned to be a stay at home mum with lots of hobbies and interests. When my daughter was born with hip dysplasia, the hip harness she was in for six months meant that she couldn’t
wear the flat cloth nappies and pull-up pilchers we had invested in. I was keen to use some form of
cloth and so I went searching for a velcro alternative. Within a few months, I had developed a hobby for collecting, making and designing various styles of modern cloth nappies. I am inspired daily
by my children, who, as the end users of the products we sell, are directly affected by them. Their
positive response to these products encourages my passion for instinctive parenting.
CHALLENGES
Finding a home/work balance has been a challenge from the outset. Change is a concept I personally find difficult to overcome, but by viewing it as ‘improvement’ rather than simply ‘change’,
I generally manage to quell the inclination to remain in my comfort zone.
LOVE
I absolutely love having the opportunity to make a retailer’s day. As a former retailer and with
experience in expos and markets, I know that they work very hard and it gives me great pleasure to be able to present them with an efficient, friendly and professional distribution company
with which to work.
ADVICE
It’s crucial to stick to a schedule. On days when I would like to throw all routine out the window,
my monthly schedule keeps me centred on what is important, knowing that a certain task must
wait until it’s appointed day (ie, newsletter is only written on the second Tuesday of each month,
etc). This also helps me to keep the business in sync with my home and family routines. If a
routine is carefully (and realistically) structured and followed, it can be immensely beneficial to
your business
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Hazel Theocharous
Assisting U Virtually

As a mother of 2 boys, and someone who wanted to succeed in business, I quickly realised
that there were other mothers who were in the same situation but who may not have the
same expertise that I had. I realised that I had so much experience in administration and
office management that I could offer this assistance to others. Hence the commencement
of my virtual assistance business which not only allows me the flexibility of being
available for my family, but also allows other women and business owners that same
flexibility by outsourcing their admin to me. It is a win-win for all business mums and/or
business owners.
INSPIRATION
My son, James, who was in his first year at school needed me to be able to spend more time
with him especially with school holidays. It was because of him that I started out on my venture.
My other inspiration was a lady I worked for and assisted in the start up of her business a
number of years ago now who built up a lovely business and then sadly passed away from
cancer – she was a wonderful woman and an amazing business entrepreneur.
CHALLENGES
Every business has its challenges. I think mine was establishing the correct marketing
strategies. After a number of various financial outlays and undertaking a range of different
advertising, I quickly realised that the most traditional ways of advertising were not working
for me. As soon as I began networking both in person and online, my business began to grow
and I feel has become a successful and viable business.
LOVE
I love my business, I love every aspect of it. Why? Because of the diversity and because of
the amazing people I meet and assist daily. I enjoy watching my clients’ businesses succeed
because they are at the forefront of what they do, and in turn my business flourishes as well.
ADVICE
Find your passion, something you really feel excited about and persevere until you succeed. A
number of people give up if they feel it is all too much and is not as they had hoped. Sometimes
you need to make changes as you go along to meet market needs but never ever give up – all
of your hard work will pay off in the end.
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Jayne Day
Swish Lily

Jayne Day. Modern Mum to 3 children, Wife and Mumpreneur. Once I had children I realised that I didn’t want a career/business that consumed my life. I investigated many business ideas. I wanted to be able to contribute financially plus be home with my children.
I also wanted flexibility in my working hours - in short, a work/family/life balance. Swish
Lily was born in 2007 while pregnant with our 3rd child. Swish Lily’s mission is to provide an exceptional online shopping experience for our customers. We want our customers to have online access to fabulous products at affordable price but most importantly,
to make the whole experience enjoyable and easy.
INSPIRATION
I have always been a business professional but working long hours for someone else just didn’t
suit my idea of the family lifestyle when I became a Mum. I wanted a business that offered me
flexibility in my working hours. One where I could work when my baby was asleep and now that
my children are a bit older, a business where I could work when they are at school and then put
in a few more hours once they are asleep. And because I work from home, I am at home for them
if they are sick without the worry of a commitment to anyone else including a boss. I can stay
home and look after the kids when they need me the most without having to stress about work.
The business simply slots in around the kids when the need arises. Plus, I don’t miss out on their
activities; I just work my business day around the activities.
CHALLENGES
Finding this work/life balance was difficult to begin with. I didn’t realize how much of a challenge
it would be. I struggled with the hours in the day between spending time with my children and
working on the business. I was trying to do both at the same time and not being very successful
at either as neither the business, nor the family, was getting my complete undivided attention at
any given time. I now try very hard not to combine both. I am either spending time with the kids
or working – not trying to both at the same time. After all, this is why I started the business – to
be there for my kids when they need me. While this may sound perfect, being a Mumpreneur
isn’t for everyone. You need commitment and dedication and being super organised is essential. Busy? Yes; Demanding? Yes; but extremely satisfying!!
LOVE
I love my business, I love the products that we offer and I love being able to offer a personal
service to my customers. When I founded Swish Lily, I was determined that we would stand out
from the crowd. We would do things differently and offer a “shopping experience” for our customers. Our website is easy to navigate and payment is a quick and easy process. All enquiries
are answered as soon as possible and customers are kept up to date all times with the progress
of their order.
ADVICE
My advice to other mothers starting out in business is to have a clear plan. Keep learning. Join
forums, so you can connect and interact with other business Mums. Other business Mums can
be a sounding board and offer advice or guidance when you really need it. And most importantly, believe in yourself and in your business idea. Understand that being a Mumpreneur is
extremely hard work and it isn’t as easy as it sounds. But it is also very rewarding and satisfying.
Don’t give up when the going gets tough as you only fail when you stop trying.
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Julie Cottle
Natural Transition

Natural Transition is the digital baby of Sydney naturopath, breastfeeding counsellor
and natural fertility consultant Julie Cottle. The website aims to provide information,
tools and support to women as they embark on their journey to motherhood. Safe and
sensible free information on natural fertility, pregnancy, birth, breastfeeding, baby
and mother care is presented alongside a free member’s area featuring tools such
as relaxation music for mothers and babies, a hypnobirth mp3, yoga routines and a
comprehensive practical guide on using natural therapies with babies. Premium
members are supported with a priority question and answer service and are provided
with a link to a questionnaire which they complete to get a personalised health plan
including recommendations for diet/ lifestyle changes as well as nutritional and herbal
supplement recommendations where appropriate. The shop complements the site and
aims to be the eco mama’s dream store.
INSPIRATION
The inspiration for my business was twofold. I had a head full of knowledge and experience that
I wanted to share with women everywhere. The other inspiration for Natural Transition was the
loss of my father. My Dad passed away in 2005 and I wanted to do something that honoured
what he had inspired in me. He was a full time writer and had published 5 books. I had written
something that I considered book worthy but I decided that the internet was a far better publishing medium for me because it allowed me to interact with people and provide support as well
information. I turned my ‘book’ into articles and set about having a website created.
CHALLENGE
My greatest challenge has been my lack of technical knowledge. I’ve always been an ideas
person and have a very strong vision of what I see possible. Taking an idea and turning it into
something that can be done with a computer is not the easiest thing to accomplish when your
biggest achievement on your computer is correctly formatting a word document. I’ve come a
long way since then but still would never have been able to do what I have without some help. I
have learnt that outsourcing to professionals is a time saver, a money saver, a sanity saver and
gives a far superior product in the end.
LOVE
I love being able to help other mothers with something as important as their health and that of
their children. I love that the internet is borderless and that I can help mothers all over the word.
I love networking with other businesses and especially love the flexibility of being able to work
from home and around the needs of my family. I love getting emails from people trusting me
with their questions and those telling me that something I have written has made an impact.
ADVICE
Be patient, plan well but stay flexible. Start your business because you love it. Don’t expect it
to be easy. Don’t expect to be able to do it all yourself. You’re clever and resourceful but no one
can run an empire and family on their own. Make sure you have a good support network both for
your business and for you personally. Don’t forget that Mum comes first in Mumpreneur.
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Katrina Beckett
Lash Me

Owner and operator, Katrina Beckett started doing eyelash extensions two and half
years ago after a frustrating search for decent eyelash extensions in Brisbane. LASH
ME, based in North Lakes and Paddington, are the leading Queensland eyelash
extension specialists... this is not just a service we offer, it is THE service we offer.
We meticulously apply an individual extension to each of your natural lashes, using
the highest quality Korean eyelash extensions and medical grade adhesives. We use
acrylic, silk and 100% natural mink fur extensions and offer embellishments such as
glitter, colour and crystals for the truly daring. Whether you want to look stunning for
your special day, wow a ballroom full of potential beaus or maintain your extensions as
an ongoing addition to your beauty regime to compensate for the fullness and length
missing from your natural lashes.
INSPIRATION
I had been having eyelash extension applied to her my eyes for nearly four years, originally
in Sydney, but also on the Gold Coast and Brisbane, it was the difficulty I had in finding a
quality eyelash technician upon moving from Sydney that prompted me to start LASH ME.
After 7 long years in high pressured recruitment positions, the GFC provided me with the push
I needed when I found myself faced with redundancy and thus LASH ME was born. Although I
did contemplate starting a mowing business for a couple of days post-redundancy, I truly hope
our customers are pleased I chose to focus on eyelash extensions in the end.
CHALLENGES
Coming from a corporate background, I had never experienced the politics of small business, more
specifically in the beauty industry. This, combined with the free reign of bullies on social media
sites, caused me so much grief when my business first started, almost caused me to give up. I know
adult bullying is not spoken of openly and is often viewed as just ‘bitchiness’, but it is a very real issue
in business these days, and causes many people, specifically mums (with very little energy for
additional pressures) to bow out of business early on. I have come out of this experience wiser
and it has made my business ethics stronger, I just hope that one day we can all see our way to
a strong ‘girl culture’ where women support each other unconditionally in business.
LOVE
I love that my business gives women a lift. My business may seem like it’s for wealthy princess
types who are obsessed by their looks, but when a client shares with you that they have come
through cancer treatments and long to get their long, gorgeous lashes left or a mature lady tells
you that back when she was 20 she had the thickest, darkest flutter on the dance floor, and they
both look to you to get that again, THAT is what makes me love my job!
ADVICE
My advice to other mother’s starting out in business would be three fold. Firstly, do away with the
guilt – Don’t anyone let you feel as though chasing your dream needs to be placed at the bottom
of the washing pile. Secondly, when you’re with your children, BE WITH your children – you will
get more done if you focus on either: business or the children, rather than both at once. Finally,
you may have to play doctor, nurse, teacher, driver, chef, seamstress, cleaner, bookkeeper
and so forth for your family, but seeking outside wisdom and expertise with the running of your
business is one of the most valuable investments you can make in your business’s success.
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Kim McGann
Blush Brides

Kim McGann is the head makeup artist and proud owner of Blush Brides Australia.
Kim is a highly skilled makeup artist, beauty therapist, and absolute BRIDAL BEAUTY
SPECIALIST. Blush Brides provides hundreds of brides each year a 5 star on location
hair and makeup service. Kim has created a team of the most passionate, friendly and
dedicated bridal specialists across Sydney and the Hunter Valley NSW. Blush Brides
unique blend of expertise across all facets of beauty is what gives their clients, the
ULTIMATE bridal service.
INSPIRATION
Blush Brides was born in 2007, and little did I know back then, what I was creating. I was a stay
at home mum living in a new area with a 3 month old baby. Previously I had owned two beauty
salons and I began to feel like something was missing. I missed my clients; I missed providing
that service I knew made people feel happy. I decided to divert my attention to bridal makeup
within my local area. The work was on weekends only, which was perfect because I was able to
stay at home all week, with my new baby AND get some time back for me each Saturday.
CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge in my business is to balance the time between building the business and
growing our family. When I started out with Blush Brides, I worked alone and had one 6 month
old baby. It was all quite easy as it was only myself I had to organize, and only a few brides scattered across the year. During the past 5 years, the business has experienced amazing growth.
In this time, I have had two more children, moved house twice, and recently built our beautiful
new home. As you can imagine, and I’m sure I am not alone, it’s hard just to keep up at times.
To overcome this challenge and to ensure my business continues to operate smoothly I hired
a bookings coordinator. She has been a great asset to me and is a perfect fit for us. Taking
this step has allowed me more freedom to focus 100% on my kids when I am with them, and
also to spend more time on business development instead of the day to day operations of the
business.
LOVE
I feel truly grateful that I have the opportunity to have the lifestyle I have created through running
my own business. I love that I have the ability to run my business from anywhere and I get to
make people look and feel beautiful on their most special day in their lives so far… their wedding
day. I love how far I have come, and how much potential the business has for the future.
ADVICE
If you have the passion, the feeling in your heart that you are here to do something big, then take
a leap, and believe in yourself. Once you discover the excitement of what is possible bubbling
up inside of you, and you have the courage to take the first step, things will fall into place for you.
The other piece of advice I have is not to wait until everything is perfect and for the “right time”.
Business is about growing and stretching along the way. Molding to what you need at the time.
You can always make adjustments as you discover them along the way. Don’t let anyone tell you
“You can’t do it. If you feel it is right, have done some research, then just go for it girl! Start small
and see what happens, you never know where it could take you. Invest in yourself. You are your
best asset This is now my focus, and will therefore take my business to the next level.
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Laurie McDonald

Canberra Furnished Accommodation
Laurie McDonald is the owner of Canberra Furnished Accommodation. A business
which provides fully furnished and equipped accommodation in residential apartments
for short-term stays. Each property is designed to be ‘a place to come home to’ with
exceptionally well equipped kitchens and modern, comfortable living spaces. We take
out the extra services that hotels and serviced apartments provide and have our accommodation in residential buildings so the accommodation is both more cost effective for
our guests and also feels more like a home.
INSPIRATION
I started the business in 2003 whilst on maternity leave with my first child. We had an investment property and were struggling to meet the mortgage re-payments on one income. I used
a credit card to furnish and equip the property and buy a computer, and then began renting the
property out short-term. This made the property positive geared and the demand was so great
that I tried renting a property and applying the same formula, again this was a success and
gave me enough money to stay home an extra day a week with my son. Today the business has
60 properties available in central Canberra and I now mainly work school hours so I can make
my gorgeous little boys the number 1 priority in my life.
CHALLENGES
I think staffing will always be a challenge in small business but no matter what happens you still
need to put yourself out there by taking on people and investing in them. The mother guilt is also
one of the biggest challenges I have had to overcome personally. A friend of mine quoted that
you don’t need to have “work life balance”, you need to have “work life harmony”, which means
that sometimes you do have to go to that meeting instead of being home with the kids, but if you
can reconcile that within yourself and remember the times when you missed the meeting for the
kids then it is easier to live with.
LOVE
I enjoy what I do, but mostly I enjoy the opportunity that having a business gives me to put my
children first and set an example for them on living to your fullest. My proudest moment was
when my son told me he wants to be the ‘Business Man of the Year’ when he grows up (just
after I won an award for being the Business Woman of the Year).
ADVICE
Just because your a small business doesn’t mean you have to act like one, play for keeps and
run your business like it is already the larger business you anticipate it to be in a few years
time. If you are always thinking bigger than you are you will never hit the hurdles where things
become so outdated that it is a challenge to re-do them.
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Lorraine Salvi
MumsDelivery

Lorraine launched MumsDelivery in early 2009. MumsDelivery is a niche online directory built for the ‘new –age’ mum which helps to solve an increasing need for timesaving, convenient options. Refined by your postcode, you can find products to be
delivered to your door, services performed in your area, child friendly facilities and
activities, product reviews, family fun travel information, great competitions and much
more. Lorraine’s sales and marketing background along with her life experiences as
a mother continue to help her to identify what busy mums want. MumsDelivery has a
vision of providing a quick and easy service that will help mums to reduce time pressures enabling them to spend more quality ‘family’ and ‘me’ time.

INSPIRATION

After the birth of my first child I was desperate not to return to work. I wanted to be a stay at home
mother and couldn’t stand the thought of having to leave my child. After months of brainstorming (and weeks of crying) I identified a market opportunity. As a working mother with two young
children, I was frustrated at the inability to find service organisations that would deliver to my
postcode without having to search through a plethora of results. With that in mind I set to work
trying to understand if the online market was going to grow (which it is) and all mothers felt this
way, which thankfully is confirmed with research showing that 51% of mothers feel time pressures. MumsDelivery was created to ensure that mothers short on time spend it wisely. With so
many mothers in the workforce, we need to spend our time efficiently so that we have more time
to enjoy our time with our families.

CHALLENGES

Running a business from home has involved many more challenges than originally anticipated.
This created an amount of financial strain; while a great amount of personal time is undertaken
running the backend of the business. This in itself takes away from my key purpose of establishing the business to be at home with my children

LOVE

I love the idea that I have created something focused at helping mums attain a greater work/life
balance. I feel that valuing the time spent with your children and enjoying it is so important as it
passes so quickly. I take pride in trying to help other mums find solutions and services to help
increase their time efficiency and their ability to spend time with their family. I love the fact that
the site is continually evolving and feel like it could be a useful resource for families.

ADVICE

Be sure! Running your own business will take a lot of time, effort and energy – more than you
originally thought and in the beginning will you will spend a lot of time building up the business
with little or no return. Be sure that you totally believe in the idea and make sure that you will be
okay financially while if it takes some time for the desired income to happen. Prioritise. Some
things need to be done and it would be nice if others are, but at the end of the day you need to be
satisfied and happy if you can only achieve the items on the ‘need’ list. You will have days where
you simply have to ‘down tools’ and focus on yourself, your husband or your children. Talk to
everyone. Mention what you do to everyone. Sometimes you feel like they won’t be able to help
you (and they might not be able to), however often you get the best advice from the most unlikely
source and/or they know someone who might be interested etc
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Melinda
Charlesworth
Nioka Botanicals

Melinda Charlesworth is a mother of four, an author, a business owner and an entrepreneur. At the end of 2007 Melinda left a long and successful corporate career to start
her own business and spend more time with her family. Having successfully run a management consulting company, Your Contact Solutions, for almost four years she has
also in the last twelve months started a second business after creating a new nappy
rash treatment for her son. Her new business, Nioka Botanicals is a natural skincare
company that produces a 100% Natural Bottom Spray for babies. In December 2010
she published her first book “How Are You Managing? – Getting the best out of your
team through effective leadership” as a guide for managers who what to improve their
leadership skills.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration for starting my own business came when I went on Maternity leave with my
third child. I had had a very successful corporate career and although my first two children
had thrived in childcare I wanted to spend more time with my new baby. While the babies were
sleeping I was able to finish writing my first book. My youngest son had very bad nappy rash. I
tried everything on the market and I decided I wanted to make something myself. Then I began
a process of trial and error and before I knew it, Nioka Botanicals was born!

CHALLENGES

I started my management consulting business, Your Contact Solutions, just before the GFC hit!
Just as I was out there trying to get people to use my services, many businesses were scaling
back. I overcame this challenge in two ways. Firstly, I knew I had to get some back-up income so
I started facilitating some training courses which not only ‘kept the wolf from the door’ but also
kept my skills up to date. Secondly, I worked my network and I found I could keep a steady stream
of work coming just through people I knew in the industry.

LOVE

I love the freedom of being my own boss and deciding when and where I will work. I love the
variety I have in my work. I’m able to set a great example for my children of how you can be
successful working for yourself when you have products and services that you truly believe in.
I’m there for my children when they need me but I am still able to fulfil my personal ambitions
which help to make me a better mother, wife and business owner.

ADVICE

Research, research, research! You can’t know too much about your product, your market, the
regulations etc around what you are doing. Keep track of your costs. It’s vital to make sure that
the cost of making your product is kept to a level where you can have a quality product and still
make enough margin to be successful. Do what you can yourself, and outsource what you can’t.
Don’t fall into the trap of working 24 hours a day! Most women start a business from home so
they can spend more time with their family, so make sure you develop the business in such a
way that you still have time for your family. I work a normal work day; I just do it at home rather
than in an office. Be kind to yourself! We, as mothers tend to put ourselves last, but we are better
mothers, wives and entrepreneurs if we nurture ourselves too.
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Merendi Leverett
Merendi Health & Wellness

Merendi is the founder and director of Merendi Health & Wellness and has been working in occupational rehabilitation, personal training and developing health and wellbeing programs for more than 12 years. The Merendi Health & Wellness team offers a
range of services, including personal training, dietitian, massage therapy, physiotherapy, advice, guidance, support and motivation for clients who need to improve and
maintain good health, fitness and quality of life. Her qualifications include Bachelor
of Human Movement Science and Graduate Diploma of Health Science (majoring in
Human Movement with a specialisation in Exercise Rehabilitation). Merendi is an ESSA
(Exercise & Sports Science Australia) Accredited Exercise Physiologist, a qualified
Rehabilitation and Return to Work Coordinator with Q-Comp and rehabilitation provider
with Comcare. Merendi is mother to twin boys and a daughter, and uses her experiences and understanding of good health and exercise during pregnancy and after birth
to help other mothers.

INSPIRATION

Merendi Health & Wellness had very simple beginnings as a mums and bubs fitness class.
Becoming a mother inspired me to develop specific exercise programs for women during their
pregnancy and post-birth, tailored to the time constraints every mother faces. From there I saw
the opportunity to develop a thriving practice encompassing a range of services and wellness
strategies for people of all ages and abilities. I wanted my business to help with rehabilitation,
preventative, education, early intervention, chronic disease prevention and management.

CHALLENGES

When I first started Merendi Health & Wellness it was all up to me, and I was competing with
other health service providers, such as gyms and independent professionals and therapists. I
knew I had to work hard to build te reputation of the business and that meant building relationships with the community’s health professionals, like doctors, so they would refer clients to my
business. It took a long time to build that respect, but all the effort to stand out from the crowd
has paid off and Merendi Health & Wellness is recognised as a respected provider now.

LOVE

I get the most satisfaction from seeing the results I, and my fellow health and wellness service providers, achieve with our clients. You can see the difference our service makes when
we show clients how to manage their injuries and illness so they enjoy a better quality of life.
Education and motivation is such an important part of what we do at Merendi Health & Wellness
and empowering clients to be their own health advocates is what I love about my business.

ADVICE

The best advice I could give other mothers wanting to start their own business is to follow their
goals. Even if you know it is a long way off, it’s important to keep chipping away at each step. As
long as you’re heading in the right direction and keep focused on the end goal, you will get there
– and there is nothing sweeter than achieving something you’ve worked really hard for.
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Michele Blanshard
Baby Head Rest

When I first became a mum I quickly realised that my ‘traditional’ workplace wasn’t very
family friendly and I sought out a more flexible working environment, which led me to
design and develop the Baby Head Rest and establish an online store, Rose & Lily. I am
now a mum of three small children and the Baby Head Rest has gone ahead in leaps and
bounds. I have expanded Rose & Lily to include a great range of innovating life-changing baby and children’s products which I’m very passionate about. It’s been a busy yet
rewarding few years, and I’m slowly achieving that work-life balance that initially drove
me to change my work environment. I’m committed to raising awareness of the increased
rates of Flat Head Syndrome and the need to prevent rather than treat this problem.
The product I developed, the Baby Head Rest, offers parents and carers an inexpensive preventative product through which to reduce their baby’s risk of developing Flat
Head Syndrome while still sleeping their baby on her back (an important part of the SIDs
and Kids Safe Sleeping guidelines). The Baby Head Rest is suitable for babies from 0-4
months – the period of time when babies spend so much time on their backs and the key
window in preventing Flat Head Syndrome. Flat Head Syndrome now affects 1 in 10 newborns. The cost to prevent Flat Head Syndrome with the Baby Head Rest is $40 compared
to the cost to treat Flat Head Syndrome which can be thousands of dollars.

INSPIRATION

I designed the Baby-Head-Rest in response to the dramatic increase in the incidence of Flat
Head Syndrome which, according to the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne, is the most
common craniofacial problem today. Flat Head Syndrome literally means a misshapen or asymmetrical head shape. This condition most commonly occurs when baby adopts a favoured head
position, and as a result the sides or back of the skull become misshapen from constant pressure
in that one spot. While sleeping infants on their back has dramatically reduced the occurrence of
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), the development of Flat Head Syndrome has become
more common. Due to an increase in SIDS awareness, many infants now spend nearly 100% of
their time on their backs.

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge has been getting the preventative rather than treatment message out
there. It’s definitely an ongoing process. We have a loyal following on social media and use this
to keep followers updated on the latest developments and news regarding Flat Head Syndrome.
We promote the Baby Head Rest as an important nursery item, something to buy alongside
other key items such as a pram and car seat from day one. Too often parents and carers contact
me about the Baby Head Rest when their baby is older than four months and that preventative
window has passed.

LOVE

I love that I can pursue something that I really feel strongly about and that has an important
role within families – preventing Flat Head Syndrome while also following the Safe Sleeping
guidelines.

ADVICE

Research, research, research. I strongly advise mums who are starting out to research all aspects
of their business, the more information you have the better your decision making will be. For me,
manufacturing, freight, patenting and online marketing knowledge has been crucial.
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Michelle Bowden
Michelle Bowden Enterprises

Michelle Bowden is recognised as the expert in Influential Presentation Skills in the
Asia-Pacific region and has been a corporate trainer, speaker and executive coach for
much of the past 2-decades. She is the author of: ‘Don’t Picture Me Naked’, ‘13-steps
to exceptional presentation design’, ‘STOP! Your PowerPoint is killing me!’, ‘How to
Present – Tips from the Masters’ and ‘Exceptional Speaking Vocals’.
Michelle conducts both public and in-house presentation skills programs for all
employees across industry and is renowned for achieving results through learning
and laughter. Michelle’s executive mentoring program is well known by senior people
across industry as a must before high profile, significant events.

INSPIRATION

I have always been passionate about public speaking. After working for a variety of other
people as a corporate trainer, I knew that I needed to set up my own business where I could
sell and build relationships with clients the way I wanted to do it, and where I could write, run,
evaluate and then follow-up the training programs I ran the way I wanted to do it.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge as a working mum is the skill of flicking the ‘off’ switch and being really
clear about the boundaries. One very successful solution was to acquire an office. Having a
physical space for work does help me to more easily switch between the two roles.

LOVE

Statistically, about 80% of people fear public speaking! I help them learn what they need to do
to communicate with that difficult boss, to empower their teams to work towards the common
company goals, to get that job they really want, to sell their product or services and have
people say ‘yes’ to them more often. Empowering people so they can what they want in their
life through robust, influential communication skills, is an awesome honour and something I
definitely do not take for granted.

ADVICE
Be clear on the boundaries. When you are home, be home, when you are
at work, be at work and try your best to keep the two separate. Children sense when you aren’t
really listening, or when you are preoccupied or stressed out and they are only young and really
need you for so few years. There is no client, no deadline, no proposal, no event more important
than your family. Outsource where possible. Get a cleaner, gardener, dog washer, personal
assistant or whatever you need so you can focus on your family when you are there with them.
Exercise and eat well. If you are sick you’re no good to your family or your clients. Take vitamin
supplements, drink lots of water, exercise every single day and eat the best, fresh, organic food
you can afford. Ask for help. If it’s not working out as you hope then ask someone else for help
– anyone at all that you trust. Nurture your relationship with your partner. If you have a partner,
do what you can to stay connected and on the same page. Uplift. Take a break. Have a holiday
when you need it – recharge your batteries and nourish your spirit. Plan small ‘uplifts’ – little
inexpensive things like a cuppa, watching the sunset, a facial, massage or girls night out. Even
curl up in bed with your favourite book or movie and just be you. Uplifts are essential when you
are giving, giving, giving all day!
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Michelle Wright
mishfit

Mish started her career as a primary school teacher, working in New Zealand, Japan
and the UK. Shortly after migrating to Melbourne with her husband and young daughter,
Mish found herself pregnant and a single parent. It was during this difficult time Mish
developed a love affair with exercise as an antidote to post-natal depression. Mish
healed her own pelvic floor through corrective exercise, thus avoiding surgery and was
inspired to retrain as a Personal Trainer. Driven with a passion to share her knowledge
with other mums, Mish completed Certificate IV in Small Business and created mishfit
mothers: a group personal training system specialising in providing safe exercise and
education for pre and post natal women. Mish believes that other mothers could benefit
from the mishfit business model to create their own positive work/life balance and
mishfit became available as a franchise business in February 2011.

INSPIRATION

After my divorce and the birth of my second child, I was going through my own self-healing and
learnt about the function of the pelvic floor in regards to incontinence and prolapse. Having
healed myself, I did not want other women to go through the embarrassment of incontinence.
I had found my meaningful work. mishfit mothers is a group personal training program where
all children and babies are welcome and has a timetable that allows me to juggle work with my
own family life.

CHALLENGE

I never saw myself as a Personal Trainer, certainly not the Michelle Bridges type! I have never
been sporty and was definitely the odd one out while completing my fitness qualifications. The
result was that it took a long time to feel ok about not fitting the stereotypical Personal Trainer
look and to appreciate that I didn’t have to look like a buff body builder. However, being a healthy
weight, eating nutritious meals and exercising regularly is a great example to women and in
particular mothers, and I learnt to see myself as a role model. It also was a scary prospect
having to share my own very personal pelvic floor journey in the media.

LOVE

Clients learn safe exercise practice and pelvic floor care when taking part in the mishfit
programme. I feel so inspired by the difference that I can create in women’s lives that I am
working on a volunteer project for those who would not normally access mishfit services. My
aim is to write this information into an easy to use curriculum for others to use and thus spread
the message further, through more layers of society. Currently, I am working with the migrant
women of North Melbourne.

ADVICE

Thomas Edison said “Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration”. I believe this to be true
– the 99% perspiration is your dedication to the bigger picture of your business. It can be very
physically demanding to maintain your enthusiasm day after day. Building your team by networking in communities like Connect2Mums, getting a business mentor, hanging out with likeminded people are important strategies to realising your success. Also taking time to rest and
re-charge. Often I am most creative during these “down” times. Believe in yourself! The biggest
shift for me in business was appreciating that I am a small business. I was concerned that other
businesses or clients would not take me seriously because I was small. However, I was inspired
by the “Small Giants” philosophy, which encourages companies to be Great instead of Big.
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Narelle Plapp
Food for Health

When I was a consulting Naturopath I drew on my knowledge of allergies, dietary
requirements and natural ingredients to produce two digestive support mueslis for
my patients. In 2006 Food for Health was born. Food for Health focuses on health,
functionality and allergy friendly products, to make life that little bit easier for people
with specific dietary requirement and food allergies. Our motto is: “without our health
we have nothing, so it is important to use our food to heal and nourish our active
bodies so we can get more out of life!” We apply this to products we create and are firm
believers in a healthy happy life. Food for Health products are now ranged nationally
throughout Australia in Coles, Woolworths, Costco and independent stores. In total,
Food for Health products are ranged in approximately 2000 stockists and also exports
to 5 countries overseas.

INSPIRATION

I found as a Naturopath and Health Food Retailer, no supplier could provide me with mueslis
that combined diet specific needs and superior nutrition without compromising tastes, so I
created my own. I designed two hand made digestive support muesli recipes (The Liver
Cleansing Muesli and The Fibre Cleanse Muesli) to help with my patients with issues they were
suffering. I sold these in my health food store/clinic and found my customers/patients loved
them. I was very humbled by the results people got from two products I had created myself. I
realised there was a need in the greater market for a functional, dietary specific muesli range,
so in 2006 Food for Health was born.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge since starting Food for Health was trying to convince a large manufacturer
to take on a small company like Food for Health. They had huge minimum run requirements,
which was not affordable for Food for Health. But luckily for me the owner saw my passion
and was happy to negotiate smaller runs until Food for Health grew enough to meet their
requirements. Having the support of a large manufacturer enabled me to present to the big
guys; Coles and Woolworths. Both Coles and Woolworths both loved the concept of my
products and ranged them nationally.

LOVE

I love bringing products to market and receiving positive feedback from customers. It is also
a fantastic feeling knowing the products I create are helping people with allergies and dietary
requirements, making their life that little bit easier!

ADVICE

I believe in work/life balance, you need to enjoy your time with your family as well as enjoy
running your business. Most importantly you need to start a business that you love and that you
are passionate about, because then it will never really feel like work and success will follow from
your enthusiasm and passion. My advice to other mothers starting out in business would be to
train your husband’s/partners to help around the house more and to learn to delegate better.
Outsource as much as you can and if you have great staff like I do, give them autonomy in their
role. I also believe in doing your market research before you decide to start your own business.
I did approximately, 5 years research before I was comfortable with launching Food for Health.
It is integral that you know there is a market for your concept or product and remember that if
you work hard, have good ethics and believe in yourself, good things will happen.
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Nickie Race-Jones
LCF Fun Languages

LCF Fun languages offer a range of languages including French, Spanish, Mandarin,
Italian and German to children from the ages of 2 to 12. LCF Fun Languages was first
introduced ‘down-under’ to New Zealand in 1997 and established in Australian in 2006.
LCF Fun Languages now has 8 franchisees throughout New Zealand, 27 franchisees in
4 states in Australia and is continuing to expand. LCF Fun Languages is fast becoming
the leading provider of language solutions to schools and children throughout Australia
and New Zealand. Nickie Race-Jones is a successful businesswoman, educator and
mother of two who has turned a passion for languages into a fulfilling and inspiring
career. Nickie oversees a growing business on both sides of the Tasman while raising
a family and acting as a business mentor and advocate for early childhood language
learning. She strongly believes that learning a second language enhances overall
mental development and provides children with valuable life-skills.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration behind Fun Languages in both Australia and New Zealand stemmed from a
passion for languages and exposing children to early language learning. I realised that Aussies
and Kiwis kids were not exposed to the opportunities and possibilities that European children
have. The franchised business model provides a platform for language enthusiasts to be
involved in a flexible and rewarding business model, while doing what they are passionate
about. I loved the attraction of creating a team who share my vision. I wanted to help them to
learn and develop business skills. I love motivating and inspiring the team to create and exceed
more than they ever thought was possible.

CHALLENGES

Putting everything on the line in a new country is not easy and I understand now why some
people were afraid for me. To overcome resistance, I had to be very clear on what I am
committed to and why I was doing it. With franchisees in both Australia and New Zealand,
I divide my time between Sydney and Auckland, which some say has made me an expert
traveller and a master of time management. My greatest lesson has been learning to value
myself and I have done this through surrounding myself with an awesome team of people who
share my vision and understand my choices. Once you have that, you can conquer anything!

LOVE

I love the fact that this business really does inspire people to create a life they LOVE for
themselves. This happens on two levels which makes it all the more satisfying: 99% of the
franchisees are women and I love helping them achieve confidence and growth and the skills
required to run their own businesses. I like to remain actively engaged in providing LCF
franchisees with mentorship, support and professional business development.

ADVICE

Be clear on what your goals and vision are and most importantly, what your exit strategy is.
This is the only thing that will keep you going when you are at the bottom of the roller coaster.
Trust your intuition – I believe maturing as a woman teaches you to trust your gut, especially
in business. Find your Tribe – create an inspiring team around you and employ people that are
better than you at key skills!
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Nicky Johnston
Nicky’s Art

Artist, teacher and mother, Nicky Johnston now has the title of Author & Illustrator
to add to her list of accomplishments. Being a mother of 4 boys and having worked
in the primary education sector for the past 15 years, Nicky was prompted to publish
her two picture books for children dealing with anxiety “Go Away, Mr Worrythoughts!”
& “Happythoughts are Everywhere...” With her eldest son being diagnosed with
Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD) at just 5 years and finding very few children’s
books available for young children with anxiety, Nicky embarked on the journey of selfpublishing. Since launching her books she has not only greatly helped her own son, but
thousands of young children struggling to manage and overcome their own anxiety.
Anxiety in young children is so much more common than we realise and by teaching
our youth, we can help shape well rehearsed and prepared young adults. Nicky’s Art
(www.nickysart.com.au) has sold over 9000 copies of “Go Away, Mr Worrythoughts!”
& “Happythoughts are Everywhere...” Nicky is an accomplished artist and professional
make-up artist. An experienced teacher, Nicky is in constant demand taking bookings
for school visits as well as speaking engagements at conferences, workshops and professional development opportunities. She is passionate about promoting awareness of
Mental Health Issues in children.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration for ‘Nicky’s Art’ was born the day my eldest son at just 5 years, was diagnosed
with Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD). I desperately went in search for some children’s
books to help him only to discover there was nothing available. So, I wrote him my own story
and illustrated my own pictures to help him learn to be a ‘superhero’, to find his superpowers
and beat ‘Mr Worrythoughts’. The process of writing, illustrating, designing, printing, publishing,
marketing, promoting and distributing my books has been nothing short of life changing. When
I began, I knew nothing about the publishing industry – only that our story had to be told and
shared. What I wasn’t prepared for was the overwhelming response received from parents,
grandparents, teachers and the mental health professionals nationwide.

CHALLENGES

While the financial commitment to self-publish was not something taken lightly, my biggest challenge has been the commitment to ‘hang on for the ride’ as my book journey has taken me to
the doorsteps of many remarkable opportunities. I am a perfectionist and I never think... ‘I can’t’
but rather ‘how can I NOT try’.

LOVE

“When you combine love and skill, a masterpiece is created” ~ John Ruskin. I am the parent
of a child who suffers from a mental health condition. In developing my books aimed at supporting children and families struggling with similar circumstances, I stand as an example of
how a mother’s love and resourcefulness can bring about positive transformation in not only
her own child, but in the lives of many thousands of other children and families suffering in the
same way.

ADVICE

The motto by which I live is “reach for the stars and you just might touch the moon”. I share this
with all I come in contact with, and I often advise others that no dreamer is too small and no
dream is too big – that the first step to success is to give it a go.
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Stacey Clayton &
Lisa O’Keefe
Koolaman Designs

Koolaman Designs is the highly successful brand owned by sisters Stacey Clayton
& Lisa O’Keefe. In four years, these inspirational ‘best friends’ have delivered to the
market a product that is sought after both domestically and internationally. Their handstamped signature pendants are a popular choice for ‘anyone’ celebrating a special
occasion or milestone such as the birth of a child or an anniversary. The pieces are
proudly being worn by everyone from stay at home Mums to celebrities and look just as
stylish and appropriate with a track suit as they do with your favourite little black dress.
The sisters manage their business from their respective homes, despite being 450km
apart. Lisa lives in outback NSW and Stacey in rural Victoria with their families sharing
hundreds of special memories of time shared together.

INSPIRATION

As the drought continued, it was our turn to step up and help with the family finances as our
family farming enterprise faced huge financial pressure. The drive for our business was nothing
too greedy, just to pay for our groceries each week, and working from home so we didn’t have
to pay for childcare. Apart from the financial need for the business, there was the underlying
business aspiration for us to have a life outside the station gates, whilst still enjoying the luxury
and joy of being stay at home Mums.

CHALLENGES

One of our greatest challenges in ‘finding the right balance’: between work and family life. For
example - What is more important meeting a deadline or giving your children the time for cuddles... to date we have been managing both... but only just!
Some of the tools that we use to address these challenges include:
•
Time management: Having routines and making lists. There is a list for family; a list for
work; and a list for ‘me’ time activities.
•
We set goals for our business, our family and ourselves. Balance is important.
•
Set family time: we set aside ‘kid time’ and work
•
Creation of dedicated ‘work space’ to separate our work space and our family space.

LOVE

We are sisters and we love working together. Never did we think that we would get paid to spend
time having fun with each other and our families. We love that we can use business meetings as
an excuse for our families to catch up – even our Mum and Dad come along!

ADVICE

Believe: First of all believe that anything is possible – but be prepared to work hard.
Research: Do your research. Make sure there is a market for your product and understand
which communication mediums are best to utilise. Find a mentor: A mentor doesn’t have to
be a close friend or someone from the same industry. Why not ask someone that you look
up to – successful people want other like minded people to succeed. It is important to make
sure this person believes in your business/product as much as you do! Networking: is one of
the most powerful, underutilised, invaluable resources you can have in business... and don’t
underestimate the power of social networks.
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Amanda McCallum,
Sonya Havu &
Kylie Foley Signing Stars
Signing Stars was started in late 2009 by three Mums who were passionate about
enhancing communication with their babies through sign language. We all have young
children who we have experienced the many benefits of using sign language with. We
have developed a range of bright and fun resources to enable parents and carers to
teach babies and toddlers to communicate using Auslan (Australian Sign Language)
before they can talk. Our products are designed to make learning sign language easy
to incorporate into your daily routine, with no need for reading books or attending
courses.

INSPIRATION

We saw a gap in the market for quality Auslan (Australian Sign Language) resources and
with all of us being full time Mums at home with young children we were craving a challenge
and thought we could put our combined experience to good use. We wanted to help make a
difference to as many families as possible in the hope of enhancing communication for children
in their early stages of development.

CHALLENGES

Time is our biggest challenge as we each have two children and have to juggle family life and
our business aspirations every day. We have looked at our time available and clearly defined
our roles and responsibilities to be able to work as efficiently as possible. Learning the ropes
from scratch in terms of product development, IT, accounting and everything involved in running
a small business has presented challenges along the way, there has seemed to be endless
hurdles to help keep us busy and remind us how important maintaining the work/life balance is.

LOVE

The response we are getting from parents, hearing their excitement when their baby signs
back to them and how we are making parenting easier for them and their baby! We get a lot
of feedback and stories from parents and families of children with special needs that cannot
communicate with their children at all or are having so much trouble finding help with speech
development. It is so amazing to us that our products can help make these family’ s lives easier,
especially the fact that they assist these children to find a way to speak in their little world. It is
very rewarding for us! Our business fits in around our family life and allows us to spend time
with our children rather than being away from them in our previous work roles.

ADVICE

Time management is a Mumpreneur’s best friend!!It’s important to be flexible and listen to the
feedback you get from clients/the public. Being super organised and having clear plans and
goals for your business so you know where you are heading and where your precious time is
best spent. Network with others and get as much advice as possible. Get involved with local or
online small business groups.
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Amy Ruediger &
Vanessa Portors
Mamma’s Market

Mamma’s Market is a high quality boutique style market with a focus on handmade,
unique items and services catering to pregnancy, baby, children’s and family needs
in Buderim on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. The market is the combined efforts of
Buderim-raised sisters Amy and Vanessa after searching to find a suitable market to
showcase their own wares. With 8 children under the age of 12 between them, they
know how important it is to have lovely things for home and family that are stylish,
practical and affordable and can all be found in a single shopping experience!

INSPIRATION

We had discussed the lack of high quality boutique style markets on the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland and considered that this style of market would be successful in Buderim. After
this realisation, it took only one week to create the Mamma’s Market brand, secure the market
venue and book monthly dates for the next 12 months! Our vision for Mamma’s Market was to
create a community event that would provide opportunities for work-at-home parents or other
“mumpreneurs” as well as other small businesses to showcase their unique products.

CHALLENGES

Being a Mother is the most important job we have.We had found some challenge in keeping
the home and family happy and also operating a successful and efficient business. One of
the ways that we have addressed this challenge is to involve our husbands and children in
the market, so they too feel a sense of business ownership.Amy’s husband has become our
in-house graphic artist and Vanessa’s husband manages the operation and physical set-up of
each market event.Our children also help with setting up tables and other small tasks usually on
the afternoon before each market.The older children also have their own stall selling “Mamma’s
Market Merchandise” - helium balloons, branded lolly bags and fabric shopping bags.

LOVE

Being part of a family of 7 children, we grew up with a mother who loved to sew and create for
her family.This upbringing fostered a love and appreciation for all things handmade and unique.
As a result, we have both always loved to attend markets to seek out special treasures, so it is
a fantastic experience to be able to have a our own regular local market to shop at and enjoy all
the products available.Mostly we are just as excited (sometimes even more excited!) than the
market shoppers as we plan our purchases and enjoy the fun of each market day.

ADVICE

Be Prepared to Adapt and Learn - Things do not always turn out the way they are planned.
However, there is always something to be learnt and gained from every experience both positive
and constructive. Do the Job Well - As a result of establishing the Mamma’s Market brand so
quickly, we are often asked what new projects or events we are planning beyond the market.
While we have many ideas, we realise our personal limits and always strive to achieve “quality
not quantity” and maintain a happy family/business balance. Remove Emotional Involvement
- A tricky area to master but essential to your business success!It’s human nature to have
differences of opinion or varied expectations, however it’s important to maintain an objective
view and not allow emotion to cloud your decision-making process.Treat others in business the
way you’d like to be treated in return!
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Bianca Shugg
Peekaboo Magazine

Peekaboo magazine was founded by Bianca Shugg in November, 2009. Peekaboo is a
free, glossy lifestyle publication produced quarterly. Aimed at sophisticated parents
and their families, it includes feature-length articles on inspiring people, on-trend
fashion for littlies, new product reviews, localised park and eatery reviews, a localised
events calendar, family travel ideas, expert columnists, national giveaways and more.
There are three different magazine editions printed quarterly - Peekaboo Brisbane,
Peekaboo Sydney and Peekaboo Melbourne - each offering a combination of localised
editorial and advertising and other nationally-run pages featuring national advertising
clients and editorial. Peekaboo has a print distribution of 21,000 copies across Brisbane, the Gold and Sunshine Coasts, Cairns, New South Wales, Victoria and Adelaide.
As well as its print distribution network, Peekaboo’s website has some 13,000 visitors
every month and the associated Facebook business pages have close to 6000 followers
across the three editions. Peekaboo magazine is one-of-a-kind in the free, street publication market. Our quarterly publication offers readers product and place reviews and
feature-length articles on the best people and brands in our marketplace. Bianca was
lucky enough to win the Brisbane Babes in Business ‘Mercedes Benz Business Owner
of the Year’ award in December, 2010. On presentation of the award, the Babes judges
described her as “an entrepreneurial dynamo with the ABN to prove it. Self-employed,
innovative and always motivated, her business-savvy is something to be admired”.

INSPIRATION

The idea for Peekaboo was born out my frustration, as a new mum, with the lack of family-focussed
information readily available on fun things to do and fashion for the littlies. I initially started out with
an idea to produce an informative map outlining park locations and boutiques in my local area,
but it fast became a 40-page magazine. Peekaboo magazine has grown from a local Brisbaneonly product, to now servicing Sydney and Melbourne. And the new additional interstate titles are
not just extra copies of our Brisbane publication – we offer three separate magazines each with
localised editorial and advertising from their respective distribution footprints.

CHALLENGES

Maintaining a printed publication in a very online-focused market has been, and will continue to
be, my greatest challenge. However, 18 months down the track and following the exciting launches of Peekaboo Melbourne and Peekaboo Sydney into their respective markets last edition, our
direction and planning is paying off. What do you love about your business? My silver lining is that
I love what I do and more importantly I can do it from home with my two baby girls in tow.

ADVICE

Start-ups need the three Ps: patience, planning and performance. Whether you are a small
business, a mumpreneur, or a home-based business, it’s always going to be hard, hard work
and owning your own business will always require loads of dedication. It is good to have a
two- or three-year plan in place from the start and work hard to make that plan become reality.
Another important factor of running a business through social media channels is to play nice.
Bad-taste antics on social media can ruin your brand and reputation in the click of a mouse.
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Lisa Heggie

Treadley Helmet Hats
Treadley Helmets Hats are the inspiration of Lisa Heggie.In 2007, Lisa and her family
returned to Australia after 10 years in the UK, and on arrival she instantly understood
that personal sun protection is a necessity and not a luxury. As a mum of bike-loving
kids, Lisa could not find a product to that provided her family with sun protection while
wearing their bike helmets. Coincidentally, the idea for Treadley developed at a time
when Lisa was considering her career options.

INSPIRATION

It is often said that ‘Necessity is the Mother of invention’, and this mother was inspired to design
our unique range of Helmet Hats after realising that bicycle helmets provided my children with
little or no sun protection. Nearly two years ago I remembering thinking “it can’t be that hard
– somebody must make something I can buy”.Little did I realise that my search for a suitable
product would prove pointless and that within a year I would become a helmet hat designer and
business owner.

CHALLENGES

The initial challenges stemmed from my reluctance to make the ‘jump’.My circular internal
dialogue went like this: “How would I know what to do, was there really a market for the product,
what is BAS, and most terrifyingly... would I have to travel to China by myself?” After calming
down, I realised that challenges are simply ‘hurdles on a running track’. The true challenge to
starting Treadley was in developing a viable business model for a product that had never before
existed.This challenge encompassed all aspects of the business from product development, to
expected demand, pricing, manufacturing, distribution channels and marketing. The quest for a
solution is what drove me to start this journey and continues to be my inspiration.

LOVE

I am so fortunate to have a business that fulfils me professionally and personally. I am now a
Company Director and my own boss. That doesn’t mean I get to take a day off when I feel like
one, but if one of my children are sick or there is a school event to watch I have the flexibility to
focus on the needs of my family.

ADVICE

In the words of the great Kev Carmody and Paul Kelly “From little things big things grow”, so just
GO for it!! Remember the fine print though; you have to nurture your business every step of the
way! I believe that a key to having a successful business is that you MUST believe in it.Along
with your responsibilities as a Mum (wife, sister, daughter, friend) you now have a new member
of your family - your business.Your business is as demanding, rewarding and inspiring as a
new born child – more so, if that’s possible!It is going to be a part of your life 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.If it doesn’t inspire and motivate you from the outset you are going to lose interest
quickly and not give the business the nurturing and attention it needs, especially when it needs
it most. Research, ask, and plan! Know what products are out there, who your competitors are
(if there are any), what your customers and retailers want and most importantly how you are
going to make your business work. It’s a juggling act, and without the right knowledge, training
and ‘map’ to guide you the preverbal balls will start to drop. Don’t commit to anything big without
asking the opinion of someone you trust.Find a mentor, someone who you can use as a sounding board to bounce ideas off and who inspires you in some way.Is it better to admit you don’t
know something than have to try and correct your mistake! Start small, but have big dreams...
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Rachel Hodson
Buckle with Care

I’m Rachel Hodson, and Buckle With Care is my passion. It’s a business which is all
about holistically enhancing the safety, sense of security, and well being of children
with my new product range, BucklePodz®. If, like me, you’ve ever accidentally “pinched”
your child in the harsh “SNAP” of their buckle (highchair, pram, carseat, helmet etc)
or accidentally burned them by placing them onto a HOT car-seat buckle, then you
know the pain, tears, and guilt it causes… not to mention the future buckle-up anxiety!
BucklePodz® put an end to these age-old buckle-up hazards creating safer, comfier
buckle-up experiences. They are spongy “sleeves” to fit almost any buckle forming
a barrier between the harsh “SNAP” and your child’s delicate skin. What’s best about
BucklePodz®? They enable firm fitting straps for BEST protection, without the fear of a
painful pinch… Just positive experiences with your happy child!

INSPIRATION

Being a passionate childcare professional, I’d heard painful stories from parents who’d
accidentally pinched their child’s skin in the buckle of their car-seat during the frantic morning
dash to childcare. The same thing happened now and then during busy routines of an ordinary
childcare day. So I knew the situation well…but it wasn’t until I’d accidentally caught my own
child’s delicate skin in the harsh SNAP of her buckle, that I realized first hand how those parents
had felt. After my daughter was “pinched” a second time (not by me), my urgency became
unstoppable! I was so frustrated at the lack of protection offered from safety buckles, that I
began my mission to develop a safer alternative. After months of sleepless nights, pages and
pages of sketches, loads of googling and phone-calls to different safety advisory services,
BucklePodz® were born.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge was a cluster of no money, no time, and no idea which steps I needed to
take in order to invent a product, or how to run a business. These were the biggest hurdles for
me, and the catapult that flung me over them was my positive mind-set. This is vital for anyone
in business because positivity is the key that turns obstacles into exciting challenges. Looking
back, I’m actually glad to have had these hurdles, because self-learning the skills required, and
being forced to understand my business from every level has empowered me as a business
owner, and I’m proud to know that I’ve done it all myself… and if I can do it, so can you!

LOVE

Developing the products was one thing, but realizing the potential of the business and how far
I could reach, was another. Buckle With Care has given me the opportunity to reach out and
share my passion for children’s wellbeing in a credible way, to bring joy to many families and
children’s services throughout the community. I love that my business offers practical products,
as well as support to parents and caregivers through our awareness blog, facebook page, VIB
Fund-raising & Safety Awareness Campaigns (exclusively for children’s services), and support
of other charities.

ADVICE

The advice I would give to other mums is the wise words of Henry Ford “Whether you say you
can, or you say you can not… you will be right”. I believe obstacles come along to help us think
outside the square, so embrace every defining moment and be creative! Connect with other
inspiring business minded women, and thrive! Live your dream today!
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Rhian Allen
Lose Baby Weight

Rhian Allen is a mum of one from Sydney who at 6 months pregnant decided to leave the
security of a 12 year long career in the media industry to pursue her dreams of running
her own business in the health and weight loss industry. After identifying a gap in the
market for a holistic solution to post baby health and weight loss Rhian launched www.
losebabyweight.com.au in October 2010. Since October 1 she has helped over 1,500
mums across Australia lose their baby weight totalling a collective loss of 10,000kg
and due to the success of the business has also now launched in New Zealand. Her
first baby was born in December 2010 and she has managed to juggle the challenges of
motherhood as well as continuing to drive, market and innovate the business to ensure
that it is Number 1 in the post pregnancy and weight loss market as well as Number 1
in client service. Lose Baby Weight is committed and dedicated to helping mums all
over Australia get as fit and healthy as they can possibly be. We are here to support and
help you at every step of the way and we offer mums a constant source of free and up
to date information on fitness, health and wellness as well as offering a variety of plans
to follow that will aid pregnancy weight loss. We are contactable 7 days a week and
your success is our success and we believe where there is a will there is a way – and we
will help you find it! We also offer Express Post delivery on all purchases and all plans
have a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee and we pride ourselves in giving the number one
service in support and results to mums across the Country.

INSPIRATION

When I became pregnant the reality of my career post baby hit me hard. I did not want to return
to work after 4 months and juggle a stressful corporate job and motherhood. So I made a decision to follow my dreams and set up my own business. I had been studying health and nutrition
so began researching post pregnancy weight loss and nutrition and found there was no service
or support on a National level for mums. So I wrote my business plan, resigned from my job and
then sold our over sized 3 bedroom apartment and downsized to a 2 bedroom and launched my
business so I could work around my baby.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been time – or a lack of it! I have so many ideas and there is so much I
want to achieve and do but I have limited time in the day as I look after my now 6 month old baby
as well as run my Australian and New Zealand business and websites. I have addressed this
challenge by having an excellent team of resources and people I use to help me achieve my business goals as well as sticking to a strict ‘to do’ list every day and working like a speed demon

LOVE

“I love doing something worthwhile and helping so many mums get in shape and improve their
health. I love giving so much support and advice to mums and I love hearing about all of the
success stories about how the Lose Baby Weight plans have changes people’s lives. And I love
being able to do it all around my baby!”

ADVICE

Do a business plan and have a clear focus on what you want to achieve and time frames in doing
it. Be prepared to work very hard and also not to expect results overnight. Establish a budget for
marketing, Get a good web designer plus SEO specialist on board – key for any online business.
Have a high work standard and always give excellent customer service and always help other
mums in business as 9 out of 10 times they will reciprocate that help.
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Rosie Shilo
Virtually Yours

Virtually Yours is an online network for Virtual Assistants. Virtual Assistants are selfemployed professionals providing business support services to multiple clients, from
a remote or virtual location – the VAs own office. It doesn’t matter where their client
is located – all of the work is done virtually! Virtually Yours prides itself on providing
the best support possible for new and established VAs. We achieve this by providing
an online community structure which allows for collaboration of ideas, opportunities
to connect with business owners looking for business support, plenty of resources
and additional training opportunities. We run information sessions and workshops in
topical interest areas that our members identify a need for. Most of all, Virtually Yours is
a fun, friendly and supportive environment for people who want to work for themselves
and aim for work/life balance.

INSPIRATION

Like many VA businesses, my business started very small. I went online and discovered that
there was a whole industry around this which I could dive into and learn from. In 2004, I started
Virtually Yours as a basic Virtual Assistant service, offering administrative and basic desktop
publishing support. About two years into my VA business I converted it into a network and with
the support of a couple of wonderful Virtual Assistants, the Virtually Yours Virtual Assistant
Network (VYVA) was born. I realised early on, that seeing other VAs thrive and grow was my
passion, and while my own VA support services have evolved over the years as well, it’s the
camaraderie and mutual growth in VYVA that inspires me to passionately work on VYVA continually developing it as an incredible resource for its members.

CHALLENGES

I think the biggest challenge for me has been the financial challenge. The VYVA network has
always predominantly been a work of love, more than income. I have increased the annual
membership rates over the years but unless I am able to offer additional opportunities for
members, the income really isn’t going to be significant on the rate that I charge. All of challenges
I face while running my business, be it time, money, resources, energy – I see as their own gift
as they allow me to constantly develop ideas to support my members experiencing the same
challenges.

LOVE

My network is its members. And I absolutely adore them. They are smart, intelligent, caring and
supportive, creative, savvy and well frankly, they are all pretty fabulous! I don’t sell products in
the form of materials – my product offering and my passion is being able to support others.

ADVICE

The first thing I always say is “Feel the fear and do it anyway!” I do think mothers who run
businesses have it so good and so bad at the same time. You have to be incredibly strong.
Sometimes your business is what makes you a stranger to your family, when your family is
why you started in the first place. Always try to remember why you got into business in the first
place – what is your driving goal? Is it to be there for your family? Is it just to be your own boss?
Is it financial? You goals will always change, but that main original reason can often stay quite
true. If your business starts offering you the opposite of what you went into it for, take some
time out to re-evaluate, and redirect if necessary. It’s your business, and that’s the one thing
you can control.
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Sharon Thurin
Slim Secrets

Like many babies, Slim Secrets was born one sleepless night in 2005 as I lay in bed
concerned about the growing rate of obesity in Australia. Realising there was a gap in
the health and wellbeing market, I set about creating a healthy snack food company and
have never looked back. The Slim Secrets philosophy is to promote a healthy lifestyle,
be the secret weapon for your snack attacks and connect with consumers through valuable secrets. Thanks to our outstanding packaging, great taste and proven results I
have seen the business flourish over the past 5 years. Our range of snack bars, cookies,
chips and shots are now distributed nationally and overseas to a wide variety of outlets
and are fast becoming a worldwide favourite.

INSPIRATION

Whilst weight loss coaching I noticed that many of my clients ate well at meal times but often
struggled with snacks, alternatively they were so busy during the day that they didn’t eat enough
and then binged at night. As protein and fibre are important ingredients to help fill you up I
suggested to try snacking on a convenient protein bar/snack when they were hungry. However
the general opinion was that they were either too high in fat or too high in sugar and calories, or
tasted like cardboard. I wanted to develop a product that would speak to the consumer in a light
hearted way but would also be a healthy snack alternative that tasted great!

CHALLENGES

There have been many challenges but probably the biggest is our reliance on contract
manufacturers for our products. This means that we have pressure on us in regards to pricing,
new product development isn’t as fast as we would like it and sometimes we need stock
produced urgently for exports or supermarket orders due to unexpected demand and we can’t
always fulfil this as it is out of our control.

LOVE

I love all the amazing relationships I have built over the last few years. I also really enjoy the
challenge of starting a business completely from scratch and now watching it grow into a popular global brand. I also really enjoy the financial freedom of having my own business. There
have been so many great and exciting moments (such as going to the Oscars) in this business
and maybe the best part is that I never know what the day is going to bring; every day there are
surprises, so life is never boring.

ADVICE

My advice would be to find someone in your life who you can talk to and bounce ideas and
thoughts off. Get sound advice and don’t be afraid to ask questions from other experienced
business owners. Ensure you have a plan but don’t be too rigid with it as sometimes opportunities present themselves that are too good to not to pursue. Do it - don’t just dream about
it. Anyone can have great idea, it’s about turning those ideas into reality. There’s never a right
time; you’re never too young or old. If you’re dreaming about it, grab the opportunity now. Sure it
takes courage, but sometimes you’ve got to take that leap of faith. Ask yourself what’s the worst
that can happen and can you live with the consequences? I’m not advocating they put everything they own on the line, but don’t be afraid of failure. We risk more than failure if we don’t try
to turn our business dreams into reality; we risk not achieving our potential in life.
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Tina Mihalitsis
Georgie Girl

Celebrating all that it means to be a cherished baby girl, Georgie Girl’s whimsical and
vintage-inspired nappy covers have burst onto Australia’s handmade scene in an explosion of florals and ruffles. Hand made from the highest quality cotton fabrics to the
most exacting standards, Georgie Girl pieces are exquisitely beautiful, practical, and
importantly, affordable. Coveted by thousands, Georgie Girl ruffled nappy covers are
already being preserved as modern-day family heirlooms. Georgie Girl’s creator, Tina
Mihalitsis is humbled by her success, genuinely overwhelmed by the demand for her
lovingly handmade pieces. I learned to sew when I couldn’t find exactly what I wanted
for my baby daughter. 18 months ago I couldn’t sew. Since then, this journey has held
some of the most challenging but also the most rewarding experiences of my life. I’ve
grown my business from a made-to-order service for friends and family to one that has
sold well over 2000 ruffled nappy covers to people from across the world. Somehow
12000 people on Facebook have found me. I’ve been on television and my ruffled nappy
covers are now so sought-after they sell out within one minute of being listed.

INSPIRATION

I started Georgie Girl in 2009 after being unable to find unique, beautiful clothing for my daughter that celebrated all it meant to be a baby girl. I wanted her special garments to be made with
love, effort and consideration. I wanted high quality pieces, made from beautiful floral fabrics
that would stand the test of time. Above all, I wanted them to capture the essence of her childhood and remain timeless in our memories. Encouraged by supportive family members and
friends I began selling my signature ruffled nappy covers.

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge is anticipating and responding quickly to the demand for on-trend designs
and textiles. While GG designs will always have a touch of vintage whimsy, on-trend colours
and patterns often feature in my ruffles. I dedicate time to research and development, including
studying global seasonal trends, following celebrity fashions, and reading design blogs and
websites where trends are reported and predicted. I have also established peer and customer
feedback mechanisms to ensure I’m continuing to produce designs my customers want to buy.
The success of the GG ‘Prestige’ range proves this approach works. I began to notice a small
- but definite - trend towards one-off pieces made from signature fabrics. I responded quickly,
had my own fabric produced and was able to launch the range well before any competitors. This
range continues to be one of my best sellers, and most requested.

LOVE

I love sourcing fabrics that evoke my brand, are unique and beautiful, and aren’t commonly
used in children’s clothing. GG nappy covers are distinguishable because of their fabric combinations: selecting these and seeing them come to life is almost certainly what I love most. I
love proving a WAHM can run a successful business, earning the respect of her customers and
colleagues. I also believe it’s important to support my community, and Georgie Girl has allowed
me to contribute to a range of organisations who do much-needed work.

ADVICE

Never listen to anyone who tells you it cannot be done. Stay focused and organised with specific goals in mind. Believe in and love what you are doing and others will too.
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Yvette Adams
The Creative Collective

The Creative Collective is an award-winning full service creative agency offering everything from website design and development to graphic design and print, marketing and
PR, search engine optimisation and search engine marketing, social media + more! We
also offer a range of education and training opportunities related to achieving online
and business success through regular webinars, live events and recorded products.
We currently deliver training on behalf of AusIndustry, the Queensland Government’s
DEEDI and have also performed work for the Sunshine Coast Regional Council and a
range of private sector clients.

INSPIRATION

My company was born out of the study nook of my home when I had my second child in 2007. Out
of both desire and necessity I wanted to create an income from home, around my two kids, with
an unlimited earnings potential. I could see the massive potential of this business in a fast growing market and knew I had the skills and sheer determination to go out and make it happen.

CHALLENGES

I think it can be hard for many parents of Mumpreneurs to understand their need and desire to
work, as just one generation ago we were a society where the mother was expected to stay at
home and look after the kids! Being the eldest child myself and the first one to have a child and
to return to my career only 7 weeks after the birth of my second child I think was difficult for my
parents to accept - there was a lot of pressure from my parents and inlaws not to work at all!

LOVE

I love that my business allows me to enjoy the ultimate lifestyle. I love the flexibility of being my
own boss and have ensured I have implemented excellent procedures and systems to ensure
even though we are a small business I can step out of it and my staff are more the capable
to ‘steer the ship’. We regularly holiday, sometimes combining work with play. For instance in
October last year when I was delivering the Small Business Online program in the Whitsundays
I did one day work and then my partner and kids and I stayed on for 4 more days to enjoy what
it has to offer. It was great showing them around after I had spent so much time there last year.
I also love getting results for my clients. I am humbled to regularly receive incredible emails,
facebook posts and cards from people saying I have made a difference or am an inspiration to
them. You can’t get better than that I reckon!

ADVICE

I think I would say surround yourself with good positive people – get your partner on board,
your friends and if possible your family too. Get good professional people around you too – an
accountant, a lawyer, maybe a business coach – all the people you may call on immediately or
simply when you need them. If you have them there ready to go that is idea. I would say look into
the great free services offered by local council and Government bodies – there are webinars,
resources, workbooks and much more to help you get on track. Go for grants and tenders – they
can really boost your business. Create yourself a weekly schedule and plot out EVERYTHING
and make sure you block out some time for YOU! Include fitness (so important!), beauty/pampering time (I go for one hour every week – mandatory!!), time with your partner (we do fun
‘date nights’), time with friends, time with kids, and strict work times so you can keep that careful
balance. Good systems & procedures would also be highly recommended. Utilise technology
where ever possible to work ‘smarter, not harder’.
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Alison Paul
Coffs for Kids

I am a single Mum to two monkey-boys and am creator/designer/director of the website,
blog and Facebook page www.coffsforkids.com The website has two functions: it offers
free business listings to all businesses and services that operate in Coffs Harbour and
surrounding areas involving anything to do with kids and families. I also have an events
calendar and school holidays activities which is updated regularly. The second part of
the website is a blog in which I write things such as: business showcase articles, local
events, photos and my thoughts or day to day life of being a Mum in Coffs Harbour. I also
run a monthly competition with prizes donated by local business. I sell advertising on
the website, selling blog ads, premium business listings, newsletter sponsorship and
business showcase articles.

INSPIRATION

Inspiration to start my website grew out of frustration more than anything!Coffs for Kids aims to
be a one-stop place to come to find things to do, services or products for your kids available in
and around Coffs Harbour. I write a blog 3-4 times a week to talk about things I am up to with my
kids, current things going on, or even businesses that catch my eye.

CHALLENGES

By far the biggest challenge was building this business with absolutely no money. I had to work
with literally zero budget so could not employ the services of a professional web designer,
graphic designer etc. I decided that if I was going to do it, I had to teach myself and make
the website with as little money as possible. I now do everything myself from SEO to press
releases, invoices, approaching potential advertisers, liaising with media and council, business
and managers. So by far the biggest challenge was building and designing a website with no
training or former knowledge of website – I had never even set up a basic blog before!

LOVE

I love the sense of community that surrounds Coffs for Kids. I love the responses I get on
Facebook and via email of people very happy and grateful to have information and thanking me
for informing them of events on in Coffs Harbour that are family friendly. I have also met some
really fantastic people and made a whole heap of new friends as well. I also feel very humbled
and proud that there are some Mum’s out there I have really helped publicise their business
and given exposure, whether it be through the Facebook page or website. I also love that I was
able to organise the very first Creative Market held in Coffs Harbour district and gather all these
talented Mums in one place. But for me, the biggest thing is that I get to write and that people
are actually reading what I write!

ADVICE

I know it is a massive cliché, but just do it! When it seems too hard, or too challenging - take it
in baby-steps. Break it down into smaller tasks and try not to look at the picture as a whole (in
terms of how much you have to do or how much work there is before you actually get started).
Do one step at a time and don’t be afraid to ask for help. I have learnt there is help in all shapes
and forms on the internet. Make Google your best friend! There are so many resources from
You Tube to forums, help desks, blog articles etc. Also use your network of friends and family
if you need any specific advice or help. Also don’t underestimate the power of social media, in
particular Facebook and Twitter to help your business – the ultimate word of mouth!
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Chantelle Coote
& Danielle Seadon
Ellez The Tassie Wedding Planner

Ellez The Tassie Wedding Planner was founded in early 2011. Both Chantelle and Danielle
had found a gap in the Tasmanian wedding industry and now Ellez is filling that gap
with their wedding planner magazine, website, wedding planning service and store. The
magazine consists of advertising, articles and real life wedding stories all wrapped up
in a beautifully presented A5 glossy print. It is distributed state-wide in over 120 news
agencies. We have backed up the magazine with a new website that has comprehensive
information and an easy to use directory. Both the planning magazine and website are
the first of their kind in the Tasmanian market. Ellez has now branched out into developing a retail store and offering a wedding planning service after receiving such a pleasant
welcome by the Tasmanian public. Ellez has flourished into a growing business from
one small idea over coffee just six months ago!

INSPIRATION

We both have a strong passion for the wedding industry and are extremely excited by the potential Ellez has in the Tasmanian market.Over coffee one day we decided that we would create
Ellez The Tassie Wedding Planner magazine. This would be a Tasmanian compact wedding
planner that has local Tasmanian and online businesses’ in conjunction with planner pages for
couples to write their information in. It has snowballed into a more comprehensive business by
customers requesting us to plan their weddings and the creation of ellez.com.au and the development of the Ellez wedding store and our wedding planning service.

CHALLENGES

We created, made and distributed our magazine in less than 3 months. This was a challenge in
itself but with hard work and long hours we were able to meet our deadline. The printing of the
magazine was the next challenge. We had a deadline to have all magazines ready by the 1st
April 2011 for the launch of the magazine at the Launceston Wedding Expo. We had our graphic
work to the printers in time only for them to have a printer malfunction and be told that the magazine would not be with us in time. We had countless people already waiting for the magazine
so this was devastating to us. We then used our communication skills to liaise with the printing
company and managed to get 800 of the magazines express shipped to us just in time.

LOVE

We love the fact that Ellez is something that we have created from scratch. This is something
that we are extremely proud of as we are able to do what we love without a huge loan and the
stress of making ends meet with the business and at home. It is so rewarding to be able to help
people with their weddings as it is one of the most important days in their life and we have the
pleasure of being involved.

ADVICE

We would recommend that any parent venturing into their own business seek financial advice
before investing money into their idea. We were able to set up the whole of our business without
investing or lending any money. We have ensured that our business has paid for itself along the
way. The smaller you can make the outlay the bigger the profit and chance of success. Also
make sure that you invest equal time into your family and self as you do your business.
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Elle Roberts
Buy Hand

Becoming a single mum two years ago turned my entire life plan on its head and almost
overnight my priorities changed. My hopes and dreams suddenly became focused on
being the best mum I could be. For me, that meant not longer pursuing the highflying
business career I thought I wanted and instead doing whatever I could to spend more
time at home with my boy. Still needing to work, I started “Monkey and Me” a homebased business selling handmade goodies for kids. My efforts to make a go of this business highlighted the importance of quality access to the marketplace – there was no
platform available to me that I felt met my needs. This is how I came to start my second
business - Buy Hand - only six months later. Buy Hand started trading in December 2010
and I cannot believe how far we have come already! I opened a retail store in Townsville
July 2011 and within the first few weeks was confident the business will be a success.

INSPIRATION

When my Monkey was born in April of 2009, I discovered a true passion for sewing, quilting, toy
making and all things crafty. So, about a year into motherhood, I gave birth to Monkey and Me – a
business focused on making cool, comfy handmade clothes for kids. Shortly after Buy Hand was
born, it is a simple, time and cost effective way for creative people to sell their wares.

CHALLENGES

My strong belief in this business has lead me to cut back on certain luxuries – I can’t remember
the last time I bought myself clothes, or had a haircut. Despite remaining a constant pressure,
part-time work and tight budgeting has enabled me to afford website design and other vital
aspects of the business. This leads me to my next challenge. Time – or should I say lack of time!
Being a single mum to a 2-year-old boy, completing the last subjects of my university degree,
working part time and, well, sleeping occasionally; I find very little time to focus on the business.
Time management is not my strong point either – but it is something that I constantly strive to be
better at, I find writing lists an essential way to manage my tasks.

LOVE

I am fascinated by small business and its management. I have been studying a Bachelor of
Business Management at university, part time, for 8 years. Through starting Monkey and Me I
discovered the ‘real’ business world and was amazed at the number of people running microbusinesses out of their homes. I love almost everything about this little business; but most of all
I love and appreciate that it allows me to be a better mum.

ADVICE

While the following may sound a bit of a contradiction, I strongly believe it is the best advice I can
give anyone starting out in business. I believe detailed planning and budgeting is vital. You need
to be able to pay bills before you incur them and don’t set yourself deadlines that are impossible.
Every business should have a written business plan that they review at least annually. At this same
time however, there will always be something about your plan, budget, family life etc that is not
quite perfect or planned; sometimes you just need to throw a bit of caution to the wind and jump in!
The other advice I live by is “Always put family first”. If I do have a bad week and I snap at Aston
for interrupting while I write an email I just remind myself I am only doing this for him! The email
will wait, the unfinished blog post won’t go away but I’ll only have a two year old for 310 more
days so I am going to enjoy every minute of it that I possibly can.
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Kate Facey &
Amanda Wright
Baby Steps Photography and Design

As Mums to gorgeous girls, we adore every moment with our little ones, and are all too
aware of just how “quickly they grow up”! We understand the importance of capturing
every precious detail – tiny fingers and toes, wispy hair and little button noses! With
backgrounds in the Entertainment and Media Industries (Kate with Children’s Television
programme, Hi-5, and Amanda with one of the Nation’s leading Print Media Groups), as
well as over 10 years experience as amateur photographers, our collaboration in this
next chapter of our lives was a natural and exciting progression, allowing us to indulge
our passion for all things Baby! We cherish the privilege of photographing little ones,
and have so much fun with all the beautiful babies and children we are blessed to meet.

INSPIRATION

We were inspired to start Baby Steps following the birth of our daughters! We wanted to be
able to mark that same moment in time for parents everywhere, so that they can cherish these
beautiful, but fleeting moments, forever. We have tried to be sensible about how much we could
achieve with young daughters, and for us, sharing the workload is key. We inspire each other
with our passion and enthusiasm, and by our shared desire to achieve the highest quality for our
clients every single time.

CHALLENGES

Like many new Mums in business, without question our greatest hurdle has been the balance of
time between work and family life. We are so passionate about our growing venture that we are
keen to devote every spare minute to Baby Steps (!), however we work hard to ensure that our
excitement and passion is not at the detriment of quality time with our families. To overcome this
hurdle, we limit our bookings, and complete our post production and admimistration work after
hours, once our little ones are in bed.

LOVE

We love working together and have found that our different strengths complement each other
and the business - eg Amanda, as a Designer is right on top of all of our post production work,
whilst I handle administration and marketing, aided by my background in publicity. The babies
themselves are an absolute delight, and we just adore the time we spend with them in our studio,
as well as meeting their parents (and sometimes extended families!) It is such a highlight, and
key success indicator of our work and our processes, when families return for a second or third
shoot, allowing us to see how much their little one has grown. We love that being in this business empowers us to be contributors to our families and a positive influence in the lives of other
families. We love that we continue to learn each and every time we pick up the camera, giving
us the opportunity to provide creative and unique artwork for our clients, tailored to their baby or
child’s individual personality.

ADVICE

Go for it! But do so with realistic expectations as to the limitations on your resources and more
importantly on your time. Enjoy every second of your hard work and passion, and the subsequent rewards that your hard work and passion will bring!
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Kim Berkers
Toddler Tucker

Toddler Tucker was conceived 5 years ago when Kim’s eldest child, Kayla, started eating solids. Kim was working in catering with food all day and didn’t want to spend the
precious hours before Kayla’s bed time in the kitchen. After some research, Kim found
that there was a gap in the marketplace for home cooked foods for babies and toddlers. By the birth of Kim’s second child, Kian, the strategic business plan for Toddler
Tucker was created. By the time Kian was 18 months old, the website for Toddler Tucker
was launched and Kim was supplying nutritious home cooked meals for toddlers and
babies, frozen for convenience and delivered to customers at home or workplaces all
around Melbourne. Nearly two years on, Toddler Tucker is now providing over 500 meals
per week to day care centres, families and specialty shops and is looking to branch
interstate in the near future. Toddler Tucker provides nutritious home cooked meals
for toddlers and babies, frozen for convenience and delivered to your door. We prepare
all of our meals from fresh, natural ingredients, and cook them just the same way you
would at home. What Toddler Tucker does is gives mums and dads the knowledge that
they are feeding their child a wholesome, nutritious home cooked meal without actually
having to cook the meal themselves. Whether the meals be used every night of the week
or for those days that have been hectic with work, life or other commitments, your children can be fed within a couple of minutes of arriving home with a home cooked meal!
The range of meals also means that there is something there for everyone’s tastes. With
meals ranging from pasta dishes to rice, fish, beef or chicken, pureed veggies and fruits
as well as a range of biscuits, muffins and desserts – Toddler Tucker covers everyone!

INSPIRATION

Having always worked with food, I believe that what we put into out bodies is of utmost importance. Babies and toddlers cannot choose for themselves what they are eating so we as parents
have the job of ensuring they get the best possible – and this has to include freshly produced
food without additives!

CHALLENGES

Coming from a corporate world where there was always someone to bounce ideas around with;
to a home based work environment where you are the expert of everything including something’s
you don’t know very much about like IT and marketing. Overcoming this challenge is something
I continually work on. Through connections I meet through networking, friends and old work colleagues, as well as not being afraid to look stupid when asking questions.

LOVE

I love that I get to spend more time with my kids whilst allowing others to do the same. Most of my
customers are busy working mums and by purchasing my product means they get to spend more
time with their children rather than cooking themselves. Living a balanced life is what I believe
happiness is all about and although I am up sometimes still at 2 o’çlock in the morning in order
to meet orders, I am still there to wake up with the children and put them to bed every night as
well as everything in between!

ADVICE

Find something you are very passionate about. If you are passionate about what you do, then
when times are toughest, you will still be able to enjoy what you are doing.
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Kim Vespa

Vespa & the Ladybird
Just prior to the birth of her first child, Kim Vespa stumbled on to the ancient practice of
post pregnancy belly binding and after much research she discovered that belly wraps
were used by women all over the world. However to her amazement, Belly Wraps were
not yet readily available or widely known in Australia. After Kim’s positive experience
using a post pregnancy belly wrap, she was convinced that the women of Australia were
missing out! It was then that she set out to design and manufacture her own line of
Belly Wraps - making them accessible and affordable to all new mothers of Australia and
allowing them to experience the benefits that she had experienced, and thus Vespa &
The Ladybird was born. Kim is passionate about all aspects of her life, as a mother, wife,
daughter, sister, professional, friend and now mumpreneur.

INSPIRATION

I stumbled across belly binding very late in my first pregnancy. I quickly jumped online and
started searching and found almost nothing at all about it it any Australian literature. But at the
time, Hollywood had rediscovered this ancient tradition and the US was abuzz with information
and links and celebrities swearing by this ancient practice. After much research I then realized
just how many different versions of binds and wraps were being used throughout the globe and
kept saying to myself “why cant I get my hands on a wrap here??”, so I went into business myself.
After almost 10 years working as a Professional I had learnt some very valuable lessons about
what it truly was to being successful. The two most important things that I learnt was that working hard would always get you ahead and that being polite and respectful would give you great
integrity and respect from others. So with these tools under my belt and with the passion for my
idea I knew instantly that my new business venture was something that I had to pursue.

CHALLENGES

There have been many challenges that we have faced along the way, from sourcing offshore
manufacturers to determining appropriate retail and wholesale price-points and everything in
between. But the biggest challenge has been around the education of what our product is and
what it does. Over the last almost two years I think that we have addressed and really made
great lengths at overcoming these challenges by starting small, and continuously trying to build
from every opportunity.

LOVE

By far the thing that I love about my business the most is that we have done it all on our own. No
big corporation, fancy marketing team or bottomless pits of money. It has been like raising my
own child in so many ways. Plan for it, love it, nurture it, be totally and utterly responsible for it
and in the end… pray that it all turns out okay!

ADVICE

Do your research, be very committed and have fun!! It will be a very long tough journey to start
with an idea and turn it into reality let alone a viable business. Also be open to feedback and
criticism from others. You don’t need to agree or do as they say, but being open to differing views
I think can be one of the things that sets you apart. Horses for courses and each to their own
are two saying that I say almost daily. No one is right or wrong, everyone is just different, so with
that philosophy hopefully some of the business decisions that you make will be based on these
differences as opposed to the similarities that we assume that everyone has.
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Laura Trotta
Sustainababy

Sustainababy is a one-stop eco-parenting shop and a valuable information source for
environmentally conscious parents. Founded in 2010 by environmental engineer and eco
mum Laura Trotta, Sustainababy aims to guide their customers to make more environmentally responsible purchases. Sustainababy only stocks quality and stylish organic
and sustainable baby and children’s goods including clothing, bedding, body products,
toys, and nappies, with a preference for Australian and New Zealand made products.
Sustainababy is a leader in eco-retailing. The company contributes to the regeneration
of degraded South Australia landscapes and customers have the choice to offset emissions for each order delivery. Sustainababy was the first online store in Australia to offer
this service. Customers wishing to educate themselves further in eco-parenting principles can visit the Sustainababy blog. With regular contributions by a team of environmental professionals (and mums!), it’s easy to be inspired to live a more eco-friendly
lifestyle and parents can learn how to reduce their family’s environmental impact. Local
customers can also enjoy Laura’s monthly eco-parenting column in Roxby Downs’ The
Monitor Newspaper.

INSPIRATION

Laura has worked as an environmental engineer for over 11 years for large organisations, including BHP Billiton and Western Mining Corporation, and her passion for the environment did not
stop when she became a mother. Her perspective on work did change however, and she sought
something that was more flexible than her engineering career. While pregnant and working long
hours as a professional, she struggled to find the eco-friendly baby products she was looking to
purchase in one convenient online store. Sustainababy incorporates everything about growing
and nourishing a baby sustainably. From sustaining life in the true sense of the word, to sustaining the precious planet we call home.

CHALLENGES

Like any new mum starting out in business, the biggest challenge was looking after a newborn
baby 24/7 while creating a business in the small amount of available time each day with sleep
deprivation thrown in for good measure. Laura followed her business plan, prioritised her time
and outsourced areas of the business development that weren’t her strengths (e.g. branding and
website design). This ensured that her dream to create a business where she could work around
her family commitments became a reality.

LOVE

Foremost Laura loves the fact that she has been able to combine work with looking after her
son. The alternative was to either return to work as a full time engineer or go from working at a
high level professionally to being solely a full-time mum. Being a full-time mum and satisfying her
intellectual needs at the same time has brought her much joy and satisfaction. Secondly, Laura
enjoys guiding parents to lead a more eco-friendly lifestyle. She finds this incredibly rewarding
as not only do customers reduce their family’s environmental impact, but they learn to lead a
simpler, more cost effective and healthier existence.

ADVICE

Laura encourages other mothers to find or develop a business in something they are passionate
about as they will enjoy the work and be motivated to succeed. By seeking advice in areas that
are not their strengths, mums can ensure that their business thrives in such areas.
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Lety Kemp
Fancy Little Me!

Following 10 years’ experience as designer in the corporate sector, Art Director Lety
Kemp founded Fancy Little Me!. Kemp created a brand new concept using her ninja skills
in digital design and a sharp eye for style to produce stylish life-sized portraits. Her services are nothing short of amazing as she turns a customer’s favourite photograph into
a work of art. This service and product is unprecedented in the market and sets a very
high bar for her competitors within the personalised products market. Whether you are a
hip parent looking for some class on your walls or a couple that is just bored of the usual
wedding shots, your search is over. Kemp’s ideas are targeted to the modern, styleminded individuals after a different approach to portrait photography. Her portraits are
a pure novelty for gift givers and have proven to be the talking point of people’s walls.

INSPIRATION

Inspiration came from personal experiences. I wanted to hang something stylish and modern
looking in my daughter’s room. I love photography but thought a conventional photo portrait was
rather plain and not very creative or modern enough for me. So, I picked a photo of her that I
really loved and worked on it. Then I did it again with friend’s and family’s photos, and by then
a business opportunity was realised. I found a name for my new venture, built a brand, learnt
WordPress so I could build my own website, gave birth to my second child, breastfed that child,
cared for my toddler then officially launched my website to unknown customers. Shortly after the
launch, we got rave reviews (not paid for!) from major players in the blogging world.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge I faced was creating a product flexible enough to suit any photograph.
That’s crazy, how could I even attempt that? All the design styles had to be carefully developed
taking into account photos I had never seen before. Well, although it sounds unachievable, provided we have the subject within the photo frame – subject to a couple of requirements – we’re in
business. So how about photo resolution? Well, luckily nowadays even mobile phones are able
to take high resolution photographs. However, the major challenge was to educate our customers to submit suitable photos. Thankfully, our customers are generally happy to read our FAQ’s
and submit perfect photos for us to work with.

LOVE

I absolutely love getting feedback from my customers after they receive their portrait in the mail.
Some will make a telephone call, others will email their responses, which have been overwhelmingly positive. We have realised that no matter how nicely the portrait looks on screen, or on the
website, it will always look much better once it’s printed, mounted, and BIG! And for me getting
this positive feedback is priceless! One other thing I love about my business is getting to design
my products. Oh how I love sitting and designing! It’s not everyday that I manage to make things
look great, but I always enjoy the process as it truly fulfils my soul. The last thing I love about MY
business is that I get to call the shots. After years working for big corporations on behalf of bluechip clients, calling the shots feels F-A-N-T-A-S-T-I-C!

ADVICE

Sometimes an idea can seem crazy, but you need to dig deeper into it because crazy + possible
= novel. Having a new, crazy idea feels really lonely at the start and the thought of giving up is
often present. However once this novel idea receives a few validations (for example, good media
reviews) you will know that you are on the right path and that you just need to keep going.
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Melanie Seears
On The Gro

Melanie Seears is the creative mind behind On The Gro – a brand developing dynamic,
Australian designed children’s products. With a combined love of parenting and practical products, a career guided by motherhood seemed like the ideal combination for the
mother of two. A former Global Project Manager for a Fortune 500 company, Melanie
used her background in business to establish her own, and set about designing children’s products that are innovative, stylish and safe. On The Gro is a small, Australian
based company focussed on designing innovative products to meet identified gaps in
the baby and children’s industry, and manufacturing high quality merchandise to service discerning families. Melanie invented the Kush-ee® Mat – a self-inflating, portable
playmat made from non-toxic materials with stylish, interchangeable covers – when she
couldn’t find a playmat that was compact and lightweight to take on family holidays. Key
to her business is Melanie’s continual pursuit to create affordable, quality driven products that provide simple solutions to everyday problems. Alternative playmat solutions
on the market today can be toxic, bulky, heavy or overpriced. What sets the Kush-ee®
Mat apart from other playmats is its quality and functionality. The Kush-ee® Mat is the
only self-inflating playmat currently on the market.

INSPIRATION

My husband and I rented a holiday apartment in Byron Bay with wall to wall cold hard tiles,
and combined with a young child learning to sit up meant a headache for us, as well as for our
son. The idea of an inflatable, soft cushioning yet compact playmat came to mind as a potential
solution. Identifying a gap in the market, I decided to develop my own playmat, and set about
designing and creating a product that could offer other parents a flexible, contemporary solution
to hard floors, that could travel wherever their family went.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge I’ve faced is that of managing the business around the needs of my family.
I’ve learnt how to be time savvy; attentive without getting “bogged down” in detail; efficient with
writing “to do” lists; prioritising my work; and being realistic with my expectations and my time.

LOVE

I love the fact that every day in my business is a new day full of potential; to develop my products,
business relationships, skills and my mind. I love the flexibility and the life that On The Gro has
given me – from being my own boss and determining the direction of the company, to being
present at home for the most precious years of my children’s lives.

ADVICE

The advice I would give to other mothers starting out in business is to join forums like
Connect2Mums as soon as a business idea is entertained. To surround themselves with a network of people that are supportive, like minded, and forthcoming with insightful industry knowledge; and to persist and never lose sight of their vision – “Believe in your dreams and they may
come true; Believe in yourself and they will come true!”
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Angela Cuzzilla
Wee Willie Winkie

Wee Willie Winkie has been built from a passion for great quality alternative, funky
designer baby and toddler clothing and accessories, but most of all, for fabulous shoes!
The website, which stocks designer clothing and accessories labels from around the
world, gives metro and regional dwelling Australians the choice of great quality baby and
toddler clothing, gifts and accessories, delivered to their door at minimal cost. Shoes
make the man, so the saying goes, but they also make the baby too and with Wee Willie
Winking running around town in just a night gown and totally shoeless, Angela Cuzzilla,
a Melbourne-based mum of twin girls made it her mission to go out there and find great
quality, funky, colourful, comfortable and supportive shoes for her girls and share them
with Australia. In her search for fabulous shoes, I stumbled across the Xick Baby shoe
label from Brazil, 100% leather (inside and out), hand-made, funky shoes. Xick Baby had
no Australian retailer and after months of going back and forth with an interpreter, my
shoe fetish paid off and Wee Willie Winkie became the exclusive Australian retailer of
Xick Baby and was born.

INSPIRATION

I initially came up with the idea while I was on the search for quality baby shoes for my twin girls
aged 18 months at the time. I just couldn’t find anything I really liked here in Australia... In the
end I found these adorable shoes in Brazil called Xick Baby Shoes and tracked down the company. It turned out they didn’t have a distributor in Australia, so it all started from there...

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenges have been time management, which I have overcome by having very
very late nights. Money has also been a big issue with Marketing, so Facebook has been my
biggest and most successful Marketing tool to date, as it is very cost effective. I think the hardest
thing though is just juggling home and work when you work from home and have the children
around as well. It’s also hard to maintain proper focus on them as well...I do get a sense of
Mother Guilt! And the work never stops at 5pm as would a normal job.
What do you love about your business? Having the freedom to work from home and watch my
girls also grow up, which was always my inspiration to work from home.

ADVICE

Do your research and make sure you find a niche market! There are so many online stores popping up and just as many closing down! It has been a tough few months in the retail sector. But
never loose sight of your vision and goals, have a business plan & marketing plan and stick to it,
no matter what! If you can afford it, do get some help to save your sanity.
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Brooke Anne Olive
Brooke Anne Photography

Brooke Anne Photography is a small company absolutely dedicated to capturing your
precious and memorable moments. We offer our services with understanding and
total commitment to the final product. We can turn your moments into works of art that
you can proudly display in your home for generations to come. We believe that every
milestone, every moment and everyone that matters to you deserves to be captured in
a special and beautiful way. Our highly personalised service is the best in the industry
and we love what we do. That passion is evident in our beautiful images.

INSPIRATION

I was completely inspired by my children. I wanted to remain at home with them and live a very
flexible life so I wouldn’t miss a moment. I had my daughter at 17 and due to work and school
commitments I never saw any of her ‘firsts’ so determined was I to succeed and not be a statistic! I really regret that now and although my work as a columnist is very flexible, starting my
photography business has given me the financial confidence to not have to rely on my writing to
stay afloat. My husband and my children just mean the world to me. Even if I wasn’t successful
as long as I have them I can do anything! Luckily my husband is very hands-on and takes over
with the mum stuff when I need to work longer hours.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge to begin with was getting clients to pay in a timely manner. Some were
giving me excuses about leaving wallets at home, not knowing where an ATM was located and
other very lame reasons to not pay me. I have sorted this by having a basic “no loot, no shoot”
policy and expect a 50% deposit before I even pull my camera out. This means that those that
seriously want my photographs are happy to book and pay upfront, and the other less well
meaning clients don’t book anymore.

LOVE

It’s a joy to go to work! I love the people I work with and I get to meet so many different people!
As a stay at home mum and freelance writer I never got out of the house, apart from grocery
trips and doing the extra-curricular stuff. I love to document clients’ lives as they change dramatically. This especially applies to those mothers I meet for maternity shoots, then a few months
later they are back for a newborn session with a brand new family member, it’s amazing! I also
love that when I am behind the camera I have a level of control that I don’t have in any other area
of my life. I direct the shoot; take the images back to my studio and create something beautiful
that people will hang on the wall and share with relatives and friends. It’s an incredible feeling.
I’m never nervous behind the camera, just so excited and grateful to be there!

ADVICE

Give yourself a break! Expect some setbacks and network like crazy. Other mothers in business
know exactly what you are going through and will often have the solutions to problems you may
experience. I think every woman should treat any obstacles or mistakes made within their business as an opportunity to learn something rather than an excuse to beat themselves up over it.
Don’t be too hard on yourself, the minute you stop loving what you do, the passion is gone and
it turns into a real job. Who wants one of those?!
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Felicity O’Donohue
Karma Soap Company

My name is Felicity O’Donohue and I’m a SAHM to 2 young energetic boys. I have been
off paid work since before the birth of my 3yr old. Although I had thought about going
back to work that in itself proved near impossible, what with working around my husband’s rotating roster and keeping the boys out of all-day child care. After receiving so
many compliments from my handmade Christmas gifts to family and friends in 2010 I
started to consider starting my own business. I did a lot of research and then a little
more! I was so hesitant to even think about going into business for myself in case I
didn’t succeed. What inspired me was receiving such great feedback about my products, then I started to hear all the heart-wrenching stories of babies and children who
have skin conditions such as Eczema and Dermatitis. I still shed a little tear when I hear
these stories.

INSPIRATION

I wanted to create a soap that was appealing in every way it can possibly be. Appealing to the
eye, appealing to the nose and of course appealing to the body. The decision to make my soaps
based on goats milk was easy as I knew of the benefits of using goats milk soaps. I could also
see a hole in the market as I could not find a huge range of colourful and scented soaps from the
one supplier. Always wanting to supply my customers with the highest quality products, using
FRESH goats milk in my soaps was not something I was not willing to negotiate on.

CHALLENGES

Making soaps is all about planning as each soap needs to ‘cure’ for a minimum of four weeks
before using it (This allows the PH level to balance out and draws out any extra moisture making
the soap last longer when you do start using it.) It has also been difficult for me to project sales.
I have overcome this issue with a soap making frenzy and stocking A LOT of soaps that are now
ready to sell and waiting to go to new homes!

LOVE

I love everything out my business from the design of new soaps to the receiving of fabulous
feedback. I would have to say my favourite favourite thing would be talking to people about the
benefits of using Goats Milk soaps and the difference they will notice with their skin.

ADVICE

GO FOR IT!! You will not know unless you try and if you truly believe in what you are doing/selling it will shine through and your customers will see this. Learn from others, Learn from your
mistakes and don’t be afraid to do something a little different.
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Flick Martin
Flick Will Fix It

We are a business with a difference. Flick the friendly redheaded witch grants wishes
once a week for the normal people of the world. Each week a wish that has been emailed
to her that has given Flick the goose bumps gets granted by the businesses listed in
the Local Heroes Directory. Flick Will Fix It is a dream of mine. Flickwillfixit is a place
to come and dare to believe that dreams come true, only good things happen and people love and respect each always. This is a place that I would like to flow out into the
REAL WORLD - Where everyone treats each other the way we should with LOVE AND
RESPECT of each other’s space.

INSPIRATION

Flick Will Fix It has a dream of mine for nearly twenty years. When I was retrenched from a job
I loved I was at a loss of what to do next. I realised it was then this was my chance to make my
dream a reality. I truly believe everyone deserves a wish granted, a bit of magic in their lives.
Hence Flickwillfixit was born from my dream of everyone deserving magic and my passion for
advertising and marketing.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenges were two things:Getting my name out there with limited funds, I was able to overcome this with Social Media.
Constantly working the social media sites to promote my name, I also found ways to attract
media attention through the wishes that I granted. I have been lucky enough to be on the Today
Show, Several News Programs and lots of newspaper stories.
The next area was getting businesses to want to advertise with an Unknown company ~ as my
page grew I was able to promote the businesses more with events designed only for the Local
Heroes e.g. Trivia Nights, Scavenger Hunts, Meet the Local Heroes Days. By marketing in a
quirky and different way we have been able to attract a wide range of businesses.

LOVE

I love to see the face of someone who has had their wish granted. They think of themselves as
just a normal person and everyone else deserves a wish more, when I turn up at their door and
they are shocked beyond belief. I also love when a business emails me to thank me for growing
their business. It’s is really rewarding to help someone else achieve their dream of running their
own business successfully.

ADVICE

If you are passionate about starting your own business:
•
DREAM BIG, WORK WISE not hard
•
Take advice from people who have already achieved their dreams, learn something new
every day about your business,
•
DO A BUSINESS PLAN – I hated doing it but it really got me focused and keeps you on
track when that road gets bumpy and it will, just hold on ride it out and learn from it.
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Glenys Power
Cupcake City

Glenys Power is a thirty-something wife and mum to two high energy boys, and a 2 year
old Ridgeback, (dog) called Penny. When not glued to her computer working the biz she
can be found helping out at the school, or singing with her choir, or driving to the beach.
Glenys officially opened Cupcake City on May 2nd this year after 9 months of research
and setup. Cupcake City is an online e-store supplying Australian women / mums with
products to make their homemade cupcakes stand out on their special occasions.
“I aim to provide not only cupcake supplies but also decoration and theme advice. If
you’re having a Princess Party for example you’ll find a youtube video of an idea of how
to achieve that through my website” The Cupcake City Facebook Page has also become
very popular achieving an amazing 2000 fans within the first month. Here you’ll find
links to interesting cupcake related articles and recipes and information on the latest
specials and promotions. Cupcake City is not just a business, it’s a community

INSPIRATION

Business is in my blood. My brother is now COO of a business that boasts 5 generations of manufactures to the food industry. I grew up with dinner conversations all based on how the family
business was running. So business inspiration stems from my family, but why Cupcake City?
I spent the first years home with my babies, self educating on what makes a good online business, what works, and what doesn’t. Cupcake items are a popular search niche online that isn’t
overly competitive. It became clear to me that with my knowledge I’d have a profitable business.
I started Cupcake City because I need to bring an income to my family, and for the fun of it.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge so far is in organization and separation between my duties to the home
and business. As I write this the kitchen is a disaster, the floor hasn’t seen a mop in over 2
weeks, the sheets need changing and the list goes on. It’s an ongoing challenge that I address
on a daily basis, I can only say that my husband truly gets what I am working to achieve for us
and he is the one who throws in that load of washing, or puts the dishwasher on. His support is
everything to me at this point in time.

LOVE

I love the challenge of it! Some people enjoy computer games like World of Warcraft. I enjoy the
strategy and the challenge of my business.

ADVICE

I could fill a book with advice for the mum who wants to start an online business and in the future
I probably will. But for now; you MUST look for the statistics that tell you what people are looking
to buy and sell that to them, only then get emotionally involved.
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Jayleen Considine
Beach Maternity

Living by the Australian beach, mother of two Jayleen Considine was sick of finding
only frumpy, uninspiring or ill-fitting maternity swimwear. Jayleen was inspired to bring
the fun back to swimming for Australian Mamas. Using her international contacts &
expertise Jayleen has created the only Australian boutique to specialise in Maternity &
Breastfeeding swimwear. The online boutique beachmaternity.com.au offers Australian
Women a choice of an inspiring collection of maternity & breastfeeding swimwear from
designers around the globe.

INSPIRATION

As an infant swim instructor I noticed a lack of choice in maternity swimwear. While other countries were offering some exciting designs embracing the pregnant shape in all its variations, the
Australian choices were often limited & uninspiring. The concept of an online boutique offering a
range of fabulous International brands was conceived. As a mother of 2 beautiful boys, I understand a pregnant woman’s body was meant to have curves, Beach Maternity offers a variety of
styles and sizes to ensure a perfect fit for everybody. beachmaternity.com.au is excited to be the
only online boutique specialising in Maternity and Breastfeeding swimwear.

CHALLENGES

After the conception of the boutique came the hard slog of preparations, much like preparing for
a baby we took over 9mths to plan, prepare and research while overcoming our biggest objector to the project & converting him to our biggest supporter. My husband Paul needed facts
figures, a business plan teamed with solid evidence it was all going to work. Feminine intuition
that it was a much-needed business and was all going to work out, was not enough evidence for
him to risk the family funds. The demands of my husband while tough initially & very frustrating
especially in the early idea honeymoon period have proved a boon.

LOVE

Every day I step into the beachmaternity.com.au office and smile, hanging before me are racks
of fun swimwear, with not a frumpy swimsuit in sight. It is so empowering women can embrace
their shape and celebrate their bodies during this exciting time in their lives. As a small business
we have the choice to support smaller female designers, many who are also working mums.
Working closely with select designers, we can request changes to the styles, which will better,
fit & support our customers.

ADVICE

To other mothers with the light bulb moment please start out with a business plan; take time
to plan your business, to give it solid grounding and plans for future direction. Become business savvy inherit experience seek advice from local entrepreneurs & business people such as
mentors. Do research on your opposition, what could you do better than they already deliver.
Remember the first few years will be tough so budget 20% more for 1st year expenses. Use
other people’s experience; a network of other working mums for support can be invaluable.
Don’t forget to look at home your best support and expertise can come from your current network of friends and family. Borrow their business skill’s/experience barter for time or help they
may need. To help see the light at the end of a tunnel set a dream goal of what you want to
achieve within 6mth, 12mths, 2yrs, 5 yrs and aim for the stars (I will see you at my holiday house
in 2015). Persevere, add hard work, determination then remember to believe in yourself and the
very exciting dream you are nurturing.
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Jenny Dugard
Body Beyond Baby

Jenny Dugard, mother of two, is the founder and director of ‘Body Beyond Baby’.
Specialising in pre and postnatal health and fitness, her business delivers personalised
and group training sessions to mothers. Each session provides experienced nannies
to look after babies and children while mum exercises. These sessions are designed
to enable mums to enjoy a fun and challenging workout without the hassle of childcare
while simultaneously introducing children to a healthy lifestyle from an early age. True
to practicing what she preaches, Jenny has succeeded in her own journey to discovering her fit and healthy ‘Body Beyond Baby’ where she transcribed her development in
her blog. Every aspect of ‘Body Beyond Baby’ is developed to make a mothers life that
little bit easier, while positively impacting their families and the surrounding community.
My business, Body Beyond Baby makes a real contribution to the lives of mums with
small children and it’s come about from my own experience as a mother and personal
trainer. In a busy world where many women have little outside support, the service I
provide not only helps mum to look and feel fantastic but allows her some much needed
time out. Working closely with other health practitioners enables BBB sessions to be tailored towards each individual; we are not a ‘one size fits all’ scenario. Ensuring each and
every mums needs are met, known and handled with care is of upmost importance. It is
my goal to continue to spread the word about safe and effective exercise for every mum.

INSPIRATION

After the birth of my first child, Marley, in 2008 even as a trainer it became more challenging for
me to find the time to exercise. I also saw the need amongst other mums for a specific postnatal
exercise program with a childcare solution. Body Beyond Baby sessions are designed to enable
mum to enjoy a fun and challenging workout whilst also providing much needed time out for
themselves. Happy Mummy = Happy Baby’.

CHALLENGES

Time! Balancing my desire to build my business and provide a foundation for my family whilst
also realising the time for my children is now. If I miss those wonderful moments and stages of
growth in my children’s lives they will never return. Yet, I hold a burning desire to create a better
future for my family and to make a difference in the way that women are cared for in the fitness
industry, both locally and worldwide.

LOVE

I am building a business in a profession that I feel extremely passionate about. I make a difference in the lives of women and have a positive effect on their children and families. It’s hugely
satisfying seeing my clients improve their physical performance, increase their energy and
build their mental wellbeing. I also gain great satisfaction from the challenges of building a business, the continual learning, connecting with other likeminded business owners and ultimately
achieving my goals.

ADVICE

Do it! I know that I would have been always wondering what if? I’ve been learning and facing
challenges all the way and still will be for a long time to come but I want more for myself and my
family. It’s really satisfying growing a business to your own design. Your own business is something to be proud of. Research, know your product and listen to feedback but most importantly,
believe in what you are offering.
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Alina Sack
ErgoPouch

Best Dressed Pets
I have three adorable sons, my youngest is 12 weeks and my eldest is 8 years old. I
was working in corporate supporting Vice President’s, Chairmen, & Chief’s for the last
seventeen years. I excelled at this career but it was only a money earner for me, never
did I experience complete self-satisfaction that I was striving for. With my huge love for
animals and fashion I formed an online boutique. We sell funky pet apparel and accessories for all pooch’s great and small but also specialise in a “Big Dog’ range of sizes.

Alina Sack’s life changed when she had her first baby. Even after sleep school, her
son Xavier refused to sleep – nothing seemed to work. With 15 years of design and
textile manufacturing experience in tow, Alina decided to develop a comfortable, safe
and healthy sleeping environment for her baby. The first product in the ergoPouch®
collection was the sleeping bag, with ergonomic design elements that allowed Xavier to
move around the cot and not become tangled, allowing him to go back to sleep.

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION

I have been an animal lover since I can remember. I have also wanted my own business for as
long as I can remember. My kids and the need for a better work-life balance was the main inspiration of my business paired with the endless love of our 10 year old Staffordshire, Mr Sheriff.
I combined the need of being around my kids more, my love of animals, and like most women
– fashion, and started Best Dressed Pets.

CHALLENGES

As a first time mum who experienced the nightmare of a child that just would not sleep, I was
inspired to create a product that would give me back a goodnights sleep and therefore my life!
My inspiration (through experience) was to create and provide mums, like myself, with a product
that not only allows babies to sleep through the night but also one that’s safe and eco friendly.
I have thoroughly researched the wants and needs of babies and mothers alike. I’m devoted to
assisting my fellow mums with healthy and safe sleeping options for their kids.

I have faced quite a few challenges from being an employee in a corporate organisation where
annual leave, income protection, superannuation etc were paid on my behalf to being selfemployed and needing to allow a budget for these. This all sounded so foreign to me not that
long ago - I am still learning the necessities and requirements of running a small business. A
great challenge for me has been technology, obviously not the general administration such as
invoicing and the use of a computer, but Social Media such as Facebook, Twitter and Blogging.
I‘ve found online tutorials and persistence have really helped me.

CHALLENGES

LOVE

LOVE

ADVICE

ADVICE

I love EVERYTHING about my business. I love speaking with customers about their loved four
legged pals and listening to their stories. Some customers do not have kids of their own, or are
elderly and their dog is their child. Animals bring so much joy, happiness and more importantly,
companionship. No one deserves to be lonely or friendless.
Never say never. Stop procrastinating and start doing. In the end, most of us work to put bread
on the table, however, you might as well earn your dosh doing what you WANT to do and
what you are passionate about. Don’t think you need a mountain of money to start a business.
Start researching now. Research your interest, research your competitors. Identify your lack of
expertise and start training yourself in those areas. Check out your local council and community
courses and what’s available in the market to broaden your knowledge. Prepare yourself with
the right tools, join a network and start asking the right questions to help you make wise business choices. Perhaps find a mentor that you can bounce ideas off and keep you on the right
track. Most importantly, ensure that your family is behind you and embrace their support.

The biggest challenge I have confronted thus far would be two children under the age of four
while running a fledgling business. I have had to master the art of multitasking on a variety of
levels. In my kid’s early years I found that working around my babies body clocks was the best
option for me. There were countless nights when one of the babies would wake up for a 4am
feed and I found myself at my computer - feeding and answering emails. It’s not a new story but
it’s a challenge that many parents must face.
It’s very rewarding to see children and parents benefiting from my products. It’s nice to know
that I have made a difference to lives and provided parents and kids with much needed sleep! I
also love the design and creation process as well as the flexible work hours allowed by owning
my own business.
If you are planning on starting your own business make sure that you offer something different,
research your product and your competitors. Do what you love and design something that you
believe in – it’s a combination for success.
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Jo Turner
Toosh Coosh

Jo Turner is the inventor and ‘Mumprenuer’ behind Toosh Coosh –Kids Support Seat.
After many years in the corporate world, Jo decided to follow through on an idea she
had back in 2007 so she embarked on the Toosh Coosh journey. Committed to providing
practical solutions to assist the needs of children this is her story... The concept of my
core product the “Toosh Coosh” was born out of frustration when my own children were
not able to sit at the dinner table correctly to eat without wiggling around and making a
big mess. As a parent, I saw the need to find a solution – a child-friendly seat that was
portable, practical and accessible to all families. Toosh Coosh is a revolutionary new
product that will change family meal times forever! It has been a quite a journey from
concept to delivery, but my patience and perseverance paid off when I was able to find
a manufacturer in Australia.

INSPIRATION

With nothing available in the market, I decided to design a product to assist my children to sit
up at the dinner table so we could all enjoy our family mealtimes. With the help of my son, we
designed a “coosh for your toosh”, and so the Toosh Coosh was created! My children where my
inspiration and what a great way to lead by example to show that ‘if you believe in something
then you really can make it happen!

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been creating awareness about my wonderful new Australian made
product, many parents share the same frustration but they just don’t know there is now a solution – Toosh Coosh will change their family meal times forever. Along with a proactive marketing
campaign, Social Media has been a powerful and very effective medium to assist me in creating awareness to spread the word about Toosh Coosh. It’s all about understanding your target
market and knowing who and what your ‘customer avatar’ looks like.

LOVE

The opportunity to provide a practical solution accessible to all families and most of all the wonderful and overwhelming positive response I get from parents and children make me happy. My
family is also very involved in my business allowing me to maintain a work life balance that is
wonderful. There is also a sense of achievement and satisfaction that comes with running your
own business that is quite empowering and so far I’m loving the journey.

ADVICE

Be well prepared, write a good business plan, do lots of research, surround yourself with good
quality business advisors and remember my favourite quote “small business is a not a sprint it’s
a marathon so slow down and enjoy the ride”
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Jocelyn Brewer
MamaMore Maternity

MamaMore Maternity is not just dedicated to helping women look good... we want Mums
to feel beautiful wearing items from our store. Every woman deserves to feel good
about themselves during their pregnancy, so MamaMore stocks clothing in sizes 8-28
to ensure Mums get the perfect style and fit no matter what their shape. We understand
that people can be wary of purchasing online so MamaMore are pleased to offer a 30 day
exchange policy, thorough Size Guides to help you choose the best fit, free shipping
on all New Zealand orders over $100, and we also offer Laybys. MamaMore Maternity
offers great quality maternity wear from New Zealand, Australia, USA, Canada and the
UK. We search hard to bring our customers the best value for their money with the best
customer service.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration for MamaMore Maternity came from my own struggle to find pretty and comfy
maternity wear in my size during two pregnancies. After talking with many other women who
shared my frustration and doing a lot of research I realised the plus size maternity market in
New Zealand was non-existent. I saw the opportunity to put a stop to other women’s stressful
searches that I had already gone through, so MamaMore was launched. Now women of every
shape can wear gorgeous and properly fitting clothes during their pregnancy.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge has been cash flow. Because we’re a retail business we have to purchase stock upfront, and not having a large cash flow means I’m not able to offer as many styles
as women deserve. Because I had very little capital I was forced to launch MamaMore with a
small range... this has been an advantage as I’ve been able to avoid a lot of debt. Replacing
stock or adding new styles only once current stock sells ensures the business is debt free.I was
also lucky enough to have a work from home job so I was able to put that salary into MamaMore.
MamaMore’s cash book is updated weekly so that I know exactly what the budget is and no
expenses are missed. A very close second would be spreading the MamaMore name without
having an advertising budget! I have overcome this by pleading and pulling in favours, trading
services, promotions alongside other businesses, low cost vehicle advertising, online magazines and lifestyle websites etc.

LOVE

Of course I love that I’m able to run MamaMore while still being at home to raise my two children.
I also love that MamaMore is mine... some women get their nails done, some go to the gym, but
the business is what I do just for me. But what I treasure the most is the great feedback I receive
from Mums... hearing that MamaMore is making a difference to women who thought they would
have to wear dull and uncomfortable maternity clothes is wonderful!

ADVICE

If you’re not passionate about your idea, you won’t succeed. Research your market thoroughly
and talk to people already in your industry to find out what challenges they had. Utilize your local
business incubators, Chamber of Commerce, local Council etc as they want your business to be
successful and are there to help.
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Kate Marshall
The Kids Room by Kate

My name is Kate, the face and hands behind “The Kids Room By Kate.” I have two young
children they are my biggest inspiration and reason why I am passionate about what I do.
I discovered the time to devote to crafting with purpose while on maternity leave from
Primary Teaching. The Kids Room By Kate was born into cyberspace in October 2008,
initially specialising in unique handmade bedroom decor and personalised artwork for
children. More recently I’ve begun to successfully design and make clothing and crocheted lines for children.

INSPIRATION

My mother always kept such a beautiful home and I wanted to recreate this for my own family
– a vision that was instilled in me before I was even aware. Beyond this vision came the desire
to create beautiful, original artworks for other children and families. In more recent times, the
core of my business has expanded into clothing and crocheted wear– a baby girl seems to have
that effect.

CHALLENGES

A challenge that I find myself trying to overcome each and every day is simply finding the balance. Finding the balance for family between caring and catering for their needs and spending
quality time; finding the balance between designing and making, keeping up with orders and
promoting my business to keep the orders coming in; and finding the balance to fit both of these
full time jobs into one day, week and month!

LOVE

There are many factors that I love about having my own Handcrafting business. Ultimately, the
ability to be able to be at home with my children and to see them grow and learn is what I love
the most. The Kids Room By Kate is currently operating out of our family home. This enables
me to do the ‘mum’ things that I need and want to be able to do as my family needs me. Having
the flexibility to be able to walk away from what I’m doing to be with my kids, be it to read a book,
play with trains, clean grubby faces or to give mummy cuddles and then return once the kids are
tucked in bed for the night – simply priceless.

ADVICE

Believing in yourself is a huge factor when embarking on a new journey in business. You must
believe in yourself and take yourself seriously even if you’re unsure of where your journey is
going to take you or how far you wish to travel. You simply cannot expect others to jump on
board and love you and what you do if you don’t. Set yourself goals, write them down and read
them – keep them fresh in your mind! Goal setting is something that I love to do and it helps
me to move forward, often in faster and more exciting ways than expected. Setting a goal helps
you to work towards something that drives you and then boosts you into your next leg of the
journey once you’ve achieved it. Goals don’t have to be spectacular and enormous. With each
decision and action I make with my business, I have in mind the goal I am working towards and I
think about how these decisions help me to achieve it. Success doesn’t just fall in your lap – you
need to work on it daily. And finally - know your priorities – remember you’re only human – and
HAVE FUN!
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Kylie Nash

Bubs In Arms Gift Boxes
Bubs In Arms Gift Boxes deliver fashionable, fun, pampering and practical gifts for new
mums and newborn babies all across Australia. Our gifts arrive in a colourful gift box
with an assortment of bows, ribbon and gift tags with each message handwritten. Bubs
In Arms Gift Boxes was born out of a need to purchase a baby gift that was modern,
stylish in appearance and an alternative to a traditional ‘gift basket’. To some the hard
work of planning, shopping and wrapping a gift can be daunting, but to the founder of
Bubs In Arms Gift Boxes, Kylie Nash, this task is a delight. The ultimate goal of the Bubs
In Arms Gift Boxes team is to facilitate our customers feeling love and happiness when
receiving a practical, yet adorable and beautifully wrapped gift. Our baby gift boxes are
a colour explosion for the eyes and are wrapped personally with love.

INSPIRATION

Having spent the better part of fifteen years as an Accountant I have seen many successful
businesses and business people that have provided unlimited inspiration to me. I have learned
that business success does not depend on the industry you are involved in, the number of
employees that you have or the formal business qualifications of the business owners. The
most successful businesses were operated by individuals that possessed a different kind of
qualification; an outlook on life, their family and their business. The qualities they possessed
included fierce determination, passion for their craft, hard work and dedication to their customers and to themselves and an open mindedness to adapt and change with the flow of their business. I knew that I could be that type of business owner.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenges have been in relation to marketing, social media and web development.
Until my online store was launched I had little experience in the competitive life force that is the
World Wide Web. In the short time since commencement, my eyes have been opened to the
possibilities of where my business can and will be taken in the future. Looking back to 2010 I
was not able to build or maintain a website, I had limited marketing knowledge and I didn’t have
a facebook profile. Today I am proud that I can build and maintain a website, I have developed
specific marketing and e-commerce strategies and I interact with my customers authentically.

LOVE

I love the challenges in relation to e-commerce, websites, marketing and social media. Educating
myself in an arena that is totally foreign to me is personally satisfying. I guess the love of research
and education stems from my tertiary education and professional career as an Accountant. I am
very determined and I know that the hard work will provide rewards in the future.

ADVICE

Generally my advice would be to ‘just do it’. If you have a passion that shines out of you then
you should channel that enthusiasm into a business venture. Have a friend, colleague or family
member assist you in looking objectively at your business plan and goals. Set your priorities,
provide realistic time frames and set out your action plan. Aim high, even if you think your goal
is out of reach, and break your goal into small pieces so that before you know you will be there.
Finally, learn to delegate and say ‘no’ when you have to. We all think we need to be super mum
to juggle everything at once. On occasion the balls all fall down at once and sadly you cannot
catch them all, all of the time! Acknowledge you may require help, delegate, have some time out
regularly to recharge and keep marching forward.
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Lara Hodgson
Sunny Coast Kids

Since becoming a mum, it seemed only natural to look for a role which would
enable Lara Hodgson time to be spent with her children yet at the same time be
fulfilling and rewarding from a career perspective. Together with her husband she
helped build View News, an online news website for the Sunshine Coast, developing
essential news and media experience in the process. With the recent launching of
SunnyCoastKids.com.au, Lara has leveraged her background both in media and being
a parent to create a resource for parents and parents to be. SunnyCoastKids.com.au is
a bright, fun family friendly website for parents of the Sunshine Coast. Our articles are
written by local professionals. With family friendly events, recipes, local playgroups
and playgrounds SunnyCoastKids.com.au is the perfect place to find what you need
in one spot and make new friends. My goal is to create a resource that contains quality reputable information that will be of value to parents and prospective parents with
particularly local relevance. From personal experience the thing that I value most as a
prospective and new mum was having access to good information and the ability to
share with other mothers and parents who have recently been on the same journey.

INSPIRATION

During the school holidays, being cooped up in the house with two small boys I turned to the
internet for information and inspiration for my local area. I found it hard to find information on the
Sunshine Coast for families, like informative articles, activities and events and school holiday
happenings. I thought wouldn’t it be great to find all this information and in the one spot. This is
the birth of an idea that became SunnyCoastKids.com.au

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge has been in differentiating our website from the many seemingly similar
websites targeting the same audience. I’ve been working towards overcoming this through my
commitment to networking and being able to clearly present the value behind the website to our
target audience.

LOVE

I love the positive response that I get from parents, who like me are all searching for the same
thing, good localised information that’s comprehensive timely and entertaining. I love that my
readers say it’s bright and fun, and that is what makes them return.

ADVICE

Research what other businesses are around that are doing what you want, find something that
you can do differently. Find a unique angle and network.
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Lea Moate

Willow Tree Creative Services
My name is Lea Moate, owner and director of Willow Tree Creative Services, a boutique wedding and event management, styling, and decorating business that services
a broad range of private and corporate clients across Australia. Willow Tree Creative
Services is your one stop event management and styling business. Our service provision includes event management for weddings, birthdays, functions, and charity events
as well as a comprehensive suite of related services including event and wedding styling and decoration, invitation design and photographic styling and directing. Willow
Tree Creative Services has recently organised the “Make A Difference Dream Wedding
Give Away” in Brisbane, where generous wedding vendors from across Brisbane have
donated their time, products and services to a very deserving couple who are suffering
financial hardship and illness. Willow Tree Creative Services enjoys creating new and
innovative styles for weddings and events. We want to tell the clients story through a
visual palette and we do this by creatively styling their setting and adding that WOW
factor. Producing The Willow Tree Experience has been the most wonderful adventure,
allowing me to provide access to inspirational ideas to all, both from my own work and
also Australian and International sources. I believe the blog gives a picture into an excitingly creative world and whilst copyright is paramount, it challenges all of us to come up
with new and innovative ways of experiencing the best for that very special day.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration behind Willow Tree Creative Services was to provide a creative outlet for myself
and to share that creativity with others. I found myself organising weddings and parties for
friends and relatives and thought to myself I could make a business out of this. I love being creative and I love being inspired. I draw a lot of inspiration from those around me and my environment. I love working with photographers and clients to create a story and to make a statement.

CHALLENGES

I think the biggest challenge for me and I am sure this is the same for most small businesses, is
starting a business from scratch and getting your name out there. I had no financial backing and
have had to come up with clever marketing ideas to get people talking about me. My other biggest challenge has been keeping a normal household for my husband and two boys. Running a
household is like running a business and to basically double your workload has meant doing a lot
of late nights when the kids are in bed so that they still get to spend quality time with their mum.

LOVE

The people I meet including my clients and other vendors. I have built up a solid network of
people that I know have the same level of commitment to the work that they provide as I do. I
had always found it difficult to put myself ”out there” and meet new people however starting this
business has helped me overcome this hurdle and now I love approaching people and creating
working relationships, networks and even friends!

ADVICE

My advice to other mothers would be to have a clear vision about what it is you are wanting to
achieve. A lot of people don’t think that a business plan is necessary but it helps put things into
perspective and helps shape you and your business. One last piece of advice is make time for
you, between being a mother and a successful business you will feel tired and run down, you
need to take care of number one.
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Leini Fiebig
Sweet Desires

Sweet Desires is an online boutique stocking an extensive range of gorgeous gifts and
baking supplies as well as unique gifts for all ages. Our range includes the most beautiful products from industry leaders such as Paper Eskimo, Sambellina, Alannah Rose
and more. We also bake and decorate delicious, beautiful and individualised special
occasion cakes for birthdays, engagements, weddings, baby showers and corporate
occasions. We liase with you every step of the way to ensure the end product meets, or
exceeds, your dreams. We take great pride in our efficient service to provide you with
personalised service and memorable products which are perfect for your next sweet
party time after time. If you are looking for something in particular which we don’t stock
we will endeavour to source it for you at the best possible price. Before launching Sweet
Desires I knew I needed a point of difference as there are quite a few party supply businesses around. However I couldn’t find any that combined cakes, baking and parties.
I have filled a gap in the local market as there are no cake decorators locally. I have a
passion about using natural food colours and reducing artificial colours, flavours and
preservatives. I have done this both in my cakes and through products in my online
store, giving me another point of difference.

INSPIRATION

When I found myself without a job after my previous employer closed down, I was unsure which
direction to pursue. However I kept going back to a saying my Dad had always said to me: “If you
love what you do, you will never have to work a day in your life”. It got me thinking about what
I really love, and that is baking and stylish parties. I wanted something that would be flexible
enough to allow me to work around my family yet provide an income at the same time.

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenges have been sourcing stock on reasonable terms, and postage of orders
as I live remotely. I have overcome these challenges by spending countless hours trawling the
internet finding good, reliable suppliers. I have also made a commitment to attend a trade fair
this year. As for postage, I have become more experienced with knowing the best way to post
items, and keep on hand packing and postage bags so I can pack orders and send in to the post
office without having to physically go there myself, saving precious time.

LOVE

There are so many things I love! I love that it fits beautifully around my family, allowing me the
best of both worlds. I love being asked to create cakes and seeing the look of pure delight on
their faces when I deliver it. I will never tire of that! I love sourcing new and unique products for
my store. I love meeting so many wonderful customers at markets.

ADVICE

Don’t rush it! Get everything set in place before you get started, so you don’t spend the first year
in business playing catch up and wasting resources. Work smarter, not harder. Working 15 hour
days doesn’t necessarily mean you are a running a good business.
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Linda Anderson
Mums on the Go

Mums on the Go™ is a website created to help mums value themselves as much as
they value their children. At the heart of this website is a Directory of child-friendly
businesses that meet Mums needs – such as hairdressers, doctors, cafes, and fitness
providers. Currently the Directory services Sydney with Melbourne due to be added
in September 2011. Mums can also access articles and blogs relevant to empowering themselves via the website. Mums on the Go was created by life coach, Linda
Anderson. An adventurous spirit has ensured Linda Anderson has led a colourful life.
Whether it is trekking in Nepal; travelling the world with her husband to be for 365 days
without working; or braving sharks and blue bottles in ocean swim races Linda never
does anything by halves. Linda is Mum to 2 beautiful daughters, Hannah & Maddison.

INSPIRATION

I started Mums on the Go with another Mum. We were committed to continuing to meet our
own needs post-baby but without family support surrounding us we had two choices - Stop
doing things for ourselves, or take our children with us! We soon realised how challenging it
was to find child-friendly businesses. Word of mouth was a good source (such as our Mothers
Group), but we wondered why there was no centralised resource listing these businesses. So
we decided to create one and Mums on the Go was born. We created Mums on the Go to help
other Mums look after their own needs as well as their children’s. So as well as our child-friendly
business directory the website has lots of articles and thought provoking, supportive, and entertaining blog posts.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge came in December 2010 when my business partner advised me she
needed to resign from the company for personal reasons. Mums on the Go was only 7 months
old so still in the high maintenance start-up phase and I didn’t believe I could run it alone, especially with a 4 week old baby. I felt totally overwhelmed and thought I was left with no choice
but to shut the business down but when I thought about actually walking away from something
I believed so strongly in I couldn’t bring myself to do it.

LOVE

I love knowing I am making a difference to other Mums and making their lives easier and more
enjoyable. It is exciting to leverage technology to connect Mums and share valuable information
with so many people. I love supporting businesses who have taken the time and effort to be
child-friendly. I want to make it easier for Mums to discover these wonderful businesses which
will in turn encourage more businesses to offer a child-friendly experience.

ADVICE

It is essential to get a real understanding of what starting and running a business will be like
and be clear that is what you want to be doing in your life. Take time to speak to some other
Mumpreneurs. Talk to them about their experiences; the challenges they face; how they juggle
business and family; lessons they have learnt. Think about what support structures you can put
in place to help you manage the journey. This might be personal/family support and/or professional business support. Running your own business is not for everyone... neither is juggling
business and family. A new business often feels like a new baby – totally dependant on you
around the clock! Take time to really evaluate if running your own business will suit you, your
skill set, personality, and family values. If it is... then go for it!
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Melissa Rogers
alittlebird.com.au

My mumpreneur journey began straight after I gave birth to my son and was made
redundant from my online marketing job whilst on maternity leave. I decided to put my
skills to good use and set about creating a one stop website where families can easily
access information to make getting out and about with their kids easy and fun. I am so
proud of the success of www.alittlebird.com.au and I love hearing from our parenting
community about how our user friendly guide to what’s on and things to do has helped
them get out and about with their kids and babies.

INSPIRATION

My inspiration is seeing parents connect with their children whilst exploring their local community. As a first time mother, I joined a local mothers’ group and quickly discovered what a great
support parents are for each other. I wanted to provide all parents with a professional, comprehensive and supportive community dedicated to easily finding information about activities
and places for kids and parents to enjoy together. I am constantly inspired by all the wonderful
parents in our alittlebird community who tell me their kids had a fantastic time at an event or
activity they found out about on the website and how we have helped to make getting out and
about with their family easy and fun.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge posed by the website related to the practical realisation of my business
vision. Being able to make the transition from my vision of the business to a functional, easy
to navigate and stylised website proved to be more difficult than I expected. I knew what I
wanted but had to learn how to communicate this clearly so that my vision could be enacted. Working with technology proved to be challenging at times as the digital formatting and
programming aspect was complicated and consequently I had to quickly learn new information
technology skills.

LOVE

I love that my business is both useful and community minded. As parents, our time is so precious so it’s imperative that any service or product for families is easy to use and helpful. The
alittlebird website delivers this to the user but at the same time helps them to connect with other
parents and create opportunities to provide memorable, fun and educational moments for their
child/children with the many wonderful activities parents can choose to access. It is rewarding
to be facilitating positive connections between parents and their children, parents with other
adults and families with their local community.

ADVICE

Like many first time business owners, I made my fair share of mistakes and learnt a lot during
my first year. I recommend that other business starters research their product thoroughly so
they can use this knowledge to make well informed decisions about their product or service so
that it best meets the needs and wants of their target market. For example, the information I
gained from parents about what they were looking for in a website when I began my business
was invaluable in subsequent decision about the business’s future direction. In addition, I think
it is very important to not be afraid of paying for professional help and advice. Be realistic and
accept that it takes a lot of work and perseverance to launch and make your business successful. The journey will challenge you both personally and professionally but just like motherhood it
is incredibly rewarding and worth all the effort.
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Nadine Newell
Plus Maternity

As a first time mum to be, I was so excited to finally see my emerging baby bump, but
after a few very disheartening shopping trips quickly came to the realisation that there
wasn’t plus size maternity wear available in Australia. To be told…”oh, it’s for you????…
I’ll have to check with my suppliers and get back to you about it in THAT size…” and they
never called is a terrible feeling. You can go from elated to so down in a heartbeat. Being
mum to a 3 year old has bought a world of change to my working life. Due to time constraints, production deadlines and the ever-changing work environment I was unable
to resume working in the event/production arena after my daughter arrived. Seizing on
the challenges I had encountered during my pregnancy, I sought to ensure that no other
mum to be should be unable to purchase plus size maternity wear in Australia, starting
my journey in establishing Plus Maternity, catering to mums to be size 18 to 28.

INSPIRATION

Once my daughter was born, I realised that I was going to have to make a decision - either find a
very extended hours day care for her or create a job for myself that would allow me to spend my
days with my daughter. Easy choice, I decided to ensure that no other mum to be should have
to struggle with locally manufactured maternity wear the same way I did.

CHALLENGES

Working to gain mainstream editorial support for a “plus size” fashion range is a huge challenge.
Pregnancy (Fashion) publications want to have products shown on editorial models, traditionally
either a size 8 or 10, even when pregnant. I have supplied my plus size pregnant mannequin
for magazines to use in photo spreads (a much better option than photographing our range on
a larger male mannequin or even in some cases where magazines have offered to pin the garment up so it looks like a size 10 or 12 for the photos…) It’s very hard to get the point across,
even when more than 50% of Australian women are over a size 16, that there is market to be
catered for, I am working very hard with magazines to lead the industry in changing this.

LOVE

It is very rewarding helping out other plus size mums giving them a better experience than I had.
Plus Maternity on Facebook as has become a hub for discussions about issues being faced by
plus size mums, but also issues relating to mums in general. It is a place to share, learn and
welcome other women interested in the same issues. I am connecting with lots of mums, it’s
great to hear other perspectives, and business wise it’s great to get that instant feedback from
customers and those browsing the store.

ADVICE

Have an income stream to support your business, don’t assume that it will take off immediately
no matter how good an idea you think it is, you need members of the public to purchase your
product or service and it can take time to get established in the market. Whilst there are overnight successes, there are many “overnight successes” that where many years in the making.
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Natasha
Petroff

Mummy’s Gotta Princess
I’m Nat, a mummy of a prince and princess and the owner of Mummy’s Gotta Princess.
I love creating affordable fashions for the princess in your life. I specialise in creating
gorgeous clothing and accessories for the girly girl, including dresses, skirts, bloomers,
tops and complete matching sets! We’ve got a range of pre-made tutus and shoes, as well
as our own gorgeous handmade clothing range. Your Princess will stand out in the crowd
in one of our garbs for sure! If you’re after something girly, we’ve got lots of goodies!

Michelle
Stapleton

Sustainable Hemp
Products

I’m Michelle, a mad mobile mentoring and marketing mouthpiece, manoeuvring amongst
many mothers and maidens mentioning the magnificence of modern cloth nappying
and much more. A mum to 2 (a teen and a tween) this passion has allowed me to be a
work-at-home-mum.

INSPIRATION

INSPIRATION
I am a passionate gardener and I am also a fabricholic. I’ve been making and selling nappies and
other things for 4 years now and our products and service have a great reputation thanks to all the
gorgeous mums who have supported us along the way- word of mouth is what we mainly rely on.
We have the most natural nappying system around and specialise in Night Nappies (the Sandman),
Organic Newborn nappying, Butt Couture, with our gorgeous prints, Booby Pads and everything in
between using the natural fibres of Hemp, Bamboo, Organic Cotton and Organic Wool.

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES
I actually can’t sew but I can cut, pin and snap, and have a team of family and friends around me
who do the hard bits. I also support the Industrial Hemp Industry (we formed a local not-for-profit
Association) so we retail some family-friendly hemp products including deodorants, pashminas,
socks, shirts, and more as well.

I started my business because I wanted to give mummy’s of little princesses gorgeous clothes at
a reasonable price. While there are lots of gorgeous clothes for girls, some are still too expensive
for some mums. I try my best to dress everyone’s princesses like my own and believe that all mummies should get to spoil their’s whether they have a little or a lot of spare change. Your babies don’t
stay babies for long and my outfits can be captured in photos and memories for years to come, and
preserve some of the best moments in families lives.
Working with a baby has by far been my biggest challenge and something I’m still trying to master,
if there is such a thing.

LOVE

I love everything about my business. I’m very proud of the progress I’ve made and will hopefully
continue to make. Happy customers, I think so far, are my biggest achievement. It’s a very satisfying feeling to have when you get an email from a customer saying how much they love their item.
It’s always exciting when they include a picture of their gorgeous little one wearing their new outfit
proudly too!

ADVICE

Don’t self doubt! Have the courage to try! After all, you won’t know if people will love your products
unless you put them out there.

LOVE
I love what I do, and making and selling nappies and other natural products to mums for bubs is
more than about the products. I was a Registered Nurse for a long time- (Eeek- sounding very old)
so love the interaction with people. Our website has much info for new mums on natural sustainable alternatives for the care of your babies. When you purchase one of the products we make or
sell you are supporting at least 4 Australian businesses and families. They will always be made in
Australia- our lucky country.
ADVICE
Good customer service is the most important thing to remember in business. Build relationships
and memorable experiences with your clients and listen to them when they ask questions and give
suggestions and constructive criticism.
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Nicole Ashby
FIFO Families

FIFO Families is a new and unique organisation, launched in October 2010, providing
social and supportive networks for employees and their families who work on a fly-infly-out (FIFO) or drive-in-drive-out (DIDO) basis in the resource (mining/oil and gas) sector.FIFO Families creates connections, networks and new levels of support for families
who experience long work related absences of one or both parents. When registering
with FIFO Families, members have access to other local area or interstate FIFO families who are able to offer assistance, advice, support, guidance and social connection
when needed. This gives members rare and valuable access to other people who live
and experience the unique way of life that comes predominantly with working in the
resource sector especially those who operate on a fly in fly out basis. FIFO families
can access regular get togethers and social events, chat forums and newsletters which
prove to be invaluable in terms of dissolving feelings of loneliness and isolation that
many FIFO families experience.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration behind my business came from being a FIFO wife and mother of three children
under 6 and experiencing all of the highs, lows & unique challenges that come with being a FIFO
wife/partner over the past 3 years. It was through these experiences, with my husband working
a roster of four weeks on and four weeks off, that I realised there was no form of support for
FIFO families or avenue for families to be able to meet. This issue presented me with a fantastic
opportunity to do something about it.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge to date has been being able to promote and inform people of FIFO
Families on my very small budget. There are almost 200,000 FIFO workers in Australia and
many of these have partners and families. But with my current funding level, how do I let these
people know of my unique and needed services? Ausdrill Ltd has just become a “patron” of
FIFO Families and is financing a large sum of money to further assist FIFO Families to realise
the vision that I am aspiring to. This is testament to the way I run my business and is showing
that my hard work is beginning to pay off. Utilising social media has definitely assisted with this,
as has some local media attention. I have passion, integrity and belief that what I am doing is
needed and will improve the lives of others so each day I keep doing what I love.

LOVE

I love that I am a one of a kind business and that I address a real need within a niche of society
every day. My passion is my business as the solutions I provide to people are relevant to me
and others living the FIFO lifestyle. By assisting others with my business I am in turn assisting
myself and my own family.

ADVICE

The advice that I would give to other mothers starting out in business would be; Find something that you are passionate about. This will always keep you motivated and bring you joy. Be
responsible for yourself and do not let excuses stand in your way. Focus on your goals; not on
the obstacles. Ensure you have mentor or support structure in place to guide you through the
challenging period of establishing a business.
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Renee Bugg
& Alex Shaw
The Inspired Occasion

The team at The Inspired Occasion understands that all of your occasions are important. They are your chance to celebrate the special moments in your life with friends and
family in your own unique way. We also understand that as host, you want to be able to
relax and enjoy yourself. We offer a complete event management service. We pride ourselves on our attention to detail and focus on quality. Our stylish dessert and candy stations, combined with our elaborately themed events will leave your guests impressed
and your expectations exceeded. When teamed with our complimentary range of party
accessories including stationery, decorations and a great range of delicious edible
items, we can make all your occasions inspired!

INSPIRATION

As busy professional mothers at work in a corporate environment, we knew how difficult it was
to find the time and energy to create a stylish, unique celebration for every important milestone
in our lives. Tired of having all our events at the local play centre, we suspected there had to
be a better way. After much research, we identified a need for a professional service that could
assist in managing all the various aspects of an event, while ensuring a unique and beautiful
celebration.

CHALLENGES

When we first started our company, we both worked part time as well as looking after our young
families. There were days when we felt like we were doing too much and not doing any of it
particularly well. There were days when we felt like we were doing too much and not doing any
of it particularly well. However, taking the calculated risk of leaving the security of our corporate
roles to focus on The Inspired Occasion has paid off. The move has allowed us to take the business from a hobby to a passion.

LOVE

Collaborating with our clients to make their dream events a reality is a very rewarding experience. Many come to us with very little idea of what they want, but as we tease it out of them and
bring it to life, their excitement grows.

ADVICE

One of the best pieces of advice we received when we were starting out was to have a very
clear business plan. While it might be difficult to formulate your ideas onto paper, especially
if you are trying to turn something you love, into something you can make a living from, it is a
crucial step. Initially our business plan encouraged us to fully understand the market we were
entering, our competitors and identify any risks. It helped us to fine tune our goals and realise
our opportunities for success. By working through the process of developing a business plan, it
also helped us to research and satisfy any legal or regulatory requirements of operating a business, especially one with food items. Don’t feel that once you have developed a plan that you
can’t alter it. Over the past year it has been refined and adapted as we have grown our business,
it is a ‘living document’. Finally, seek feedback on your plan from those who know you best. By
sharing our business plan with friends and family, it helped us to refine our dream, ensuring it
was reflective of our desire for family balance, financial reward and creative fulfilment.
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Alison Covington
&
Susan
Wallis
Agoo Australia
Alison is a busy and entrepreneurial mother of 2 active boys, the perfect product
testers, who sacrificed a corporate career to introduce Agoo Activewear to Australia.
Having been personally touched by Melanoma, and concerned about the screen culture
of today’s youwng kids, Alison wanted to make a difference in the activity levels and
sun protection habits of the next generation. Alison has always been committed to
charitable and philanthropic projects. Allsorts by Ali being her greatest contribution,
where she headed a volunteer team who made, packed, distributed and sold chocolates,
with ALL proceeds going to charities and local families in need.

INSPIRATION

Following the example of her inspirational late mother, Alison has always supported others in
need and began working at making a difference in the world from a young age. The passion
started small, and culminated in Allsorts by Ali, a volunteer chocolate making initiative she
spearheaded that donated over $10,000 in profits in its most successful year. Alison also seeks
opportunities to help friends and business colleagues along the way, and her support of her
lifelong friend Susan Wallis in providing her with an opportunity to re-enter the workforce with
Agoo, is an example of this. Whilst surfing the internet one night, Alison stumbled upon Agoo
and couldn’t believe Australia hadn’t discovered this sun smart brand. With a family experience
with potentially fatal Melanoma, Alison was driven to leave her corporate career to establish
Agoo Australia to distribute the Activewear as well as the bamboo and accessories ranges, so
that kids could get the best clothing to create life-long activity and sun protection habits and
Alison could make a real difference.

CHALLENGES

Personally, Alison’s biggest challenge has been ongoing health issues, which were a contributing
factor in her decision to leave the corporate world and focus on her more important goal of
making the lives of her children, and the kids of Australia in general, healthier and safer. Alison
has not allowed these challenges to hold her back; she continues to push forward with an even
greater motivation to make a difference in the world. Alison is a loud advocate for the importance
of making your own health and fitness a priority, so that you can be the best parent and person
you can be.

LOVE

The opportunity to make an impact on the health and lifestyle habits of the youngest generation
is the greatest of love of Agoo for Alison.

ADVICE

Mothers considering starting their own business often see working for themselves, often from
home, as a shorter and easier alternative to a role involving long hours outside the home.
Unfortunately this is not always the case, and they find themselves working long hours into the
night when the rest of the family are sleeping, attending markets and events on the weekends,
and in some cases spending even less quality time with their family. The advice would be do
your homework, research, and plan. Be aware of potential copyright issues, know your market,
undertake market research, have a business plan and an exit strategy. Yes, follow your passion
and make it your business, but do it with your eyes open and a clear direction.
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Kate Irwin
Poppets Palace

Poppets Palace makes cloth magical by using unique designs wearable for everyone.
Poppets was started in 2009 by Kate Irwin when she saw the need for washable
incontinence wear for babies through to the elderly. Poppets Palace has grown and
now has four ladies working within it, and makes all kinds of cloth creations for the
whole family. Home wares and aromatherapy products are also made and sold through
Poppets.

INSPIRATION

When I fell pregnant with my second child, I was made redundant in my workplace. Day to
day living became harder with only one income and a growing family so I did what every mum
does- I took things into my own hands! I began making fitted cloth nappies for my baby to be,
and as there was nowhere to buy such products in the Top End in the time, I was encouraged
to begin making them for others...and Poppets Palace was born. My previous work experience
with disabilities inspired me to think “outside the square” and create comfortable, affordable
and functional clothing for everyone.

CHALLENGES

At Poppets we make our own designs. To get a product up for sale takes many months of
trial and error in the design phase and a few more months in the customer trials phase. This
is challenging, frustrating and costly, but when a product finally comes together it is also very
rewarding. The biggest challenge I have is the juggle between home and work life- especially
as I work from home. To overcome the kids complaining, I simply let them help. My master 6
wants to be a designer and uses the scraps of material to make his own creations!

LOVE

I love to bring an idea to life, to watch the image inside my head turn into a piece of wearable
art. I also love that my children are able to be beside me in my business development, sharing
the joys of having ideas come to life- and to comfort me when they don’t.

ADVICE

My advice is very simple...Believe in yourself, or no-one else will. Don’t be afraid to let people
know when your ideas are good- if you don’t speak up no-one will hear you.
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Donna MacMullin
Itty Bitty Greenie

Itty Bitty Greenie offers the latest products for children made by manufacturers
committed to earth-friendly practises. Clothing made from organic materials, certified
organic skincare that is chemical and preservative free, toys made from natural,
sustainable sources, bottles and feeding accessories that do not contain toxins such
as BPA. Not only are we focused on the products we sell, but also the stories behind
them, which is why you’ll find items from inspiring companies in Australia and abroad
that are designing, innovating and creating fabulous green products, all while adhering
to fair trade principles and using sustainable packaging options.

INSPIRATION

I became pregnant after relocating to Australia from Canada, and like most first-time parents, I
was doing a lot of shopping for my new baby. But I was surprised that it was difficult to find BPAfree feeding products, when BPA had been banned as a harmful toxin at home. Being a former
journalist, I had a natural urge to do a lot of research on the products I wanted to buy – and also
went looking online for brands that I knew and trusted. My goal was to prove that shopping for
eco friendly and toxin-free products is not only sensible, but it can be fun too. You don’t have
to be a hippie to make green choices – eco-conscious living is mainstream, it’s colourful, it’s
innovative and modern.

CHALLENGES

Sometimes people can “write off” green products because there’s a preconception that they’re
not affordable. My biggest challenge is educating people on the value of eco and ethical
products – not just for the environment, but also as an investment in their child’s health and
future. I’ve addressed this challenge by using my blog as a complement to my retail website, as
a forum to share my research about the hazards found in children’s products and the benefits
of eco products. I post information from scientific studies done around the world and relevant
articles from trusted sources. I also support a number of children’s charities and events that
promote environmental awareness and education on child health and safety. I have done indepth research on every product I carry, to ensure they have recognized eco-credentials and
so that I can educate my customers on the important points of difference they offer.

LOVE

I love that my business has given me an outlet to share all the things that I’m passionate
about with other parents: healthy and sustainable living, environmental awareness, writing,
researching and design – while also giving me the opportunity to learn new skills, be my own
boss, and work according to my own schedule. I love even more that my products give people
something to think about when they’re out shopping for their children – that there are alternatives
out there that are not only environmentally and socially responsible, but well designed, fashionforward and fun. It has given me an opportunity to connect with other parents and businesses
in Australia that I never would have otherwise, and because I am living far from my family and
friends, those connections have become invaluable.

ADVICE

Don’t expect that you can run your business while your child is napping every day – invest in
childcare, organize your time, be committed, but also be good to yourself. You’ll be a better
business owner and a better mother, if you are able to find some balance and also give yourself
a break once in a while.
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Jacinta Thompson
Baby Gecko

Baby Gecko specialises in modern cloth nappies and nappy accessories including
liners, boosters, wipes and covers; organic baby clothing; baby carriers including the
Ergo baby carrier, ring slings and fitted slings; and other eco products for babies and
mums including bath and body products, nursing pads and essential oil products. In
addition to the products available, Baby Gecko offers a nappy repair service to replace
velcro and elastic in modern cloth nappies to extend their life.

INSPIRATION

I am an Environmental Officer so I have always been environmentally aware and have tried to
reduce my impact on the environment wherever possible. So, when I was pregnant with my first
daughter, I was committed to using cloth nappies right from the start. At that stage, I was only
aware of the old-fashioned terry toweling squares until a close friend introduced me to Modern
Cloth Nappies (MCN’s). I was so excited that I could use an environmentally sustainable and
cost effective option that fitted nicely like a disposable and also looked fantastic! Both of my girls
have now been in cloth since birth and I tell everyone about them. I truly believe in the product
and I want every other parent to experience the world of MCN’s. I shared this passion with my
mothers’ group and every parent that I came in to contact with and when the opportunity arose
to purchase a modern cloth nappy business here in Kununurra, I jumped at the chance.

CHALLENGES

Isolation is one of the biggest challenges for me. I am in one of the most remote regions of
Australia – the beautiful Kimberley region. My town of only 5000 people is 830km from Darwin
and 1000km from Broome. This makes it very difficult for me to speak to suppliers or see their
products. However, the tyranny of distance is also one of the reasons that my business has been
so successful locally. I am able to provide products for locals to look at ‘in person’ to help them
decide which products they prefer. I have promoted this fact to as many people as I can through
local playgroups and childcare facilities. The small close-knit community is very social and it is
therefore easy to get a regular ‘audience’ in a casual setting to promote my products.

LOVE

I love my products! I don’t stock anything that I don’t truly believe in and therefore, everything
sells itself! The people I speak to - my customers – can see how passionate I am about the
products and it is therefore easy for them to believe my point of view. I also love the freedom it
gives me. I am able to talk about my business and products in my usual, everyday activities and I
set up ‘meetings’ with customers usually over a coffee and I can take my girls with me. I also love
the new friendships I have formed by owning this business. I have had a great time interacting
with other work at home mums and sharing their ideas and passions to help determine the
direction for my own business. It gives me a great deal of pride to be able to influence people to
think about the impact they are having on the planet through their everyday actions. The love and
support I have from my husband and family makes it even easier.

ADVICE

Do something that you love. It may require lots of hours initially but if your business is to be
successful, it should not involve hard work. It should be fun – that’s the way it will keep you
motivated to continue for a long time. And build up a network of friends – there are so many
people who have been there, done that, succeeded and failed. There are so many things to
learn from everyone around you and those learnings are so accessible over the internet.
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Nicole Jones
Market Me

Nicole has always been passionate about business and the challenges it brings. She
has built a number of businesses from the ‘ground up’ in short time-frames, and has
risen to become a public figure in Business & Marketing arenas, both offline & online
using a broad range of creative strategies & platforms. As the Creator & Director of
Market Me, she specialises in Social Media and is passionate about coaching, training
& enabling others to experience similar business growth & success. Her following on
Facebook has grown to over 3,000 in her first 12 months. Nicole believes in ‘Growing
Business the Smart way’, and through Market Me provides that alternative to business
owners. Market Me offers helpful information, tips & training to Business owners, along
with affordable marketing & graphic design solutions. Market Me offers a variety of
Graphic Design & Business marketing services to Business owners, but a big portion
of the service is free. I sift through the overwhelming amount of information on the
internet, and share content that is current, relevant and helpful. I also provide a variety
of tips on business and social media topics, and offer free training webinars where
business owners can be trained and encouraged right from their lounge rooms. I lead
with value & content, and quite often help clients at no charge. The work that I do, stems
from the value that I offer and recommendations.

INSPIRATION

Two of my biggest passions are business and helping people. I’ve always been creative in how
I marketed and ran my businesses, and found a need for business owners to be informed that
there are creative alternatives to what may seem for some to be difficult tasks. Social Media
was beginning to become a prominent way to grow a business, and I wanted to start helping
people use this platform to grow their businesses in a professional & creative way. I believe that
informed business owners are better business owners, and so have enjoyed offering a range of
free training events on a variety of topics to give business owners a good basis for doing what
they do.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been my health. I’ve had to pace myself, take necessary breaks, and
time out for myself when needed to overcome this huge setback. I’ve realised that my health
is important. Without it I don’t have a business. So as much as business is important, it is only
part of the overall life I want to live. The good thing was that I was a mum working from home,
so I could manage my workload and rest accordingly.

LOVE

I absolutely love helping people by showing them the way forward for their business. Many don’t
have the experience or knowledge that I have gained by growing my own businesses and to be
able to share that and see them succeed brings great joy to me. I love being able to work the
dream job around my children and home responsibilities.

ADVICE

Go for it! It’s never been easier to start a business, market it & see it grow. Find ‘the smart way’
to do things in business, connect with other business mums and you’ll be well and truly off to
a great start.
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Ruth Tomas

Wheeliedesigns.com
Wheeliedesigns.com is a creative Queensland company owned and operated by 2 mums
who have pioneered the design and development of a unique range of vinyl stickers for
wheelie bins. A wheeliedesign bin sticker is the quirky gift for the friend who has it
all! Our product is an affordable gift, perfect for special occasions, housewarmings or
random fun. Since the launch of our business in 2008 we have created a new trend, it’s
sweeping through the manicured streets of suburbia, transforming garbage collection
day into a colourful spectacle where whole neighbourhoods go on show! We currently
have 6 divisions to the company, exposing our product to a variety of markets both
nationally and internationally: Consumer website, Wholesale, Business on a Bin,
Commercial, Make Your own and Fundraising. We really enjoy seeing people exercise
their right to a sense of humour and making their bins beautiful!

INSPIRATION

As an artist and designer, I always dreamed of relighting my artistic flare after having children.
The concept, name and potential of the business came to me in a light bulb moment and my heart
and head told me this was something I had to do. Independence, artistic recognition and being
my own boss were all things that inspired me to get things started and soon, wheeliedesigns.
com was born.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge was starting the business as 2 mums with an innovative idea and the
threat of plagiarism. We protected our concept and artwork as much as any small business
should but quickly learnt that it was not enough.
Soon after launching, we were blatantly copied and our reputation and product innovation was
at stake. Our IP lawyers acted quickly on our behalf and the outcome was successful. Now in
2011, Wheeliedesigns.com is still very protective of it’s artwork, IP and trademarks but we have
chosen to focus our energy on excelling in what we do.

LOVE

I love my business because it is wheelie, wheelie fun!! Wheeliedesigns.com is the most
challenging thing I have ever done but I have learnt so much and every day presents new,
exciting and challenging opportunities. More importantly, I love my business because it gives
me the ability to pick my kids up from school every day!

ADVICE

The most important thing I can share with other mothers thinking of going into business is the
importance of keeping the businesswoman and the mum separate. Understand and implement
good time management and organisational skills. If working from home, keep your business out
of the family area and set up an independent office space. Follow your heart and don’t be afraid
of silly ideas! I also love the saying “winners never quit and quitters never win”
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Samantha Bellas
My Posh Baby Boutique

Throughout my pregnancy, I was constantly googling for gorgeous girly baby clothes
for the upcoming arrival of my daughter. Whilst searching, I came across the absolutely
adorable Mud Pie Baby range, which I realized was not easily available in Australia
and as a consequence a vision emerged of an online baby boutique offering designer
labels that were fashionable, unique and had an element of exclusivity to the people
of Australia. Once my daughter and I were settled into a routine (well, most days!), I
excitedly launched my online boutique in October 2010. My Posh Baby Boutique is all
about putting big smiles on little faces. By pledging to only sell items that I am head
over heels in love with, I hope to achieve this with each and every sale while also putting
a smile on all my customers faces as well.

INSPIRATION

Now that My Posh Baby Boutique has been set up, my inspiration to see it flourish into a
successful business model is to show my daughter that anything can be achieved in life if
you work hard and stay focussed on your dream. “What the mind of man can conceive and
believe, it can achieve” is my all time favourite quote. To teach my daughter this principle is more
important to me than the financial returns that come with success.

CHALLENGES

Whilst setting up My Posh Baby Boutique, I had a clear vision of the labels I wanted to provide
to my potential customers. Unfortunately, while trying to obtain these brands, I learnt that the
majority of them would only grant you wholesale access if you had a physical store. It was
very disheartening to receive rejection after rejection, however this hurdle was a blessing in
disguise as it made me delve deeper into the fashion available for babies/toddlers and as a
consequence I ended up acquiring absolutely gorgeous brands for My Posh Baby Boutique that
have a point of difference compared to a lot of other online boutiques out there.

LOVE

What I love most about operating My Posh Baby Boutique is the opportunity to stay at home
to raise my beautiful daughter but at the same time, keeping my mind active and utilising my
business skills. They say on your deathbed you never wish you spent more time at the office.
That is why I’m so grateful that my business allows me to spend lots of time with my daughter.
Moments and milestones only come once in your life and then they are gone. If you miss them,
then you have missed them forever. Being my own boss and not having to leave every morning
to go to a traditional job means a lot to me.

ADVICE

To other Mothers starting out in business, I would advise to definitely take your time to do your
research, write up your business plan & map out your vision onto paper. The idea for My Posh
Baby Boutique came about when I was pregnant, however I did not launch my business until my
daughter was 6 months old. During this time, I read countless books, looked into my competition
and mapped out absolutely every possible detail so when I did launch My Posh Baby Boutique, I
was calm, confident & ready to rumble! My next piece of advice would be to stay focussed on your
dream, be prepared to put in a lot of hard work and to concentrate on the rewards not the effort.
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Shae Tye
Sleepy Wings

New South Wales mum, Shae Tye, has developed a sleep solution that keeps her daughter
from overheating but also wrapped so that she doesn’t startle or scratch. Sleepy Wings
is a versatile infant slumber wear jacket worn during a baby’s day and night sleep - in
summer or winter. Ideal for use in the car and pram; can be worn with arms up or down
(just rotate) and has been designed with two unique dummy pockets to teach a baby to
retrieve their own lost dummy! Drawing on her own mothering knowledge and drive to
solve this everyday problem of continuously replacing her babies dummy, Shae made
the decision to enter the baby business, eager to share her innovative garment with
other parents, with the goal to make life easier with their baby, providing more SLEEP
for all! Sleepy Wings is approved by the ‘Infant and Nursery Product Association of
Australia’ INPAA and is Australian made.

INSPIRATION

Enduring the sleepless Sydney summer nights and whilst midnight breast feeding, gave me the
time to brainstorm the idea and pattern of a garment that would keep my 5 month old daughter
Alannah cool without overheating, but also wrapped so she didn’t startle or scratch. My husband
and I would also return to Alannah’s cot countless times to replace her dummy, which inspired
me with the challenge to create this garment with a way for Alannah to replace her own dummy
and give us all more sleep! I have found no other garment or object worldwide that can do this
for a baby, and done in such a safe and easy way. The homemade pattern making, followed by
overlocking classes and months of trials, gave me the time to refine the design and its function,
ensuring it solved the everyday problems that other parents also endure with lack of sleep. With
longer sleep patterns proven with the wear of Sleepy Wings, this would ultimately improve the
nurturing bond between mother, father and baby with all getting more sleep, which is essential
to all in the precious first year of life. Happier baby and happier family!

CHALLENGES

Time and money have been the biggest challenges in setting up my business. I have been
working part-time which has meant less time to focus on the growth of the business. Recently
I have been able to take some time off to concentrate on things like setting up my systems,
contacting wholesalers and expanding Sleepy Wings exposure which has been fantastic.

LOVE

I LOVE the fabulous testimonials that come through daily! I will attach a selection with this
application! My favourite that I hear over and over is “this is the best product I have bought for
my baby” WOW,, it gives me shivers of pride!!!

ADVICE

Start! Set up a facebook page, test the market for support of your business idea. Starting small,
and slowly build up your dream to bigger things. Seek grants available, some government grants
are available for innovation. Utilise ALL your support systems – grandparents, sisters, aunties to
help with your children or the house work, when you need time to focus on business!
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Sheralyn Woollard
Heart2art

I am a stay at home mum of 4 children, 3 earth and 1 angel. My world changed massively
last year. On father’s day 2010 we endured the ultimate loss, we suffered a miscarriage
of our 4th child. I was devastated; I hated the world, was heartbroken and angry at why
this had happened to us. I found myself painting again after 3 years of not, the nights I
couldn’t sleep I would paint as therapy and as a means of getting through the long and
lonely nights. A dear friend of mine who I haven’t seen for 18 years encouraged me to
turn my therapy into a business and heart2art was born. Since October last year I have
now done over 200 paintings, most of them have been for angel parents who have lost
children, but I cater for everyone’s needs.

INSPIRATION

My childhood friend whom I haven’t seen in 18 years was my inspiration to do what I am doing
today. She encouraged me to paint and to show people my work. She supported me, encouraged
me and was the one person who was the strength who was always there. I could rely on her to
help me through my darkest moments and to make them something beautiful and positive. When
I started to paint again I was painting anything and everything, I painted a baby with wings and
was contacted by a lady whose best friend had lost a baby girl due to stillbirth. She asked me if I
would do a painting for her as a memorial and this is how my angel baby collection began.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been to overcome the uncertainty. When the lady contacted me to
do the painting for her friend my whole world momentarily fell apart. I could NOT understand
why anyone would want such a big and constant reminder of one of the most painful days of
their lives, losing a baby. It was through this lady and my friend Dee that I was shown it wasn’t
a reflection of pain and suffering it was a representation on a beautiful life that was, but had to
leave too soon. Turning a negative into a positive was the hardest thing for me to do and it is still
hard at times.

LOVE

I love my business because I’m really helping families through a difficult time. My customers,
especially the angel parents are so gracious and so overwhelmingly thankful that I have been
able to give them something they don’t have as a keepsake. Keeping in mind that a lot of the
babies have been lost due to miscarriage and stillbirth and they feel they can’t have on display
the photos they have or they don’t have photos at all so this is their way of showing people this
little soul existed and is part of their family and everyday lives.

ADVICE

I was fortunate I guess. I fell into my business by chance it was never an intention as I have 3
children 2 of whom are under 3 so it is a very busy and chaotic life we already live. A business
was never a thought. But if I were to give one piece of advice to make what you do a success,
it is this if you don’t love what you’re doing don’t do it. When you love your work it will shine
through and take care of itself a lot of the time.
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Tanya Jackson

Burlesque & Pin-Up Couture
Hi, my name is Tanya Jackson and I own and run Burlesque & Pin-Up Couture from
home, as I have 3 small children. I started out selling lingerie in 2010 when I lived in
Kalgoorlie-Boulder WA, but since moving to Bundaberg, QLD, I have added to my
little business the pin-up couture clothing and footwear, as I find it hard to be able to
purchase beautiful yet affordable clothing, lingerie and footwear in my size. I love my
little business, it has already proven to be quite successful and I hope it will continue
to go far into the future.

INSPIRATION

It all started with an idea talking with my girlfriends one day in 2009 about the lack of beautiful
clothing, lingerie and footwear where we lived in rural Kalgoorlie. I already had a little business
selling costumes and party supplies, but thought: What if I sold amazing lingerie as well? So,
I did some research and found that one of my suppliers for costumes also had an amazing
range of lingerie! I loved the fact that some of the pieces went up to a 3x/4xL and I always had
a passion for being my own boss and selling beautiful items for all ages and sizes.

CHALLENGES

I grew up in a low socio-economic area and have had to face the challenges that arise when
living in such a place. I fell pregnant when I was 16 and had to drop out of the design course I
was studying at TAFE. I thought that all my dreams had been shattered and it took a long time
to work up the self esteem to finally do something for me again. I want to set a good example for
my kids, show them that they can achieve anything if they work hard and set goals. My business
means more to me than simply a great job and something to do, it is proof that even when I was
faced with adversity, I have triumphed and succeeded. I am capable of creating my own destiny
and designing my life. Even if something happened and it was all taken away, no one could ever
destroy the sense of self worth that I have found by creating my business from scratch (with no
financial assistance from anyone).

LOVE

I love that I am able to make woman at any age, and any size feel sexy and beautiful. That
they don’t have to feel ashamed walking into a commercial lingerie outlet that do not stock their
sizes. I love that I am able to empower all women and help them feel confident and alluring. I
love that I am able to make the most technological advances and social networking sites. Here
in Australia and also America , I love being able to interact with my customers via Facebook and
that I get to set my own hours and work from home , all my products are beautiful in design and
very original so you won’t them at your usual big-chain retailers.

ADVICE

My advice would be do your research first, don’t just jump in thinking everything will be alright,
it’s hard work and long nights- especially when you have small children but make sure you keep
a balance even though this can be hard at times- its needed for family unity and sanity! Be clear
on your intentions to your clients about ordering, paying and ordering your stock, research your
suppliers- make sure they are reputable, be the best you can be and don’t cut corners! You want
to stand out from the rest and provide something no one else can and above all- great customer
service and excellent communication with customers.
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Corinne Hasham
Virtual Assistant Solutions

Virtual Assistant Solutions is designed to offer real service solutions that deliver a
win win outcome for our clients and their business. Our aim is to achieve a consistent
high level of support through our vast range of services. We are dedicated to offering
you reliable and affordable business solutions, customized to match your business
requirements. As an experience office professional, Corinne is hard working, detail
oriented, a creative problem solver with excellent communication skills and a strong
customer focus. We have a deep respect for discretion and client confidentiality and
are dedicated to high quality standards and believe that client satisfaction is key to
building a successful partnership. We are your dedicated Business Support Specialist
– That’s why you can rely on us!

INSPIRATION

After the birth of my daughter, I realised going back to a 9-5 job just wasn’t an option for me.
I wanted to be able to be at home with my little girl. When she was 3 months of age, I started
thinking of ways I could start a business from home. I’d be on the net researching most nights.
Trying to find something I could jump into that didn’t have many overhead costs. It was at
that time, I started reading more and more about the term ‘Virtual Assistant’ – Coming from
an administration background of over 10 years, I realised this was something I could do from
home, still be with my daughter, and be able to use my brain as well as bringing in an income
for my family.

CHALLENGES

I’d say the biggest challenge is trying to market myself and also trying to determine which
direction I want my business to head. The term Virtual Assistant is still not very well known here
especially compared to the states. So it’s all about educating businesses and making them
realise that hiring a VA is a win win situation for all involved.

LOVE

I love being my own boss. I love being able to determine the hours I work, and being here for
my daughter is such a huge priority for me. I also enjoy the clients I meet, and form a good
relationship with. It’s been one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. I just wish I had of thought
of this years ago.

ADVICE

Go for it! But make sure you do your research, you want to have a great understanding of the
‘market’ you’re trying to crack before you jump into it. But don’t let your own “can I do this”
thoughts, or anyone else discourage you. I am amazed every day how after the birth of a child
it brings out something in us mums that makes us want to achieve so much more than we had
prior to.
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Helen Butler
Clutter Rescue

Helen Butler is an Accredited Expert Professional Organiser with the Australasian
Association of Professional Organisers. She is the Director of Clutter Rescue and the
Manager, Director and Social Coordinator of her household, husband Scott and five year
old son Toby. Helen has had a varied professional life, originally starting her working
career as a primary school teacher. After leaving teaching, and having just finished her
Masters of Business Administration Degree, Helen worked at RMIT as an Educational
Designer, The Australian Children’s Television Foundation as an Education Officer, and
The University of Queensland as an Instructional/Educational Designer. She has been
the Director of Clutter Rescue since 2008. Helen enjoys pilates, yoga and swimming and
makes time for them every week. She loves spending time with her family and seeing
the learnings that take place in her son every day. One day soon she hopes to have
enough time to schedule monthly facials!

INSPIRATION

It all started with my friend Melissa. I was at a farewell dinner, having left work to focus on my
family. Melissa said, “You are really good at juggling projects and organising people. Maybe you
should consider organising?” From there the seed was planted – and Clutter Rescue was born.
Melissa recognised my skills were valuable and not one everyone was born with. I am excited
that I started a new business in an emerging field in Australia.

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge was to not compare myself to others in the industry that were in a different life or family stage to me. I have learnt to juggle business around a busy husband and young
child and my desire to contribute and help mums get organised. I allowed myself to not judge my
success compared to other Professional Organisers or limit my thinking of how successful I can
be by how much time I can spend working in Clutter Rescue. With this approach I have shown
that the most important skill to have as a Mumpreneur is prioritising time and using it effectively
to implement business strategy. While this is a challenge I have turned it into a strength and
achieve more because of it.

LOVE

I love meeting beautiful women from all walks of life, working with clients to bring clarity through
physical organisation and simple strategies to organise and maintain their home.
I love the job flexibility that supports my family and our busy lives and that I took an idea and
developed it into a successful business that women seek out.

ADVICE

Believe in yourself and your business idea – constantly. Once you have your idea talk to as
many people as you can. Get their thoughts, take them on board, use what resonates with
you and discard the rest. Starting your own business will be the best thing you’ve ever done
– besides having children! Running your own business is exhilarating, exhausting, motivating,
challenging, enjoyable and frustrating!
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Joanne Ipock
The Natural Newborn

The Natural Newborn is a hip online store that sells eco-chic and eco-friendly, natural
and organic products for mother, baby and child. The Natural Newborn has an extensive product range including BPA free glass and stainless steel baby bottles, organic &
bamboo sheets blankets and towels, organic cotton cot mattresses and pillows, natural skincare, wooden toys, organic toys and teethers, biodegradable nappy bags and
wipes and organic maternity products. It is a beautiful, easy to navigate online shop for
all parents who are concerned about what chemicals their children are being exposed
to and want to reduce their impact on the environment. Joanne Ipock, owner and founder, started the business in 2008 and has 2 little eco-kids (and product testers) and an
extremely supportive husband. She loves farmers markets, yoga, hanging out in her
PJ’s and going out for a wine with her friends.

INSPIRATION

After the birth of my first daughter I turned to more natural products and used cloth nappies
as she developed eczema and nappy rash from using mainstream products. I needed another
alternative and found that cloth nappies and natural products cleared up all the nappy rash and
eczema. The Natural Newborn online business came about after a very frustrating afternoon
of looking for some flushable nappy liners at a local supermarket. I became very discouraged
with the products available to parents, especially in Western Australia, and felt an overwhelming need to change that.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge to date was the design of my logo! It was the hardest decision I have had
to make as I knew that whatever I chose would be the first impression that potential customers would have so it needed to be perfect! After hours of online searching I found a graphic
designer that I liked and went from there.

LOVE

I love helping other parents make informed choices about the products that they buy for their
children. I especially love it when they put photos of their happy children with the products they
bought on my Facebook page or getting feedback from parents about how a particular product
(such as the teething necklaces) has helped them. It is very reassuring that what I’m doing is
making a difference. Another favourite part of the business is attending markets where I can
meet and talk to my customers. It is great to be able to chat to like-minded parents and help out
parents that want to make the change to natural products.

ADVICE

My advice to other mothers starting out in business would be to make sure that you are passionate about the business. If you are passionate then it really doesn’t feel like work!
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Jodie Byerlee
Nappies Covered

Nappies Covered started by accident when I discovered the new product ‘Modern Cloth
Nappies’ whilst pregnant with my third child back in 2004. As I love to sew, the instant I
saw them I knew I could make them myself. Not only make them, but create something
for my child that was comfortable and environmentally friendly. Initially I started by
importing a small stash of fabric. Before I knew it all my friends wanted some, and with
that Nappies Covered was born.

INSPIRATION

When launching Nappies Covered, we were broad acre famers living in a rural location in South
Australia. Being on the land we were responsible for the disposal of all our rubbish. The thought
of throwing thousands of disposable nappies into a hole on our land, and knowing they’d be
sitting there for the next 500 years, sort of makes you cringe and think about things a bit more.
I did a lot of thinking and research, not ever intending that that research would lead to me being
able to help others. As Nappies Covered slowly grew its customer database, the inspiration in
me grew at a rapid rate. I was helping others to help save our planet.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge I have faced was losing our farming property due to the drought. In 2006
we had to make the heart breaking decision to sell everything, leave our life of farming and
head off into an unknown future. Walking off the land was hard, my husband had been there his
whole life, farming was all he knew. Luckily I was able to keep Nappies Covered churning away
in the background as we sold our much loved home, said goodbye to our thousands of acres
and headed south to where we hoped it would rain more. Having my business helped keep me
together, helped me to keep on moving - giving me hope that one day we would get past these
sad times. In reflection I can see now that Nappies Covered grew because of the drought.
On one hand my heart was breaking due to what the drought did to our farm, on the other the
drought made people more aware of how precious and fragile our land is and how important it
is that we take care with the choices made in everyday life.

LOVE

The things that I love most about my business are my customers. As my business sells a niche
product I find that my customers are all operating and thinking just like me! I love imparting information, I am a walking expert on cloth nappies and I love sharing the love! I am very passionate
about what I do and share the passion with others who are as passionate as I am.

ADVICE

My first piece of advice would be to make sure that with what you are doing you love it or it is a
passion of yours. It is so much easier to build, love and grow something that you love. When it’s
a passion it is almost as if it is an extension of you. If it is an extension of you, you will care for
and nurture it, look after it when it’s down, celebrate with it when it’s high and love it no matter
what. Remember to never lose sight of the reason you started your business. A lot of mums
who work from home start that business so that they can spend time with their children whilst
earning an income. Always remember that you didn’t start the business to spend more time with
the business! When a business starts to impact on your family life it’s time to step back and see
what changes you can make to restore the normality again. Can you outsource? Work at night
when children are in bed? There are always answers to your needs and sometimes just stepping back and looking at that situation as a whole can help you solve it.
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Karen Gunton
Build a Little Biz

Build a Little Biz is the site to visit for any mum trying to make their little home business
idea a success. Free information, links to helpful resources, one-on-one assistance,
answers to burning questions, excellent products, inspiration & support are all available in one handy spot. My passion is helping busy mums kick ass with their little biz
idea. My goal is to provide information that is actually helpful & relevant to mums. My
gift is helping biz builders get unstuck and find their excitement for their biz again.

INSPIRATION

I have a photography & design business, which I run from home, called smile.play.love. As I
was growing from a hobby to a business, and trying to figure out what to do in order to make my
business a success, I realized that a lot of mums were trying to do the same thing. I discovered
I liked sharing what I was learning with other biz mums, and I discovered I had a gift for helping
and inspiring others. I started Build a Little Biz as a way to help as many biz mums as possible:
to connect, share, support, learn and grow!

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been to find ways to offer valuable service to biz builders with varying
needs and budgets. Not every new business owner can afford expensive one-on-one mentoring, and not everyone feels comfortable with that option. My solution has been to offer a variety
of services: free information in the blog posts and newsletter for the DIY types, quick and easy
email consults for someone who needs one question answered, group support for people that
want to pop in and get some help now and then, one-on-one sessions via skype for people who
want more long term assistance or more personalized help, and eBooks for people who want
the steps and the info but like to work at their own pace.

LOVE

I love that I get to chat with other mums in biz every single day. I love that my online relationships with these mums have turned into real friendships. I love knowing that everytime I post an
article or helpful resource and every time I have a session with a client I am helping someone
with the exact thing they needed help with. I love that I get to be my no nonsense, tell it like it is
self and that people appreciate that about me. I love hearing from my clients that they have their
excitement back for their business and feel energized to do the work. I love putting something
really great into the world that wasn’t there before I started Build a Little Biz.

ADVICE

I have a lot of advice to offer mums who are starting a little business, it is the whole reason I
started Build a Little Biz! But I know it can be overwhelming; there is so much to do, so much to
know, so much to learn and figure out. So I have 2 things I believe in, which I tell all my mumpreneur clients: #1 question the rules: do what feels right, do what works for you and your biz,
ignore the rest. #2 be awesome: be yourself, be passionate, be helpful be sincere, be engaging... just be you. Share your awesomeness with this world! When working with my clients I
always encourage them to follow their passion, and I hone in on that passion when helping them
with their goals. You have to love what you are doing if you want others to as well!
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Karen Keynes
GreenUrLife

Operating since December 2008, Australia’s eco-friendly kitchenware specialist,
GreenUrLife, provides unique alternatives to using plastic in the kitchen for food preparation, serving and storage. The entire range is not just BPA free, but plastic-free.
GreenUrLife’s range consists of high quality, practical yet stylish products made from
sustainable materials such as stainless steel, glass, recycled timber and cotton. GreenUrLife’s role goes further than that of just a retail outlet. Not only does the GreenUrLife
website provide visitors with a great range of eco-friendly kitchenware products, it
(along with the GreenUrLife facebook page) also acts as a resource centre with easy to
read, topical articles and references containing information and advice on how we can
all make changes to our habits to reduce the amount of plastic and toxins in our lives,
and hence contribute to a cleaner, greener planet and a healthier lifestyle!

INSPIRATION

In mid 2008, with an ever growing passion for all things organic, natural and eco-friendly I
became concerned with the amount of plastic I was using in my kitchen for preparing, serving
and storing our food. I began searching for alternatives and found it very difficult to locate the
items I wanted. So after chatting with a friend on the phone one night GreenUrLife was born.
In addition to the mounting evidence from research confirming certain plastics do leach toxic
components into food affecting our long term health, the other major issue I had with plastic
was its impact on the environment. The majority of plastics are not biodegradable or degradable and will therefore still be a part of the landscape in thousands of years to come. Plastics
also use a large amount of finite resources in their production, contribute to the effects of
climate change and create an unsightly mess for generations to come. Many people now use
reusable shopping bags in an effort to reduce the amount of plastic waste in landfill. The next
step is to get people thinking about other areas of their lives where they can choose alternatives
to using plastic, and this is where GreenUrLife comes in, showing how it is possible to prepare,
serve and store food using sustainable, eco-friendly materials.

CHALLENGES

Learning how to market a new small business with a niche target market on a limited budget
has definitely been a challenge. Through much trial and error, attending seminars to gain further
knowledge and discovering unpaid advertising options thanks to the Connect2Mums community, the challenge of successfully marketing my business has been somewhat lessened since
its inception two and a half years ago.

LOVE

I love and am very grateful that my business allows me to follow my passion and connect with
others who share that passion, whilst still enabling me to be a “stay at home” Mum. It has opened
doors to opportunities I never could have dreamt possible.

ADVICE

Ensure you are passionate about what you have chosen to do; do a business plan and review it
constantly; be prepared to not make a profit instantly – it takes time (years) to build your brand
and your business so make sure you can handle this financially; ensure you are part of a good
network/support group; and lastly be prepared to work all hours so that you can still balance
your family needs with your work commitments!
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Kristy Massey
Bubbabutts

My name is Kristy Massey, I am a young mum of three small children. I enjoy having a
business I can run from home to be at home for my children. My business is Bubbabutts
and I make all in two Modern Cloth Nappies, wetbags and wipes. I also sell other baby
item such as minky and ribbon blankies, clothes, baby accessories and Rockin’ Green
washing power to keep in tune with being eco-friendly for the environment. I have
researched my products to make sure they are either eco-friendly or supporting other
work from home mums so that I’m not only bettering my business, but helping other
stay at home mums as well. Bubbabutts always has been, and always will be, handmade. We may not produce quantity, but I know I have produced a quality product for
my customers, and they can rely on it to be nothing less than perfect

INSPIRATION

My business was born out of necessity. I was looking for modern cloth nappies for my son and
had tried a brand and it always leaked. I found a kit and pattern on the internet where I was able
to make my own, but I wasn’t happy with the pattern I found. After making what I thought were
the necessary adjustments, I drafted a pattern to make my own. I then realized they weren’t that
hard to make, and was encouraged by a close friend to think about making and selling them.
I was then opened up to a world I never knew existed, full of PUL, bamboo, micro fleece and
snaps. I never thought I would be so excited about the colour of snaps and PUL.

CHALLENGES

This Journey has not always been easy but I have not let anything stop me from moving forward. I recently was approached by another business, who unbeknownst to me, had their business name that was the same, or very similar to one of my products and I had to change it. I
didn’t let this get me down, but instead, with the help of my customers, we came up with a new
name. I turned something that could have been extremely negative, into a positive, and now all
my different types of nappies have their own unique name. This has taught me to always look
on the bright side of situations.

LOVE

What I love most about my business is being able to create wonderful items and knowing my
customers are happy and satisfied with their purchases

ADVICE

To any other mothers starting a business, I would say, “Go for it! The sky really is the limit on
what you can do and achieve, and there are so many benefits to having your own business. The
satisfaction of knowing customers are happy is the best feeling, and you can be flexible with
your hours to suit your family.”
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Linda Wood
Sleep Secrets

I am the founder of Sleep Secrets, an Australian owned and designed range of luxury
sleepwear. My company is dedicated to the design and production of beautiful ecofriendly sleepwear that celebrates femininity. I use the finest eco friendly organic bamboo fabric for my range of luxurious sleepwear, which offers the perfect combination of
a sustainable product and a luxury fabric. Our eco friendly bamboo sleepwear is super
soft, thermal regulating, wicks moisture, will not hold odours, is resistant to mould and
mildew, and is absorbent and fast drying! Sleep Secrets is an elegant range of timeless classical sleepwear pieces and allows discerning customers to make eco-friendly
choices without sacrificing style or quality.

INSPIRATION

When my girlfriends get together we have many long discussions about what is going on in
our lives. Due to our life stage our talks often turn to the subject of disturbed sleep due to night
sweats associated with menopause, diabetes, chemotherapy or other medically related issues.
We often joke about waking up wet and clammy and needing to change sleepwear during the
night. These conversations got me thinking and I realised there was a gap in the market for
stylish, comfortable, high quality sleepwear with a practical purpose that would give some relief
to women experiencing night sweats – real women, going through an uncomfortable yet still
normal part of life. I looked around for an answer and read a lot about bamboo fabric. Bamboo
fabric has excellent wicking properties, drawing moisture away from the skin and evaporating
quickly keeping you dry, cool and comfortable, thereby promoting a good night’s sleep.

CHALLENGES

I knew that my stylish sleepwear would sell well in Australia, as I had done some research into
my target market. I knew I would get the best possible prices by importing my sleepwear from
China. One of my biggest challenges was finding and dealing with a manufacturer and how to
get my sleepwear from China to Australia. I had conversations with six different factories and
then I was able to narrow down my choices to two factories. I had many challenges with the
sample process and simple things were very difficult to get right. I addressed the challenges by
visiting the two factories in March 2010. This was such a great opportunity to further build on
the relationships I had made and to foster future support.

LOVE

I am excited and passionate about my new business. I have been passionately learning all
sorts of new skills over the last few years and it has been wonderful to meet so many women
at networking events who are all willing to share their advice and knowledge. I love the fact that
Sleep Secrets is community minded, is involved with fundraising for breast cancer, wanting to
give a spirit of empowerment to women.

ADVICE

Be good at what you do and do it because you love it and the rest will come. Plan, plan and plan.
Thinking of the big picture from the start will avoid lots of smaller hiccups along the way. Keep a
pad and pen next to the bed. Things seem to pop into your head when you least expect it. You
will certainly have times when you feel overwhelmed so find your own ritual that will help you to
relax and clearly focus on the tasks at hand. Light a candle, pop on some soothing music, have
a cup of tea. Sit and centre yourself. Have a great product, represent good value and give the
best customer service.
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Nicole Golland
Lopees

I am 34 years old with 3 beautiful children. I have always been very passionate about
the environment and knowing that the small things we do in our life do reflect on what
we leave for the next generation. My company provides schools and businesses an
alternative to using paper envelopes. We have 10 products in our range from small
envelopes, Book and library bags, to A4 and A3. The past year our company has been
providing custom made bags to businesses and organisations for promotion use or/
and to sell to their customers.

INSPIRATION

When my son started school I noticed I was always sending money and notes in paper envelopes. I was using 1 to 2 a week. In our house we try and reuse and recycle as much as possible
so this really upset me thinking, what a waste of paper. I thought there must be something on
the market that can replace this problem. I looked on the internet and couldn’t find anything.
I knew I could solve this problem and after lots of researching we found a fair trade company
in India and got 1,000 samples made. I started using my Lopees envelope at school and the
principal was so impressed by the idea that she bought 500 off me straight away. So that was
how my idea became a business.

CHALLENGES

During my journey starting Lopees there have been many challenges. Though I would have to
say the biggest challenge has been marketing our product. Our product is unique and also exclusive to us, so having that advantage it can also be a disadvantage as you need to educate the
customer on how they need to use your product and why make the switch from paper to organic
cotton envelope. I have overcome this challenge by attending seminars about marketing to learn
how to do marketing plans.

LOVE

I love doing what I do, and proud that my products can help eliminate a lot of paper use and
disposal of paper into land fill. The environment and nature is my passion and I remember when
I was a child thinking it was awful for what we were doing to the environment even back then I
was telling my dad to recycle. My products show children that in every aspect in our life we can
do things to reduce our footprint. I love getting out and meeting people at expo’s and seminars
who are like minded and have the same passions as me.

ADVICE

The advice I would give any mother starting out in a new business is follow your passion. Even
if you have not had any experience in running a small business. There are so many free or
low cost services out there that can help you with anything like IP, web design, book keeping,
sales and marketing. Another piece of advice would be time table everything. Starting a small
business while you have little children is hard. I used to find if I allowed 1 hour with the children,
playing and doing things that they wanted to do then the next hour they were happy to play by
themselves or each other, while I worked on the computer for the business. In my time table I
would have every hour of each day marked when I would do activities with the children, housework, work for the business and even my exercise time. As its just as important to have some
ME time to help it all balance. Trying to get a business up and going is hard work, though don’t
take time away from spending it with the children as time goes so fast and soon they will be at
school and you will have the days to do the business.
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Alita Howlett
Bello Alito

Mother of two, inventor of the paediatric asthma medical bag known as “My Asthma
Bag” and founder and director of Bello Alito Pty Ltd meaning “Beautiful Breath”. Alita’s
daughter Sophie had chronic asthma from the age of 2. Feeling overwhelmed and desperate for a way to help her child, Alita designed the pediatric asthma bag for use at
school. The bag was also used at home. Seeing the difference improved asthma management had on her daughters life, Alita patented the bags and launched the bags onto
the market for other families. Bello Alita helps raise awareness of the importance of well
management asthma for children. My product demonstrates the importance of having
asthma equipment available when needed, log books to relay information between carers and most importantly – the using of doctor supplied personal asthma plans. The
use of an asthma plan means less days away from school, less hospital admissions and
helps a child with asthma, to live well.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration was my child, Sophie who had been unwell for many years with chronic asthma.
Sophie was able to live a more active life with well managed asthma. I felt that if other children
could benefit from the bags, then it would be a worthwhile use of my time to manufacture and
market the asthma bags.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge was not knowing how to do take an idea and turn it into a reality. Each stage
took longer than I expect, and cost more than I expected. I learnt to source business support
though local and state government. I learnt to trust myself in my judgements of who I chose to
work with, who to ask for advice, when to listen and when not to listen. Determination, self belief
and supportive business relationships – needed to face the challenge of getting to market.

LOVE

I love being the driver - the director, I can decide how next to move forward. I like that I determine
how my time is spent and when. I love that I can spend time doing what I feel passionately about
and work with a product that can help families be organised and cared for.

ADVICE

Begin with the end in mind. Be very clear about your goals and realistic in the time frame in which
to achieve it. Use a business plan. Keep passionate in what you believe is possible.
I would encourage other mothers starting out in business to meet other mums who are running
their own businesses. Get a feel for the life they live, and see if you feel comfortable in that world.
If you feel at home, then keep going!
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Chaynika Sethi
CVS Fashions

“Why blend in... when you can stand out!” This is my design ideology and I strongly
believe in it. Born in India (1983) I did my schooling from Ryan International School,
Vasant Kunj(New Delhi). To pursue my interest and passion in designing I went to the
National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Hauz Khas (New Delhi). It is one of
the most prestigious institutes for fashion designing. After completing my course in
2005, I moved to Perth (Western Australia). Here I got an opportunity to work with an
established designer (Hue Le) along with completing my specialization in designing
from Central TAFE. While I was completing my course I was selected as a finalist in
Perth Fashion Festival 2006 (student category). It was a great experience for me and it
provided me a platform to start my own label. In 2006, I started my own company “CVS
Fashions” and soon after that I was acknowledged as “The Young Entrepreneur of the
Year” by TCFWA (Textile Clothing Footwear association of WA). And since then I have
added many feathers to my hat. I specialize in men’s and women’s fashionable corporate wear (power dressing). All the garments are designed exclusively for the clients
with utmost attention to quality and detailing. My clientele includes people who like to
wear their attitude to work and don’t want to blend in but stand out in the crowd!

INSPIRATION

I have always been a person who loved structure and detailing in the garments. I started this
business in 2006 with a focus of designing jackets for men and women. Then in 2009 after I
had my baby and I was returning to work I realised that there are not many options in the market
for fashionable corporate wear. That’s when I decided to explore this area. It’s all about wearing
something at work that will make you stand out from the rest. If you have an attitude… wear it!!

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge was how to get the attention of the niche clients as it is a hard to adapt
a change especially in the industry where people are used to wearing black and whites. So I
started with a simple range of corporate wear (basic shirts and pants) and when I got the market
attention I introduced my design concept and… voila!!

LOVE

I love my business because it’s what I believe in and I am able to share it with my customers
who believe the same.

ADVICE

I have one thing to say to all the mums who are thinking of starting their business… Do what you
believe in! You might not be accepted in the market at once but persist and stick to your ideas
because that’s what makes you unique!
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Danni Guerirro

Rock-A-Bye Baby Equipment Hire
Rock-A-Bye Baby Equipment Hire offers a comprehensive baby hire and restraint fitting
service. We believe that baby equipment should all be of superb quality, style and safety whether you own it or hire. Our commitment to developing the most beautiful equipment for hire range has given us the opportunity to bridge the gap between innovative
designers from around the world and the budget of the modern family. Our Platinum
range will help you create your dream nursery, filled with contemporary and stylish
furniture without blowing your budget. We even take the hassle out of family travel with
our Sydney Airport Concierge Service and have your baby’s car seat installed in your
car by our professional restraint fitters ready for your arrival. No matter where you are
in Australia we can supply you with exceptional quality baby equipment for use at home
or while you travel.

INSPIRATION

I was going to say that I began Rock-a-Bye Baby Hire after experiencing the low standard of hire
equipment and service out there in the market place. But that wouldn’t be the absolute truth.
The honest answer is the inspiration behind the business is my little girl and my desire to be at
once a strong, inspirational role model as well as a Mum. After struggling for the first few years
after her birth trying to coordinate 9-5 roles with caring for a small child, it became untenable and
a healthy balance became further and further out of our reach. So the idea to create a unique
business that meant I could work mostly from home was born. I scanned the marketplace and
realised that although there are many baby equipment hire companies already operating, none
offered the service I would expect nor had the quality and range of higher-end products I am so
proud to offer. Thus, Rock-A-Bye Baby was born and its been a joy from start to date.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been overcoming the negative image of baby equipment hire businesses. I decided that the best way to overcome this was to provide exceptional quality products and services and extend the range that we offer to include a “Platinum Range” of beautiful,
stylish nursery gear that isn’t normally available as a hire option. My plan was to make my
clients so happy that they would refer others and, by word of mouth, I would make my business
quite distinct from the pack. By giving our customers products they covet and an exceptional
service experience, I have built a great reputation in a very short period of time.

LOVE

I love knowing that another child is sleeping or travelling in safety because of me. I love seeing
the happy and relaxed faces of travellers as they return equipment because I know that our
baby hire equipment has helped to give them a hassle-free holiday. I also love the opportunity
to buy baby goods that many people can’t afford and knowing what a difference they will make
in many nurseries. I can make the lives of parents much easier.

ADVICE

If you have a dream, follow it. Don’t wait for the time to be right because it never will be. Be
sure that it’s something you are passionate about because you will be living and breathing it for
a long time and you’ll have to juggle kids and commitments around it. Be ready, because it gets
into your blood and you will surprise yourself with what you achieve.
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Fiona McPherson &
Miyo Fallshaw
Oishi-m

Oishi-m’s [Oy-shee-em] limited edition garments splash kimono, vintage and retro fabrics together with denim and cotton to create funky unique garments for new born
babies to busy little people. Little people can vary in size, shape and growth rates so
our Victorian made products are designed to accommodate these variances catering
for both skinny mini’s and the chubba bubbas. Fiona McPherson started the business
as a hobby producing garments for friends and family. Fiona is the mastermind behind
the founding of Oishi-m (and Doo Doo Pickle), she’s the brains behind the design,
sourcing our amazing fabrics and production. Miyo Fallshaw came on board a couple
of years ago to commercialise the brand. She focuses smoke and mirrors of business,
marketing, admin and sales. Our team of working mum’s have the flexility of working
around family.

INSPIRATION

Uninspired and frustrated with the stock-standard frilly pinks and baby blues found on the High
Street, Oishi-m was born from a passion to create a fashion-forward clothing line for infants and
toddlers. Having become a mother herself, creative mastermind, fabric fiend and founder Fiona
McPherson, saw the opportunity to combine her love of bespoke/hand made clothing with the
fact that she had recently given birth to her yummy little daughter. Oishi-m was the result, Oishi
= yummy in Japanese and m = for the mini one in your life.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge has been managing growth vs profitability and capacity of multi-tasking
family. As we increase our distribution (domestically and internationally), we need to invest further in production and marketing but not so agreessive that we’re not making enough sales to
accommodate our increased expenses. Being open to seeking feedback from friends and family who are experts and seeking constant refinement allow us to move forward in manageable
steps. There’s also the added mix of still running households and young families. Moving into
an office was a huge accomplishment in moving the business off our dining room tables and
homes and into a space where we could concentrate solely on the business and allow home
time be just that. Whilst daunting to take on the responsiblities of an office it was an exciting time
to turn our passion into a ‘real business’.

LOVE

We love the fun nature of the business and our customers. Being a children’s wear business
we can be fun, silly and humble in tone and expression without taking fashion too seriously or
too stuck on image. Our customers and their munchkins are beautiful and passionate users of
our garments they’re our biggest fan and greatest source of marketing. Being able to produce
something that gives people happiness and confidence gives us great pleasure.

ADVICE

Test and refine, get your idea to market quickly but don’t put all your eggs in your first launch,
there’s so much to learn from real customer feedback so it’s worth having a few pennies and
plans to evolve. Seek constant improvement and feedback. Surround yourself with great people and work on something that makes you happy.
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Gayle Williams
I Will Invitations

I Will Invitations, brain child of Gayle Williams, is an event invitation and accessory
business catering individually to customers regardless of geographic location. We
understand the importance of invitations and accessories that reflect your unique personality and the gravity of the day. We strive to make our products unique, with the
objective of being remembered long after the event has past. That’s also why we offer
a greater range of accessories than competitors - we want to compliment your dreams,
not have you compromise to a company’s limited ideas. Let your invitations and stationery make a statement more elaborate than just the informative; let I Will Invitations’
designs give your guests invitations that create an air of anticipation and an excitement
at its impending date. These days are cherished for a lifetime, they need products just
as precious. I Will Invitations. Invitations to entice and intrigue.

INSPIRATION

I Will Invitations was a dream achieved through adversity, caused largely when forced to leave
my teaching career due to major health concerns in 2005. The situation was devastating to a
newly married, very naïve twenty-something and I believe that the notion of creating my own
business and focusing my energies into a positive pursuit was a guiding light during this time.
Put simply, I Will Invitations allowed my creativity to escape where the rest of me couldn’t.

CHALLENGES

Health concerns aside, no challenge is as great or as important as trying to get the balance
between mothering and business right. The greatest job I have encountered is motherhood:
my children are my proudest masterpieces and the nurturing of them to develop well-rounded,
happy individuals who fulfil their maximum potential, is paramount. The added challenge of a
shift-working husband means this balance can be hard to achieve, but nothing worth doing is
easy and whilst this can mean working well into the night, the privilege of being a mother and
working woman far outweighs any obstacles.

LOVE

I have the best business in the world - I help people experience joy. Receiving an invitation
equates to feeling loved and wanted. One done particularly well creates an air of anticipation
and eagerness. To listen to my clients’ near palpable excitement as they order, to receive photos of your brides glowing in rapture, or to see a birthday child smiling in pure bliss, means that
it’s a rare work day that I am not beaming from relayed client enthusiasm.

ADVICE

Dreams are only dreams unless you act on them. The sky is the limit as long as you have the
drive, determination, focus, commitment and an infectious attitude… and a limitless supply of
Tim Tams!
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Kacey Enoka
Jae Photography

My name is Kacey Enoka and I set about putting my business together to offer my
clients an affordable option compared to most other photography services. I believe
memories shouldn’t have to cost a fortune. A specialty service I offer, but am not limited
to, is birth photography. The birth of a baby is one of the most amazing events and I love
to capture the raw emotion that is shown in such a special photography session. My
clients are very important to me and I do everything I can to ensure I give them quality
images that they are happy to display and show others or keep for their own personal
use. I have worked hard to provide a business that offers a high quality service and
product while keeping prices affordable for all types of income. While clients may see
the work I do throughout their sessions, very few understand the work that goes into
not just producing images for clients after their session, but the work put into running
and keeping my business going while also managing to raise a family with 3 young
children and completing a full time double degree at university.

INSPIRATION

While I have always had a passion for photography, the thought of having my own business
always seemed out of my reach. I decided to take the plunge when having photos of my own
children started to become unaffordable. I set out to learn more and developed my passion so
that I could always be able to capture memories of my own beautiful children but also offer my
services to those in a similar position.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge since starting my business has been finding a balance between my work
load, study load and family commitments. Prioritising can be hard especially when one thing
can seem more appealing than another at times. One thing my studies have taught me is that
time management is critical in the career path I have chosen to study and it applies in both my
work and family life as well.

LOVE

I love meeting new people! I have always worked with children and get so excited when I capture a gorgeous picture of someone’s child. I love to present my clients with these beautiful
images and see their reactions. I can only imagine how much they love images of their own
children/families if I get this excited about it. I also love that people want to include me in their
most special events whether it be a wedding, birthday or an amazing birth session, I cannot
thank them enough for allowing me into their lives for something so personal and memorable
to them.

ADVICE

Know your goals and how to reach them. Don’t give up or let others put you down. Be willing to
share your knowledge and help others, and others will do the same for you.
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Rebecca Reed
Motif Creative Design

Hello, I’m Bec – Graphic Designer and mum to eight year old Jake. My business, Motif
Creative Design offers a boutique graphic design service, based in Brisbane, bringing
professional and stylish graphic design to businesses Australia wide. With close to 20
years experience working in design studios & advertising agencies across Queensland,
I have worked on thousands of projects for many different industries and developed a
versatile style along the way. I love helping businesses bring their identities to life,
managing design and print needs myself is extremely rewarding. I pride myself on my
ability to interpret a brief, combined with my creativity and attention to detail ensures I
meet the exact requirements of my clients. With many years design industry experience
I have extensive knowledge in all aspects of design, advertising and printing, therefore
giving Motif the ability to deliver an exceptional product each and every time. Motif
can design and produce Logos, Branding, Stationery, Brochures, Packaging,
Advertisements, Signage, Promotional Material, Website Design, and more! Offering
quality professional design at affordable prices, Motif guarantees a professional result
every time. I always maintain a professional, honest and friendly attitude with my
clients, ensuring that I provide the best customer service possible.
And… I have many happy client testimonials to agree.

INSPIRATION

After many years working long hours, in the corporate world, I was looking for a change of pace.
Juggling the needs of a school age child with the demands of a busy advertising agency just
didn’t mix. After years of freelancing on the side for family and friends, I made the decision to
grow and develop my freelancing business. It wasn’t long before I was working every night and
weekend to meet the needs of my new clients. I have admired so many other ‘mum designers’
that were working on their own, so in December 2010, I left my position of 11 years and took the
plunge into full time business for myself.

CHALLENGES

I would have to say that managing the administration and account management side of my
business has been my greatest challenge. After many years of only ‘designing’ it has been a
surprise to find that I spend equal amounts of time on administration, as I do design. I have
overcome these challenges by devising project management systems to ensure that all my
deadlines are met, quotes & invoices are created promptly and all clients are well looked after.

LOVE

I love helping businesses bring their identities to life, managing clients and their design and
printing needs is extremely rewarding. Working on projects that I love, inspires me, and I have
found my creativity soaring to new heights. As a mum, I also love the freedom of owning my
own business, the ability to stay and watch my son’s assembly or pick him up from school each
day is great.

ADVICE

I would recommend being organised, polite, honest, answer enquiries promptly and most
importantly know your craft.
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Renee Mayne
Bra Queen

Renee Mayne is the founder of BRA QUEEN, Entrepreneur, Lingerie Business Coach,
Author, Speaker, Bra Critic and ePublisher. For 17 years I have lived and breathed business, I LOVE it and it’s what I’m good at. Everything that we teach you has had proven
success and outstanding results. I’ve owned businesses, sold businesses, managed
multi billion dollar companies; I’ve made money, lost money and made money again.
I’ve put an extra $500,000 dollars into a business within the first 6 months of being there.
How? It’s really not that hard, people look for hard and fast answers…the quick fix. You
train hard to win easy and never give up. You set your business up from the ground up
in a way that is sustainable, profitable and most important congruent to you.

INSPIRATION

STEREO [UN] TYPICIAL
Here’s the thing at Bra Queen we’re different we aren’t like the other kids.
We DON’T CARE what’s happening around the world, whether there’s a GFC or online retailers are killing our retail stores. We refuse to sit down and tell you how 88,000 jobs will be lost
in retail over the next few years, how the government is doing nothing to help small business
or the banks have increased their interest rate on eftpos. History tells us the most successful
businesses were started in a recession or a lull in the economy. If you want your business to be
profitable it starts and ends with you and your business model.
What we will give you is:
•
Real solutions
•
Breakthrough Products
•
Proven Results
•
More money into your bottom line
•
We’re inspired to step up and help business evolve with the new economy
and that anyone can have a successful business.

CHALLENGES

Bra Queen is 100% original, my business is created uniquely from a combination of everything
I have learnt. We didn’t have a specific business model to follow so that was a massive challenge. There was a massive demand for Lingerie Business Mentoring so it was a matter of listening to what our clients and the industry wanted and developing then delivering that to them.

LOVE

I love that I have structured my life to exactly how I want to live it. A balance of my gorgeous
girls, my awesome partner and businesses that make my heart sing. I get to combine my love
for lingerie and love for business and make a successful business out of it. Business is tough so
it is extremely satisfying to watch my clients grow and live the dream.

ADVICE
•
•
•

Passion and Persistence PAYS OFF
Always get back up
Always be congruent
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Tanya McVicar
Babysitters & More

Tanya McVicar was born in 1964 and grew up in Sydney before moving to Melbourne
in 1987 with her husband Rod to pursue her Banking Career. With more than 20 years’
experience in the finance sector, Tanya is a senior executive with a major Australian
Bank. Tanya and Rod are childhood sweethearts and have been married for 20 years.
They have two beautiful children - Evie & Lexie. If all of this wasn’t enough, in 2009
Tanya and her best friend Kate decided to establish a new online business to help busy
people connect with local babysitters, nannies, cleaners, aged carers & companions,
dog walkers and other home helpers. Babysitters and More (BaM) was born from Tanya
and Kate’s own needs as busy corporate women and mums trying to juggle family life
and full time careers. The “juggle”, as they call it, is reflected in the juggling (and smiling!) ampersand of the BaM logo.Over the last 10 years Tanya and Kate have both spent
hours and hours trying to find the perfect nannies, babysitters and other home helpers
to help meet the changing needs of our families. What they found was that for every
home help service they looked for there was no central place where they could easily
and affordably meet all of their needs. This meant lots of lost time and money, not to
mention the frustration and the stress! Tanya and Kate recognised the enormous gap in
the market and set about creating BaM to make life easier for other busy people.

INSPIRATION

As “corporate” mums with 5 children between us, Kate and I faced the constant “family juggle”
of balancing work with child care and household management. As the children grew up and
started school and the pets arrived our carer needs changed. We often spoke about the frustration of searching for babysitters or cleaners and how easy it would be if only we could go to
one place to find these services – and to find them locally. So, one Christmas Day after a few
champagnes and too much turkey (or was it a few turkeys and too much champagne…) the idea
that has become BaM was born.

CHALLENGES

My personal challenges and frustration of running a small business are common – people don’t
return your calls, the printer can’t complete and deliver your job on time, the web developers are
8 weeks behind plan – however the benefit of having a business partner who you can bounce
off, who can put a different light on the issues and who you can have a laugh with makes all the
difference. Biggest challenge – helping to run the business whilst working full time!

LOVE

I love that we have been able to help busy families solve their home help needs quickly. Knowing
how stressful that can be - particularly with very young children or for people who have moved
to a new city – this is really satisfying. It is also really satisfying and exciting to see our ideas
come to life and the flexibility that running my own business can provide. I also love working
with Kate (of course!).

ADVICE

Plan, plan and plan - be prepared, think through all the angles and issues and do your research.
Take the time to prepare a comprehensive business plan – consider your goals for the business
and for yourself, consider your financial and time constraints, be creative and capture it ALL,
because all those great ideas will remain only an idea unless you capture it and have the courage to bring it to life. Lastly – back yourself and just “go for it’!
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Chelsea Hart
Spruced Goose

Spruced Goose is a children’s online boutique offering stylish beachwear, rainwear and
travel accessories for girls, boys and babies. The labels we carry are both Australian
Designers, who have taken into account Australia’s often harsh climate when designing
their beautiful products and Canadian Designers, who come from one of the wettest,
coldest places and know how to keep dry and warm! Since having my beautiful daughters I have found it really difficult to find stylish, fun, age appropriate beach wear, and
struggled with the same when it came to rainwear. I want children to have fun outside,
whether it is sunny or stormy and with this in mind I gathered up my mother, Sue, and
together we have started Spruced Goose to help other parents easily shop for beachwear and rainwear. Spruced Goose is bringing fun and style outside again!!

INSPIRATION

I am very passionate about my girls experiencing all nature has to offer, whether that be down at
the river, on a bush walk, play in the park, exploring the snow or rejoicing at the beach! I realized
there was a real gap in the market after spending a significant amount (read over 100 hours!) of
time going between different online stores trying to find stylish, fun, age appropriate and affordable swimwear and rainwear. I found that many of my favorite online stores would only stock a
very small and limited range of either swimwear on rainwear, and I really wanted to have a large
selection at my fingertips and so Spruced Goose was born.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge that I have faced is definitely marketing and advertising – getting my
business known and building up a customer base and developing a trustworthy reputation. I
don’t have a marketing background, and funds are limited when starting up, so trying to choose
the most appropriate marketing/advertising that would be the best value for money has been
very challenging. Social Networking, such as Facebook, also requires a certain personality or
talent, as some pages I follow are extremely successful, and other’s not so much. I have had to
take the approach of ‘just have a go, put yourself out there and learn from any mistakes’, and so
far this is working for me. I have found websites such as Connect2Mums invaluable in terms of
the real information they offer, the community of support from other mother’s in the same position and providing different ideas on how to get Spruced Goose known.

LOVE

As cliché as it may sound, I love everything about Spruced Goose! I have thoroughly enjoyed
the journey from the moment the idea was formed, throughout the development of the website,
ordering stock and then doing all I can to get the name out there! It has been a challenging and
learning experience from the moment Spruced Goose was conceived right through until today,
as I often feel I am ‘flying blind’ so to speak, however I have met some amazing people, learnt
so much and feel so empowered for nearly reaching our 1 year mark! By far, the best feeling
comes when you make a sale, and then receive positive feedback from the customer, which for
me reinforces that Spruced Goose is a great idea, and that I am providing excellent customer
service, which is one of my big goals.

ADVICE

You must persevere. It can be challenging, confronting and downright disappointing at times
when you first start out, but patience and perseverance can overcome nearly every challenge.
The information and support is out there, but you must persevere and seek it.
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Megan Dubieniecki
gemibaby

gemibaby is a run by work at home mum and creates handmade hats, beanies, accessories & clothes for babies and kids. Specialising in reversible bucket hats & animal
beanies, gemibaby aims to provide products that not only keep your kids looking cute
but are also practical & affordable. Be sure to take a peek at their range of gorgeous hair
accessories, stunning dresses, adorable overalls, beautiful hats & super cute beanies
– you won’t be disappointed. Customer orders are always welcome and all items can
be created to suit your taste and budget. “gemibaby -for the little ones we love!”My
products are affordable, stylish and practical. I only make products that my own son or
nieces would wear and I make my own patterns to use. I strive to create products that
are versatile and value for money, for example my bucket hats & sun hats are all reversible so you are getting 2 hats for the price of one. I have carried the reversible aspect
into headbands & dresses as well and intend to create reversible skirts in the future too.
I also working on range of adjustable pants that can worn as either pants or shorts. I
want other work at home mums and dads to be able to afford quality clothing & accessories without the big price tag.

INSPIRATION

My inspiration is my 18 month old son, Diesel. I was unable to find a hat that fitted him so I
decided to make one instead. I received lots of compliments from family and friends on the
products I created and hence gemibaby was born. I started my business on Facebook and it
grew very quickly. I now attend markets regularly and am in the process of designing a website.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge for me has been going back to work full time as well as trying to run my
business and look after my family. I am very lucky to have both a supportive fiancé & an understanding boss. gemibaby is an important part of my life and I knew I had to make my job & business succeed. I have set ‘sewing’ times at home and utilise my lunch break at work to answer
business emails & plan my sewing times. Time management really is the key!

LOVE

My most popular product is my Reversible Bucket Hat and I just love seeing the joy on a child’s
face when they get to pick the colours they want for a custom made hat. I believe if the child likes
what they have to wear then they are more likely to wear it. I also love hearing from mums that
their gemibaby hat is the only one their child will keep on! I have designed the hat with comfort
& style in mind and know that kids (& adults) will enjoy wearing them.

ADVICE

I think it is really important to have a business plan & set achievable goals – both short term &
long term. Stick to what you are good at to begin with and let your business evolve over time.
Don’t try to do everything at once & except that sometimes things don’t work out just as you
planned. Most of all though – you have to LOVE what you do!
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Kirralee Baker

My Playhouse Adventures
Kirralee Baker is the creative mum behind My Playhouse Adventures. Passionate about
encouraging kids to explore their imaginations, she was looking for a simpler and safer
alternative to a playhouse made from sheets draped over her dining table. As is so often
the case, necessity became the mother of invention and she designed and made a fabric
table playhouse suitable for her 3 yr old girl and 1 yr old boy. She decorated it to look like
a little house, complete with windows to allow ventilation and plenty of peeking, a letterbox to hold secret messages and internal pockets for hiding treasures. Kirralee was
amazed that a new play space had been hiding under her table for so long and was keen
to share her discovery. And so My Playhouse Adventures was established at the end of
2010. Launched in May 2011, fabric playhouses are now starting to transform tables everywhere. A fabric table playhouse will be your saviour when you’re racking your mind
for a constructive activity for your kids. Always ready for action, in a couple of minutes
you will have transformed your table into a kids-only secret realm.
Perhaps it has been raining for days or you want something unique for their “at home”
birthday party. Or maybe you’ve resorted to the “dvd babysitter” one too many times
and want to get their little minds thinking creatively. You will be super glad to have a
fabric playhouse on standby in your cupboard. And the best thing is that it will last you
for years. An 18 mth old will love to hide things in the treasure pockets, while a 5 year
old will conjure up elaborate fairy tea parties. Your child will love exploring the world of
imagination that is hiding under your table.

INSPIRATION

I had a 3 and a 1 year old and was keen to go back to work. The traditional options weren’t overly
attractive, so I looked for a more flexible and stimulating alternative. The inspiration for my playhouses came at the kids’ birthday party when I tried to create a bear cave for a teddy bear picnic
with sheets over my dining table. After the phone books holding them up had fallen on my 1 year
old’s head I thought I could do better. And so a new business was begun!

CHALLENGES

An on-going challenge is deciding how much money to invest in the business and how to allocate those funds. Like all mothers I try to get the most value from every dollar and so I agonise
over every piece of expenditure.

LOVE

I was motivated to start the business to create a more flexible workplace for myself. For example
I have loved to be able to spend time with a girlfriend as she endures chemotherapy. So I love
the flexibility, but this is something that I expected.
The unexpected thing that I love is the incredible network of fellow mumpreneurs that I have
joined. Chatting online and in person with these incredible women has created the most amazing workplace that I have ever worked in. The encouragement, generosity and kindness of every
woman I have come across have been a wonderful surprise.

ADVICE

Start small, don’t risk too much money, and give it your absolute best shot. There is endless free
yet valuable advice and instruction on the internet, so make sure you spend a lot of time reading
and learning. Don’t try to do everything yourself, but be frugal and determine which aspects of
your business truly need paid expertise.
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Nicole Jackson
Little Wrap Bag

Ever interested in the extreme depth of culture world travel exposes me to, I now have
the opportunity to include this in a career, along with raising a family of 2 children under
9, a dog, a cat and a number chooks. In my FREE time I attempt the upkeep of an acre in
the country, full of fresh produce with the help of my Malaysian husband. From a career
that started in Retail Sales, then morphed into Graphic Design, Studio and Production
Management, it has since jumped tracks and developed into that of a small business
owner, with my signature brand ‘littlewrapbag’. Thoroughly enjoying the diversity and
challenges such a role offers and the opportunity it creates to draw on a lifetime of work
experience, I now design my own fabrics, develop and manufacture the products and
take them to the market place, at both Trade and Retail level. Being able to constantly
reinvent your position or grow from where you are and what you are currently doing,
is what makes looking ahead into your future so exciting. I hope that by meeting my
business challenges and gaining personal enjoyment from the creative diversity my
products allow me, I can set an example for others to be inspired by. I believe instilling
in people both young and older, the passion to develop their careers through past life
and work experiences while drawing on current ones, promotes positive life outlooks
and interactions. By doing this, maybe more of us can truly follow the paths and careers
we were destined for.

INSPIRATION

While working busy Trade Fairs for a friend and colleague, both here and overseas, I was frustrated by the need to have so many items at hand (ie pen, notepad, business cards, calculator,
lipstick and money for a caffeine hit!) and nothing in which to contain them. Standard dress for
such a show is professional and stylish. Let’s face it, not many neat fitting pants nor skirts have
multiple pockets, and never flattering once bulked up with such items. Hence I was inspired
to design and sew one for myself. Shortly to find that at my next Fair, my wrapbag was drawing more attention then the product I was selling! Arriving home after a busy week interstate, I
reflected on my Father’s words from years ago, when he pondered aloud why he hadn’t gone
into business for himself much earlier in life. At 40 and as a busy working Mother I thought – no
time like the present!

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge was the timing of the launch. The present GFC and downturn in retail
spending means I am constantly brainstorming new and exciting ways of turning consumers
onto my products. Bearing in mind a new product must tick many boxes – quality made, value
for money, innovative and eye-catching (in a good way!)

LOVE

The diversity of the tasks required and the opportunity I have to apply learnings from both life
and work experience in a home office. Stating the obvious, it allows me the hours necessary to
nurture a new business, while doing the same for my young family.

ADVICE

Have a clear vision as to your goal(s) and be passionate about your product or service. This
drive is what will get you through the long hours and cement your commitment to succeed.
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Nicole Shulman &
Ilana Pincus
Belly Art

Australian owned Belly Art was established in 2002 by two mums, Nicole Shulman and
Ilana Pincus. Belly Art are now the market leader with their innovative, easy to use, fun,
100% safe and ever evolving extensive range of DIY keepsake products, aimed at capturing and preserving the most precious moments in a child’s life. With distinct branding and eye catching funky packaging, Belly Art’s range of products deliver an ideal
and complete range of gift ideas for baby and Mums-to-be (M2b) such as their signature
belly and baby hands & feet casting kits along with the popular inkless print kit range.
Belly Art embodies a modern twist on keepsakes ideas while catering for traditional and
unique artistic tastes to suit the home, nursery or office. We provide thousands of families Australia wide with the gift of literally freezing time through the use of our miraculous Baby Inkless Print Kit. The kit enables you to take up to 4 sets of prints at one time.
Your precious print is permanent and can be framed, scanned for thank you cards and
scrap books and are also ideal mementos for your precious baby book. The Inkless
Print System is completely safe and is used in maternity hospitals across the U.S.A

INSPIRATION

Both Ilana and I were friends and expectant mums when I read an article on celebrity belly casting back in 2002 and decided to create belly casts of our own to memorialise this special time in
our lives and also for a bit of fun. As other friends saw our creations, they too wanted a lasting
keepsake of their pregnancy and as the demand grew, Belly Art, the business was born. As new
parents, it became apparent that the keepsake industry was quite dated and so we began to
develop and create keepsake products that would appeal to the modern parent. Our main inspiration has been creating products that bring happiness and treasured memories to families.

CHALLENGES

With six children between us now, the biggest challenge has been balancing family and work
without the guilt. We decided early on that our philosophy would be that our kids always came
first. Therefore, the business may have taken longer than we originally anticipated to expand but
we didn’t want to look back and regret missing out on those milestone early years of watching
our babies grow up – especially in that first year. Having a like-minded business partner to share
the load has also been a big advantage.

LOVE

We love BELLY ART as we have been able to design and create innovative products that allow
parents and M2b the opportunity to capture a lasting keepsake of their pregnancy and baby that
will be cherished for a lifetime. It has given us tremendous joy to know that we have created DIY
products which are fun, easy to use and enable parents to be part of freezing in those moments
of their child’s development which will remain wonderful, tangible memories for years to come.
This has been an incredibly rewarding aspect of our business. We have also felt privileged to
give parents that sadly were unable to bring their babies home a lasting memory of a life taken
far too soon.

ADVICE

Make sure you love and believe in what you do! Take time to research the market place and look
for gaps. Believe in yourself and your product/service - strive to be the best!
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Nikki Carden
Mums on the Run

Leaving the house with young children in tow can be chaotic and stressful at the best of
times, so Mums on the Run has developed Essentials Baby Day/Travel Bags for parents
to be equipped with all the essential items they need in a compact and convenient case.
Large, clumsy nappy bags can now be traded in for a much simpler version - one that is
compact, affordable, practical, highly fashionable and which contains all the essential
items you need while out and about with a young child. Essentials Baby Day/Travel Bags
support a parent’s daily challenge to have the one bag containing ALL necessary items
needed to care for young children. This product is ideal to assist new mums to be well
prepared and more organised for their daily activities. And it works well as an overnighter or travel pack for full-day adventures. Realising how cumbersome and inconvenient
it is to cart around a massive bag of bits for your little one, we have created the ultimate
in organisation! Just like your cosmetics bag, or toiletries for travel, Essentials Baby
Day Bags are nifty little bags of essential goodies to have at your fingertips when you
are mobile with baby. The compact bag allows you to see everything at glance, which
makes replenishing it and being organised really simple. Those rushed mornings can
now be a thing of the past. This product is going to simplify your life and take the stress
out of leaving the house! Our product is a ‘winner’ because it is SIMPLE! It is a product
that ALL carers including mums, dads, grandparents, aunts, uncles, babysitter etc will
benefit from. It is also a product that is affordable for ALL families no matter what their
budget is. A convenient, value for money compact version of an essential product.

INSPIRATION

My inspiration came after I had given birth to my second child, Billy. I dug out my big bulky nappy
bag, only to find it still had heaps of products I put in there, ‘just in case’ when I was out and
about with Macy, my first child. At that moment I decided I would not be ‘lugging’ it around again
and was on the search for a more, much more compact bag. I couldn’t find one, so I decided to
design my own and include only the ‘essential’ items you need, making it ‘ready-to-go’.

CHALLENGES

There have been many challenges along the way. The biggest for me being time management
and juggling home life and the business. I have overcome this by being SUPER organized and
sticking to my timetable. This way everyone gets to spend quality time with ‘mummy’.

LOVE

I LOVE my product! It gives me immense satisfaction when I hear other mums….and dads tell
me how ‘leaving the house’ has become less stressful since they have purchased one of our
Essentials Day/Travel Bags.

ADVICE

Do your research. Be patient. Be prepared to work hard, long hours and prepare your family too.
Join a local networking group for support and advice. Have fun and GO FOR IT!
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Rebecca Mugridge
The Pram Diet

Horticulturalist, Healthy Lifestyle Advocate, Proud Mum and published Author of The
Pram Diet book an inspirational and supportive resource for mums. That provides
sound advice and easy to read sections from exercise advice, healthy eating, cooking
and shopping suggestions, relaxation techniques, ways to reduce stress, healthy post
baby weight loss, easing post natal depression and how to get started growing your
own fresh fruits and vegetables at home as a family all in an inspiring and heartfelt book
that also shares my personal journey into motherhood, through post natal depression
and even to losing 30 kilo’s in weight. I am passionate about helping other mums to
be inspired to make healthy changes, feel good about themselves and to become passionate about their own health, as I have. I do motivational speaking at various events
and places along with communicating with and supporting mums through online media
such as my blog‘s, facebook and twitter. This book is written from one mother’s heart
to other mothers’ hearts. It is a shared journey. A peek into another mother’s life and
an uplifting read. It’s a family friendly, supportive guide and the motivation and inspiration a mother may need to realise her worth, her importance to her family and just how
important it is for her, as the loving warmth of her family to take good care of herself,
her health and her happiness; Because as mothers we give so very much of ourselves
that we need to remember to nurture ourselves as well. Voting for me and my book
will help my book reach more mothers and bring to pass my dream of it being a truly
inspiring and helpful tool to its readers and show that taking steps to lead a healthier
lifestyle really is in every mums reach, even every mums budget. Mums just needs good
support, tools that work, real life solutions and practical ideas because as mums we
are busy and stretched thin enough already, what we do need in our lives is inspiration.
Something my book, The Pram Diet is bursting with!

INSPIRATION

My inspiration was to help other mothers. Embracing a healthier lifestyle changed my life so
much it became my passion to help other too. As mums noticed not only how much weight I had
lost but also how much more energy I had and the glow of health I now had they kept asking me
what I was doing, and so my book The Pram Diet was written to share my story.

CHALLENGES

Becoming a published author has so many challenges in itself as any author can tell you. The
journey to publication is filled with obstacles, heart ache and rejection, but in the end it is a pure
love ad belief of your book and the story you want to share that guides you through.
Believing in yourself is everything.

LOVE

I love the feedback I receive from readers who have loved my book and really benefited from
reading it, it moves me to tears sometimes and renews my self belief in what I am trying to do
and the messages I am trying to share all over again.

ADVICE

Believe in yourself. Follow your heart and have a product or business you believe in and are
passionate about.
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Vicki Frittmann
Lunalei

Becoming a mother, blessed with 3 children, and not wanting to miss out on spending quality time with my family, I looked toward the growing market of online stores
and the possibility of working from home. Combined with my passion for kid’s funky
fashion and music, it was inevitable that the clothing for Lunalei would fit into a musical
genre. Lunalei “The heart of funky kid’s fashion” went live in August 2007, on my 2nd
child’s birthday. I have loved putting together a collection that has been embraced by
customers from all over the globe. Creating my own exclusive designs - the “Punk Rock
Princess Tutu” dress, a favourite with customers and recently in 2011 the “Pretty in
Punk” dress and the just released “School of Rock” tartan dress. Lunalei’s testament is
to bring you the best funky, punk rock, baby & kids clothing that oozes quality, does not
cost the earth and a personalised service second to none.

INSPIRATION

My business inspiration would have to be my family, fashion and our love of music and creativity.
I am now in a position where I can contribute to the family income without having to take time
away from fulfilling my first love and number one job of being a Mother, this feels very satisfying. I feel so inspired when I create a new outfit, find new fabric, so every day brings new and
exciting ideas. I also love giving my customers a quality product that they would otherwise have
difficulty in sourcing. I get such joy when they take the time to write to me and send me photos
of their cherubs in Lunalei clothing.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge for my business has been keeping up to date and ahead of the pack with
all the new technology, applications, software, and social media sites that are being offered on
the internet at an ever increasing pace. When your store is an online business only you rely on
these functions to operate and provide the best customer experience whilst they visit your site or
page. I have overcome this obstacle by putting aside time each week to read pre set RSS feeds
to blogs that inform me of any new changes. I read books, newspaper articles newsletters, and
participate in online groups. I follow certain people on Twitter and FaceBook. I make sure I take
the time to implement any new features as this only adds value to your site and gives that point
of difference.

LOVE

The thing I love the most about my business is making my customers happy. Finding them that
elusive outfit they have been searching for. Creating my own signature design that customers
love .The gorgeous feedback I receive, the cute photos of their children or relatives wearing a
Lunalei outfit just gives me tingles and makes me smile. I love helping people and that is why I
do what I do. And I get to do it all from the comfort of my own home.

ADVICE

Know your why. When you have established that then you have a purpose to propel yourself into
a forward direction. When times are tough, and you feel like you want to give it all up, you can
reflect on your Why and purpose. It may have changed slightly, but if it is still there and you are
passionate about it. You will find yourself back on track towards your business goals.
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Angelene Bourne
Angelfish Dragonfly

I am married with a 3.5 yr old daughter. I’m passionate about the businesses I operate. I love helping my customers find the products that will provide special memories
for years to come! Angelfish Dragonfly is a unique collection of vintage inspired, adorable, stylish yet playful baby and children’s designer clothing and accessories, from
premmies - 8 years. I personally hand select pieces with that ‘something special’ factor. Angelfish Dragonfly makes it a delight for: Twirling, dancing, tumbling, stomping to
music, Playtimes with friends, An outing to the local café, A Wedding or a Christening,
Story time at the library, Laughter in the breeze, Swinging at the playground, Cutting out
shape cookies, ready for baking and all the things that childhood memories are made of.
Create these precious moments in style with Angelfish Dragonfly.

INSPIRATION

Our daughter was the catalyst for creating the idea of the online boutique concept.
The idea came when smocking my daughter’s Christening Gown. There must be other new
Mum’s who are time poor and would also appreciate special limited edition, uniquely designed
garments with a flavour of yesteryear but brought into the modern 21st century by either new
age fabrics /print selection or even vintage prints used in a modern pattern.

CHALLENGES

I was absolutely determined to succeed when at tax time last year; my accountant was implying
that I should go home and have a huge talk with my husband about the direction of the business
after only 7 months trade. I was literally shattered but determined to show everyone that I would
succeed at this business with drive, will power and passion! I‘ve worked extremely hard, putting
in 40 hours plus per week into Angelfish Dragonfly alone. I changed my advertising strategies
from large paid national advertising to more local advertising in magazines and online including
free advertising on Facebook, building my branding/ marketing through interaction and promotion and attending local markets.

LOVE

I love working in the fashion industry as it has been a lifelong goal of mine. My online boutique
allows me the flexibility to still keep the music teaching that I love and incorporate a new dimension to my career. I sometimes get time to make a few garments myself and it is lovely to be able
to say that some of my stock, I have made myself.

ADVICE

Do LOTS of research of your chosen business as the baby and children’s market has become
flooded with new businesses so unless you have extreme drive, passion to succeed and
uniqueness, then you will not succeed. You need to check with your accountant about guidelines to claiming as a business before you decide how much to invest. Outsource the work
that you can’t do or are not adequately trained to do. This will save you so much time – it’s
worth the money! Be organised. I cook up large meals, then freezing extra portions as needed
for busy times. Delegate – you can’t do everything yourself and if it gets done at least it’s done
instead of you doing it and not getting any sleep. Make time for you – to recharge the batteries. It doesn’t have to be a whole day, just a few mins here and there or an hour or so. You will
work smarter not harder as a result. It is a real juggling act most of the time but with practice
you’ll get better at it. Ensure you have special times where you do just family outings to a park
or somewhere low cost.
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Bernice Greenacre
The Bees Knees Kids

The Bees Knees Kids is an online Store specialising in Products that we are passionate
about and that we use or have used, loved and that have just made our lives with two
lively kids a little easier! The Bees Knees Kids’ focus is to provide a great range of clothing that is vibrant fun and stands out from the crowd. We strive to provide our customers with the best service and encourage them not to hesitate to contact us if there is a
problem, request or suggestion. As parents we adore our own children and just want to
provide the best we can for them but at the same time we believe it is so important to
give back and help others especially those children that are helpless or have no voice of
their own. 10% of profits at The Bees Knees Kids go to child advocacy agencies.

INSPIRATION

I was very frustrated going to department stores trying to find unique, beautiful and quality
children’s clothes. Everything that I found there was the same, lacking in quality and style. I also
got fed up going out, with the kids in tow to find what I was looking for. My frustration encouraged me to look into children’s clothing available online. Even this was limited to my sense of
style with products in Australia. It was then I decided to begin my own online store and started
the journey of sourcing some of my favourite children’s brands most of which is colourful, quirky
and fun. This sort of represents my personality in a way. As a trained Early Childhood teacher I
loved my job. After starting a family with my own two children I did not want work for someone
else. I wanted to spend quality time around my children.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge as mum in business is juggling all your roles – motherhood, house keeper, wife etc. The most important thing is to manage time as best that you can. I think mums are
mostly great multi-taskers and we manage to do so much in a given time period. I believe that
busy people get things done. I am one of those people. Usually it is busy people that are successful. Hard work pays off. Having a set routine each day has been invaluable. My working
day starts and ends with the school drop off and pick up. The evenings after the kids have gone
to sleep is the time to look at emails and follow up with customers. Sometimes it all happens
at once so it is a real balancing act. With a small business you are managing everything from
buying products, marketing, customer service, postage, checking stock levels and looking after
a two year at home sometimes! It is not for the feint hearted but well worth the effort.

LOVE

I really love my flexi-time in my business. You have the ability to stop and attend to your children
when they need you working around them and still being able to enjoy important moments and
milestones in their lives. I would never have been able do this if I was working full-time for someone else. I can still enjoy the school run, get to go on excursions and enjoy my kids.

ADVICE

The best advice to give is to follow your passion but first investigate the products or services
that you would like to offer. Having a firm foundation from the start is vitally important. You need
to make sure that your product or service can have a growing target market. Continue to be persistent and consistent. This creates momentum. Do not despise small beginnings. You have to
start somewhere. We started with one sale in our first month. Now we have well over 200 sales
per month. Beware of detractors who may not see your dream or vision if you believe the sky is
the limit. It requires lots of hard work and determination which will pay off in the end.
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Caprice Burrows
Bub & Moo

I am the Mum of 3 little girls. Bub (3 1/2), Moo (2) and our newest addition since I started
blogging C (10 months). Bub & Moo is a mixture of all the things I love, shopping for my
girls, bargain hunting, spreading great finds and competitions! Most people perceive
shopping online as more expensive and puts their security at risk, I want to show them
that it’s not the case by sharing my experiences with the online world. I don’t have
bucket loads of money to be buying the latest things on the shelf or to pay for a domain
name and to pretty up my page I’m just an average Mum, raising my kids and here to
have a chat about our favourite things.

INSPIRATION

I was forever telling my friends where the sales online were and where I had gotten the items so
decided to put it all in the one place! One online store in particular has made hundreds of sales
from me spreading the word with my friends.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge was my writing. I was a C student in English at school it scared me to have
people reading what I was writing.

LOVE

I LOVE my likers on my Facebook page, I’ve made so many great friends out of it. I also love
the businesses I chat to and that put up prizes in the giveaways though I’m totally jealous I can’t
enter!

ADVICE

Keep it fun, it doesn’t have to be hard work. If/when you have a spare moment and just want
to get something out write it down. Find something you love whether it be shopping, your kids,
cooking, craft there is always someone out there that would enjoy reading it and the blogging
community is very friendly!
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Fiona Visser &
Catherine Wyrostek
Darlings Downunder

Fiona and Catherine are sisters who own and run Darlings Downunder, one of the largest online cloth nappy retailers in Australia. With a huge range of brands, they have
become cloth nappy specialists and source their wide range from Australia and overseas. They have introduced new brands to Australia, and brought small Australian
brands to greater prominence. They have reached out into their community with nappy
parties and information workshops held around Melbourne and have provided information, support and nappies to welfare and local council programs. With an environmentally responsible alternative to disposable nappies, ethical and sustainable suppliers,
and some of the cutest cloth nappies around, Fiona and Catherine aim to continue
expanding awareness of the benefits and ease of using cloth.

INSPIRATION

A search for something that would enable two sisters to stay home with their babies and yet
contribute to the family income as well as provide stimulation and the opportunity to learn new
skills has ended with us owning one of the largest cloth nappy retailers in the country. While our
children motivate us (and sometimes hinder us!), it is our customers who provide day-to-day
inspiration for our business – they are vital when it comes to determining our business direction.
They have initiated (and in some cases contributed to) our most interesting blog posts this year.
Our customers let us know what information they need, what they’re looking for in a nappy, and
their opinions on the new products that we trial.

CHALLENGES

There are always too few hours in the day to devote to your business when you have small
children. It can be very easy to focus on the day to day operations of the business and neglect
the ‘big picture’. We have all these plans and ideas, but finding the time to implement them can
be impossible. What keeps us grounded is the knowledge that the children are the priority. We
take things a step at a time, splitting the workload for the important big stuff, giving ourselves
adequate time to complete a project and setting in place a strategy for meeting our goals.

LOVE

We love that there are two of us in this together! Darlings Downunder doesn’t grind to a halt
when one of us is sick or away on holidays, we bounce ideas off one another, we keep each
other on track and we have to love each other because we’re sisters!

ADVICE

Market research is one of the most important tools when starting a new business. There are
very few unique business ideas out there - what will make your business stand out is YOU and
what you do that no one else in your industry can do. You won’t know what makes you special,
though, unless you have an in depth look at your competitors and your market. Market research
can also show you that, in order to break into or compete in your chosen industry, you would
have to expend more time, effort and money (all valuable resources when you have kids) than
you are prepared to invest while your children are small. While this can be disheartening (and
sometimes downright devastating), be relieved that you found out before you’d invested more of
yourself and take it as an opportunity to get creative. It may just be the beginning of something
fabulous and more than you ever imagined!
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Jenny Gordon

Hopscotch Children’s Boutique
JHopscotch Children’s Boutique is the brainchild of Jenny Gordon who decided to
swap managing a creative agency for the world of kid’s couture, after noticing a niche
in her local marketplace. Being business orientated and wanting to achieve a better
work/life balance after the birth of her daughter, the world of Hopscotch was launched
online with a bang in September 2010. Since then, this little business is fast becoming
one of Australia’s most popular online destinations for kitting your kidlet in some of
the hippest threads around – with many pieces being one-of-a-kind or limited edition.
A major drawcard for Hopscotch is that they’re big on supporting ‘home grown talent’.
They only stock quality Australian labels for both boys and girls from newborn to 8
years, with many of the funky threads made right here in Australia. Add to that, the
attention to detail, user-friendly website, and personalised speedy service that has so
many customers coming back for more!

INSPIRATION

The Hopscotch seed sprouted after noticing the lack of variety in children’s clothing available
in my local and surrounding area [Mackay/Whitsunday Region]. So I started looking abroad
and online to purchase clothing for the little people in my life. I couldn’t believe the amount of
highly priced yet poor quality imported clothing available both in stores and online, together with
the lack of customer service, and poor turnaround times from online stores I had purchased
from. After 12 months of focus groups and market research, I was armed with knowledge and
inspired to deliver unique and funky kids clothing from brilliant Australian labels. My aim was to
redefine the online shopping experience; to show people that it can be personalised, friendly
and fun.

CHALLENGES

I think the biggest challenge for me thus far is adjusting to working from home. My previous job
allowed me to go to the office put my Managers hat on, and work all day without ‘disruptions’.
Now I’m juggling running my business, being a good Mum and Wife, not to mention staying on
top of the never-ending domestic duties all under the one roof each and every day. I have found
that segmenting my days into routine blocks [e.g. Hopscotch, family time, domestic duties etc]
has really helped me better manage everything.

LOVE

I think the biggest thing I love about my business is simply bringing joy to people. I really
pride myself on my business approach, my products and excellent service. I love making my
Hopscotch Family [aka customers] happy and excited about their purchases.

ADVICE

Planning and research is essential. As the old saying goes, “Most people don’t plan to fail, they
fail to plan”. Ensure you know your marketplace, your customers and what they want. Identify
who your competitors are, and what sets you apart from them. Developing a solid business
and marketing plan is essential, as this will help you stay focused on your core values/business
principles, and allow you to build a strong foundation for your business. I also found spending
money on developing a solid brand, and marketing collateral such as business cards, postcards, brochures, and website is advantageous – especially if you’re entering a competitive
marketplace. It’s your face, and generally a person’s first impression of you and your business.
Put out there how you want to be perceived and make sure it’s memorable!
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Julia Mendola
Chocolate Freckles

My name is Julia Mendola and I am 37 years old and a mum to two beautiful children,
Amelia (6) and Jakob (4). I have a background in Customer Service based roles and
my business Chocolate Freckles is the culmination of a number of years of dreaming,
thinking and planning. A colourful and happy place to be complete with a play area for
littlies so mum can browse in peace. The boutique’s name has the tagline “for little individuals” and that is the type of styling we aim to provide in store. Clothing that allows
“Children to be children” albeit in a unique and individual way. The boutique stocks
mainly Australian designed labels with some gorgeous international brands thrown
into the mix. Always on the hunt for new and exciting original labels and products,
Chocolate Freckles always has something new in store to discover!

INSPIRATION

Primarily, my business was inspired by my desire to create something of my own. The catalyst
was a major change in my personal life that pushed me to take the chance to turn what was
simply just a vision into reality. My love of beautiful and unique clothing for my own little ones
led me to be inspired to make my business a child related one. A boutique where I could bring
to other mothers some of the gorgeous things I love for my own children and help them put it
all together.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge has been learning how to order adequate stock levels and appropriate
styles for the store. The aim is to end each season with as minimal stock as possible and it can
be a challenge to get that right. One year in I have managed to address the challenge by setting
budgets for each season which gives me approximate stock levels I need for the store. I have
also learnt to trust my “gut instinct”.

LOVE

I love the fact that the business is mine. It’s my creation and full of my heart and soul! Being my
own, I can evolve the business in any direction I choose to take it and not feel hampered by the
constraints of others.

ADVICE

It is very difficult to predict what your sales in the first year will be so it is better to not overstock
to start with. Set a budget and work to it otherwise it all starts to look very scary! Research as
much as you can and try to find things that customers cannot easily purchase in your local area
to give yourself a point of difference. DON’T let your business consume you. I know it sounds
clichéd but make time for your family and yourself. It is tempting to spend every spare minute
on the business in the first year but beware burnout is unavoidable and will lead a resentment
towards your business (It nearly happened to me!). Having said that you cannot do everything!
Outsource. If you despise paperwork then arrange someone to do your BAS and accounts and
hire staff with similar personality and work ethic to yourself so there is consistency in the type
of service your clientele will receive. Ask lots of questions of people in the industry so you get a
feel for sales trends and what may or may not work in your area and perhaps find someone who
can mentor you as it is especially great to have someone to go to when things get tough. Finally,
make sure before you go into business that you have all your legal and tax related items sorted
as it saves a lot of stress and costs in the end.
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Karen Gardner
For Eva Lilah

As a Mum of 6 children, I know firsthand that affordability, style and quality are very
important to parents when choosing to buy clothing for the little people in their lives.
This is why all our clothing at For Eva Lilah is hand selected by me to bring you Unique,
Gorgeous, and Funky designs from Australia and around the world. Stocking Pretty
Frills, Ruffles and Funky Hand painted clothing designs from labels such as Mud Pie,
Rufflebutts and Indygo Artwear to Groovy, Trendy and Punky Rocker wear from Mini
Shatsu, Micro Me and Sourpuss. With the convenience of online shopping and cheap
postage Australia Wide, I believe that customer satisfaction is an upmost importance to
the growth of my business and therefore I strive to make your online shopping experience a simple, hassle free and pleasurable experience!

INSPIRATION

The inspiration behind me starting For Eva Lilah, came after my latest set of twins Evaleene
and Lilah were born. Dreading the thought of putting them in child care as I had to with my other
4 children to go back to the workforce, I decided I needed to find a way to work from home and
have my babies with me each day. It wasn’t until one day when I took the babies to a shopping
centre, in which they screamed the whole time that I decided to start an online kids clothing
boutique, where other mothers could shop for gorgeous and unique clothing in the comfort of
their own home, without the hustle and bustle of a busy shopping centre. And thus For Eva
Lilah was born!

CHALLENGES

Apart from learning to manage my time between 6 kids and a new business, my biggest challenge so far has been marketing my business. For the first 2 months of starting my business I
never had 1 sale from my website. I overcome this problem by bringing my business to Facebook.
I have found facebook to be one of the best ways to get your business name out there and
known. I worked hard on Facebook introducing myself to other business pages everyday and still
continue to do so. I learnt very quickly that other Business pages are not just a page but also a
person behind that page that could also be a potential customer. In 6 months For Eva Lilah has
grown to over 3000 liker’s on Facebook, all of which are potential customers for my business.

LOVE

I love that my business is family friendly and that I can offer customers gorgeous unique clothing that is not commonly found in shopping centres at affordable prices. Every time I post out
customers orders I feel a sense of excitement for them knowing that soon they will be receiving
a parcel full of loveliness.

ADVICE

I have learnt so much in the past 6 months that I would love to share with other Mums starting
their own business. Most important advice would be to always put your family as first priority, if
you do this then everything else falls into place. If you put your business first and your family suffers, you will become unhappy and in turn your business will also start to suffer. Marketing your
business is very important, get your name out there, advertise, tell all your friends, and get your
business on Facebook as it is the best FREE advertising tool available. Remember that there
will be times when it seems like your business is going nowhere but DONT give up, you will have
slow times but if you hang in there you will get through it. Most importantly always remember how
important your customers are, keep your customers happy and your business will grow.
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Katrina Springer
The Organised Housewife

Katrina is the writer behind The Organised Housewife blog. Living in a house she is
happy to grow old in on the glorious Gold Coast, Queensland and has the loving support of her husband Scott and 3 children. Via The Organised Housewife blog, Facebook
and twitter Katrina provides her readers with daily tips and ideas to keep them and their
family organised. Ideas to create new habits like making the bed first thing in the morning, creating a routine for the kids to make mornings chaos and frustration free or suggesting areas to clean that you may forget about, such as the dust on the ceiling fans.
Her aim is to motivate and inspire her readers to enjoy the journey they are living with
their family while easily keeping a tidy home. I started this blog initially to help friends,
however it has grown to be much more than that, helping so many others to keep their
homes and family organised.

INSPIRATION

The Organised Housewife blog started as I found my friends asking for advice, my recipes and
copies of the printables I created to keep the kids in an everyday routine. A blog was a perfect
way to collaborate all the information.

CHALLENGESThe biggest challenge was not realising how many people would
enjoy the basic tips, recipes and advice given when the blog first started. I never
dreamt the blog would be as big as it is today. I managed to find a balance between my family life and providing quality content on the blog. I put in a lot of time
and effort, but I try and do this while the kids are at school or sleeping. Another
challenge is getting my mother to read the blog, this is proving to be very hard.
She is a hoarder in denial.
LOVE

I love that my blog is helping so many women that have either just had a baby and lost control,
depressed and don’t know where to start, a hoarder who needs simple tasks to break their pattern or somebody who works full time and needs simple ways to do the housework. I love that
my readers are so kind to take the time to email me and thank me as I have helped changed
their life. I HAVE CHANGED SOMEONES LIFE! I have inspired them to learn to live a more
organised life. Me…I have done that. I am so proud of each of them.

ADVICE

Write about something are passionate about. Create a plan to give you direction which will help
you to aim and achieve your goals. Remember to believe in yourself and you will succeed.
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Madeleine Booth-Smits
NZ Ecochick

Hello, my name is Madeleine the mum behind the blog NZ Ecochick. I’m a Dutch Kiwi
which means that I’m frugal by nature and even more so by choice. I have a wonderful
husband and an adorable one year old son. I’m a vegetarian and have been for over half
my life which was my first foray into the greenie world. NZ Ecochick reflects and captures my passions and desire for a sustainable semi-self sufficient life (while still living
in comfort in the city) and how our family tries to reduce our earthprint. We grow our
own vegetables and I make some of our household needs; I am now learning to crotchet
and knit all on our path to semi-self-sufficiency. I’m a huge greenie and try to reduce our
environmentally impact as much as possible as well as living cheaply but still in style.
NZ Ecochick is one mum’s passionate road to semi-sufficiency and posts about how to
reduce your environmental impact and best of how all save you money while being kind
to yourself and the earth but not giving up your comforts. NZ Ecochick is a blog that
can help people see what a big environmental impact small changes can make and how
easy these changes are. NZ Ecochick is a clean, green, cloth blogging machine.

INSPIRATION

A girlfriend of mine insisted that I start a blog as I was always finding ways for saving money
and living as environmentally friendly as possible. She believed that I should write down my
ideas and share them with the world. NZ Ecochick was born. I’ve always been very passionate
about environmental issues and I became even more obsessed while I was pregnant. Once I
started blogging I discovered that my purpose was really to blog about the green changes I was
making in our home so others could see how easy these changes are and what a difference
small changes can make.

CHALLENGES

I find the biggest challenge can be is to find the time to sit down and write a blog with a busy one
year old running around. Therefore I’ve found the best time to blog is first thing in the morning
when he is having his nap instead of doing the housework this is me time and it really helps to
relax me and keep my brain engaged.

LOVE

I really love blogging and sharing my ideas on green living as well as frugally. I find blogging
very stimulating and rewarding and I feel very proud in the knowledge that I have a worthwhile
input into other people’s lives. I love that my blog has changed the way people do things with
their children or within their family home; for example due to my posts I know of four mums who
have changed from disposables to cloth nappies – a small win for the environment.

ADVICE

My advice to other mums wanting to blog is go for it. Everyone has a story and something
worthwhile to tell and add to other people’s lives. I believe if you only touch one person that’s
a job well done.
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Raegan Foldesdy
A Little Bit of Cheek

Being a mum of 2 girls, I found myself constantly busy and turned to online shopping
for toys, clothes, shoes etc as it was easier and, obviously, it was able to be done while
the girls were sleeping. I noticed that there was a plethora of online stores to choose
from, but they all seemed to offer the same brands, designs, etc, so, I sat down one day
and wrote a list of all the things that I like and found a hole in the market. My husband
and I have always been into live music, bands and music festivals, so I went in search of
clothing and accessories that I like to wear, which in turn, led me to clothing for little rock
chicks and rock dudes. It’s a little bit cheeky but I like it and I hope that other people do
too. A Little Bit of Cheek has 2 points of difference that I believe, should encourage people to vote for it. Firstly, we have a distinct rock edged theme, and we stick to it. We don’t
sell to the masses; we sell to the people who like this type of clothing. Secondly, we aim
to be different to every other online store in that we stay true to our roots and we aren’t
here to make a million dollars by selling everything to everybody. We simply wanted to
corner this niche market that needed to be filled and we believe that we are doing that.

INSPIRATION

The inspiration behind my business was basically brought about from a trip to Europe. My eyes
were completely opened to the different brands and designs available in kids clothing over there
and on returning home I researched the possibility of importing some of my favourites. Add to
this, the myriad of images of ‘celeb children’ getting around in this great clothing, I started to
wonder where I could get my hands on this stuff. It all started as a hobby really and then quickly
morphed into a business when I realised that there really weren’t any other online stores out
there stocking the types of clothing I was looking for so I decided to start my own.

CHALLENGES

The biggest challenge for me really would have to be, trying to run a business whilst continuing
to keep up with normal life. In the time we have been open I’ve given birth to my 2nd daughter,
breast fed, dealt with sleep deprivation and all that goes with having a new born and a toddler
in the house at the same time and moved house! Needless to say, the house isn’t as tidy as it
used to be, pre-business lol!

LOVE

I love love love sourcing new stock! I get such a buzz when I see something in a magazine or
a movie that excites me, so when I find out what/where it is and get a yes to stocking it, I’m in
my element! I also get a buzz when a new client gets in touch and am excited by what we have
on offer. I know it doesn’t appeal to everyone but I’m so happy when I hear from customers that
they are happy with what they have purchased from me.

ADVICE

My one piece of advice for other mothers starting out in business is this: ‘go for it’, follow your
dreams because at the end of the day, if you enjoy what you do then you are happy and if you
are happy then your children are happy. Life isn’t about money, it’s about family, if going into
business is going to give you better ‘work/life balance’ then give it go. You never know where it
might take you :)
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Christine Poole
Kawaii for You

Kawaii for You came about when I was searching online one day for Japanese craft
items and found products from Japanese Zakka Artist, Shinzi Katoh, and many other
irresistible Japanese products that you just couldn’t purchase in Australia. So I set
about sourcing these cute yet practical products including stationery, bento/lunch
boxes, chopsticks, gifts and more. Having recently changed the business to focus on
Wholesale only, I am now selling select items to retailers only, with my product range
increasing in the near future. These cute and quirky products are just too gorgeous not
to share in boutiques around Australia! The origin of the business name came from the
Japanese word for cute – Kawaii (pronounced Ka-why-ee) – which I think sums the business up perfectly! The thing I love most about the products I sell is that they’re great
for kids, teens and adults too! Whether you’re a small business or a large company,
people need to be recognised for their efforts and I think great Customer Service is
the cornerstone of any business. I just love sourcing gorgeous Japanese products for
my customers and I take product suggestions on board where possible and have also
done custom orders where required. I offer an easy to navigate website with speedy
postage and strive to send orders within 24 hours. Customers appreciate their order
arriving quickly. I know I do when shopping online! I offer professional service, always
let customers know when their order is sent and reply to any enquiries immediately. A
number of customers have been so impressed that they’ve come back within a couple
of days to order again. I am constantly updating my systems to provide a higher level of
customer service. There is no room for complacency at Kawaii for You.

INSPIRATION

I first started Kawaii for You when I found a gap in the market for unique, quality, Japanese
products. My children loved these products and I knew the rest of Australia would too. I was
passionate about starting my own business, working from home and fitting work in around my
children’s lives and this was the perfect opportunity to create the business I’d always wanted.

CHALLENGES

This was getting the business known to start with. It’s not easy being online with millions of
other businesses with a small cash-flow to start so I wrote a press release and sent it to magazines and blogs in my target market that I had researched. My Facebook and Twitter accounts
found me followers and I also did many high-end kids markets to get my brand out there.

LOVE

I am passionate about the products, loving the Japanese style, cuteness and quirkiness of
them. My products aren’t just cute to look at but practical too and that’s one of the things I love
about them! I also love that many Mums don’t buy for their kids but buy for themselves and have
to hide their goodies from the kids!!

ADVICE

Research, research, research! Find your target market. If you have competitors with similar
products or services, identify your Unique Selling Point and stand out from the crowd with
innovative and creative marketing and promotion, both online and off-line. Plan your time well
around your family so that the business fits in with your family, not your family having to fit in
with your business. Otherwise it will just take over your life and totally change the reason you
started in the first place!
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Gemma Fazio
Cubbly Kids

My name is Gemma and I am a mother of two, a 4.5 year old and a 2.5 year old. I founded
Cubbly Kids to allow me to take my children out of daycare and spend more time with
them. I also felt that I could provide a point of difference in the market, sourcing unique
and helpful products that make our lives as parents a little easier. I also wanted other
busy parents like myself to be able to shop quickly and easily for their children and
gifts. I use my children and the things that help me as inspiration. We have products
to help to get your children to go to sleep – and to sleep in! We have products to make
food fun, to help toilet train, and just to make things easier. At Cubbly Kids one of our
goals was to make shopping for gorgeous, helpful products at affordable prices easy
for busy parents. However more importantly I wanted to provide exceptional customer
service both during and after a shopping experience with us. One of the things that I try
to do is be as accommodating as possible - with time, money, and ordering in products
for customers. I will always go out of my way to make it as easy as possible. I also
keep prices as affordable as I can and sell most items under the RRP. I aim to always be
professional and helpful whilst friendly and down to earth, and to go the extra distance
to help wherever I can. I think that I am achieving this as I have a lot of loyal, repeat customers who give me fantastic feedback and recommend Cubbly Kids to their friends.

INSPIRATION

My business inspiration was my children! I had two small children, and as much as I love them
– I hated taking them to the shops! I also had all the usual issues with them parents encounter.
During my searches for solutions to these problems I realised there was a gap in the market that
I wanted to fill. I previously had an online baby boutique when overseas, so I knew how to get
the business started, so I took the plunge! I have had amazing support and have no regrets.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge firstly was financial. I did not have much capital to start the business and
so I have been growing and growing and reinvesting all profits back into it to grow it, and will continue to do this until I reach a point where I am satisfied. The hardest one though is the work/life
balance. My kids get sick of me being on the laptop, and sick of going to the post office! I try to
counteract this by working at night and I am (trying) to set some work hours.

LOVE

I love being able to source fantastic products and spend hours doing product research. On a
professional level I love doing something that gives me satisfaction. I get such great feedback
from my customers. When they love the products and service – that’s what makes it all worthwhile! I also love that I am here for my kids and can stay in my pj’s while I work!

ADVICE

I would say to be prepared for a lot of work and a lot of hours, but if you really believe in your
business – then it’s very rewarding. You can’t do enough research, and learn as much as you
can from successful people.
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Germaine Tan
Chibi Run

Why Chibi Run? ‘Chibi’ in Japanese means ‘Small Child’. Chibi Run is a tiny piece of
heaven filled to the brim with Japanese stationery, craft and fabric supplies handpicked
with love. We are known for being quirky and creative and our aim is to wake up all our
senses, brighten up our minds and make us run with glee like a small child all over
again. As a mum of two, it is my strong belief that quality and beautiful design should
be made available at affordable prices to all, especially fellow mums, who wish to use
them. When Chibi Run first opened, I was convinced that my customer service had
to be beyond excellent. If a customer chose to buy from me over thousands of businesses out there, I had to absolutely make sure that I provided a happy and memorable
100% service through and through. I include a handwritten card in each parcel and
have always posted orders within 2 hours – 1 working day. I make sure that I have let
the customer know that her order has been posted. I reply all enquiries promptly within
1-2 hours. It delights me to see customers so satisfied with their purchase experience
and I honestly just love dealing with customers and showing them that I am a very real
person who loves a chat! Some lovely words from a customer: “You are just beautiful,
so patient, lovely and supportive. I cannot wait to purchase from you again. You make
online shopping such a pleasure.”

INSPIRATION

It has always been my strong belief that quality and beautiful products should be made affordable to all who wish to use them. I wanted people to share the love I had for Japanese stationery, craft and fabrics and feel that they could be creative without spending heaps of money. I
started Chibi Run to share the goodies around with fellow mums especially, so that our little
ones would be able to enjoy them too.

CHALLENGES

My greatest challenge has been to keep beautiful products affordable and give great personable service. It is easy to be distracted by other businesses who make more profits but lack
personality and don’t know their customers as well as I do. The most effective way I have found
to overcome this is to regularly put myself in my customer’s ‘shoes’ and think about what would
make them happiest.

LOVE

My eyes light up when a customer emails and lets me know that they love my shop. I absolutely
love how opening Chibi Run has resulted in me meeting so many countless wonderful people,
especially fellow mums in business along the way. But the one thing I love most is that Chibi Run
has given me a chance to share a tiny piece of my heaven to others through the parcels I send.

ADVICE

Don’t be afraid to believe in yourself – you need to believe in you and your business or else other people will not take you seriously either. Take small and thoughtful steps and always review
your business constantly to make sure that you’re growing at a pace you’re comfortable with.
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Heidi Kearns
Me2Designs

Me2Designs is dedicated to making children’s boutique clothing, dolls and accessories. I pride myself on originality and quality. Every piece created is as unique and as
different as your little ones personality. At Me2Designs I am very passionate about
what I do and love what I do. Every piece is made to the highest standard with only the
best designer cotton fabrics and especially created for toddler and kid durability. Every
creation is made individually in a small converted studio at my home, where I am constantly working on current products, new designs, and refining future ideas.

INSPIRATION

I have had a passion for design and creating my entire life. For as long as I can remember I
have been drawing clothing designs on scraps of paper and compiling my scrap book. My true
inspiration came when my two girls, Laura and Zoe were born. I found a real shortage in children’s clothing that was original, beautiful and age appropriate. Thus Me2Designs was born.
Me2Designs has grown by word of mouth and has grown bigger and better than I ever imagined
in such a short period of time. I am now finding inspiration in the people I create for and just love
creating individual pieces that suit their personality. I strive for originality and quality.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been juggling my two girls, a part time job and Me2Designs. As my
girls are only young they demand a lot of attention and time. I have overcome this by ensuring
that my family are included in as much of my creating as possible. My eldest daughter Laura
loves nothing more than to be sitting beside me cutting threads, passing pins or trying something new on that I have created. When Me2Designs first started out I would sew all night long,
I now have dedicated family time and creating time. I tend to sew when my children are having
a sleep or have gone to bed at night.

LOVE

What I love about my business is my ability to be able to create from the heart. I love nothing
more then to take a piece of fabric and transform it into a masterpiece. I love it even more when
it is worn and loved by the little person I have created it for. I love that my business is flexible and
allows me to spend time with my children. I created Me2Designs with a passion that one day
it would become not only a dream and hobby but a career and recognised brand. Each outfit I
create is one step closer to making my dream a reality.

ADVICE

If it is something you love and are passionate about then go for it. Dream big, but also don’t
expect it will happen overnight. There will be challenges and obstacles along the way that these
will only make you stronger. Be patient and don’t be put off if you don’t sell things straight away.
I do believe that we learn something new every day and that careful planning and hard work
usually pays off in the long run. You must learn to accept criticism along the way as this will help
you grow and develop. Get your family and friends involved as they will be your greatest fans
and critics. Join forums for mums and ask question. As you will help inspire each other, share
knowledge, and encourage each other to try new things. Never be afraid to ask for help as there
are many people out there that are willing to help and lead you in the right direction. Don’t be
afraid of taking the next step and never doubt your creations and ability. Let you designs and
passion speak for themselves. Ask people and customers for their feedback whether it positive
or negative this will enable you to grow and develop.
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Louise Vansleve
Cupcakes for Poppy

Cupcakes for Poppy was born with a disastrous attempt at her daughter, Poppys second birthday cake. From there grew an obsession. Louise would make cakes for everyone she knew and of anything that she could, from trees to a Thunderbird plane, Louise
would try her hand at anything. Eventually the obsession began to take over her life
and in September 2010, Louise threw in her job at a multinational company to focus
on Cupcakes for Poppy. Since then she has also started Couture Cake Classes which
from the success of its launch in Sydney is now launching into Melbourne. Louise is
from a sales and marketing background with her most recent corporate role in Training
and Development. Louise has combined all her skills to now run two businesses
that she loves and her days are now filled with creativity, teaching and of course her
daughter Poppy.

INSPIRATION

Cupcakes for Poppy started with my daughters 2nd birthday cake. It was a disaster!! I you tubed
how to cover a cake and stayed up till 2am and it was still awful. From there I became obsessed
and took class after class until finally putting my website together and starting a little business in
my spare time. It wasn’t until about ten months later that I finally mustered up the courage to leave
my corporate job with a multi national company and start working on the business full time.

CHALLENGES

The isolation. I love being creative and working on my own, but I also love working in a team
and with people. I have been lucky that I have been able to start a second business Couture
Cake Classes with two very creative girls and this has given me the perfect mix of running my
own business and also working with other people. I love brainstorming with the girls and the
business discussions often merge from Couture Cake Classes to Cupcakes for Poppy to the
girls own businesses also. Additionally I am active in a number of online forums and groups
which helps to provide a connection with other decorators who face similar challenges to me
daily. I have also recently discovered the Illawarra Business Womens Network which I think will
be a fantastic help as well.

LOVE

When I resigned from my job the business was in a growth period and the CEO was always
talking about being part of this big ride and journey. I didn’t want to be on someone else’s ride
or journey. My life is about me and my daughter. Being a single parent, I had to find a way that
I could combine work and life. Cupcakes for Poppy has allowed me to do that. I no longer feel
like I am missing so much of Poppy’s life and yet I still get to do something I love and be creative, something that my previous work life was completely devoid of. I find that having a creative
business also stimulates my daughters creativity and she feels involved in the business too.

ADVICE

Find your niche and believe in yourself. I never really felt like I fitted in anywhere I worked. I
didn’t fit the corporate mould and cake decorating was something that I fell in love with. It gave
me a creative outlet when I felt that I had lost touch with that part of me. Find something that you
love, be passionate and then when you have found that, get advice. People are only too willing
to help you if you ask. It might be financial advice, help with a website, or just a chat over coffee.
Put yourself and you dreams out there and you will find people will help you achieve them.
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Melanie Avery
Let’s Party Additive Free

Melanie is the owner of online business Let’s Party Additive Free and author of two
self published book titles, ‘Let’s Party! Additive Free’ and ‘Let’s Celebrate Christmas!
Additive Free’ and one eBook title, ‘Let’s Visit! Additive Free’. Three years ago, her family
embraced an additive free lifestyle, putting the focus back on real foods. In a nutshell,
the change was made due to one of her children having digestive and emotional issues
but since eliminating these additives, she found that all family members reaped great
health benefits. When birthdays arrived, Melanie faced with the challenge of creating a
birthday party that was still fun and colourful but without the artificial ingredients. She
came up with many ideas on how to decorate cakes, party tables, take home treat bags
and create an awesome birthday party. These ideas formed the basis of her publications
and business, which is continually expanding.

INSPIRATION

My three gorgeous children, and supportive husband Bill are the inspiration for my business.
Three years ago, my daughter would often complain of pains in her tummy and would also
become quite irritable and over sensitive. After a trip to the Doctor, we were told there was
nothing he could do. Soon after this, I saw an article explaining how some additives in food
can cause many adverse health reactions and that avoiding these additives can alleviate the
reactions and my journey of understanding additives began. From this passion to eliminate
questionable additives from our diet I made it my mission to share as much information as
possible with other families, enabling them to make informed choices about their food choices.

CHALLENGES

My biggest challenge has been balancing being a supportive, involved mother and wife, a
driven author and home business owner and a unique individual with time for being me. To
address this I have reassessed; simplified my family commitments, developed a work plan and
scheduled ‘me’ time. To be the best mum, wife and business owner I can be, I have to prioritise
‘me’ time – guilt free!

LOVE

I love that every day I have the opportunity to help, support or inspire a variety of people who
are all at varying stages in their additive free journey. To know that by my sharing of information
and knowledge, I have made a difference to the life of even one child and their family, brings an
amazing feeling of gratitude and warmth – this is why I do what I do.

ADVICE

Get a good website developed by engaging the right company to work for you – don’t take the
easiest or cheapest way out. This was the best piece of advice I was given when developing my
business. Taking the time to work through my business goals, beliefs and future outcomes with
a dynamic and supportive online marketing team has enabled me to create a reputable business that people return to for valuable information, updates and resources. It also helped me to
identify my target market, and tailor my website to their needs. Believing in yourself and what
you are capable of achieving, dissolves self doubt making anything possible. If your business is
not heading where you hoped it would, stop and ask yourself “Is this my passion? Do I believe
in it? Is it in line with the goals of my business?” If the answer is no, then take a step back and
recharge that passion - be true to yourself and your business.
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Victoria
Wright

Nicola
Thomas

Little Blossom Quilts

Enoch and Plonk
My name is Nicola Thomas and I am the artist behind Enoch and Plonk. I have two
beautiful children Finn and Ella and live in Sydney. Before having children I taught
art and design for 10 years. After deciding to give up teaching and stay at home to
cherish every minute of being a mum I found that I craved a creative life also, and
so I began designing, crafting and making at home. Enoch and Plonk began as an
outlet for my artwork, creating one-of-a-kind appliquéd tees in November 2010. It has
quickly developed into a small business which now upcycles tees and stretch tops into
unique and stylish dresses. I like to feel that Enoch and Plonk offer exceptional quality
with great work’woman’ship and uniqueness. Enoch and Plonk offer a unique sense
of style, quirky, fun and funky; and excellent customer service. We offer originality
and exclusivity with each and every design which is made with passion, love and with
individuality in mind.

INSPIRATION

I began Enoch and Plonk after I realised that if I was ever going to achieve my childhood ambition of being a self employed artist I should stop ‘putting it off’ through fear and just go for it.
Being at home with my little ones was an ideal time for me to take that leap into the unknown.

My business Little Blossom Quilts began in April 2010, I was inspired to create a quilt
after hearing about a family who had lost their baby girl to SIDS. I decided to create a
quilt for their online charity auction. Since starting to quilt after the birth of my son, it
has spiralled into a passion of huge proportions. Little Blossom Quilts has enabled me
to explore my creativity, make beautiful things and bring back my sense of self! I make
mostly custom quilts for children and babies and each one is unique. I use modern
fabrics, which give my quilts a funky and contemporary feel. I love both the practicality and beauty of quilts. My business is one which has grown from a need to re-define
‘me’ after becoming a mum and I am sure mums everywhere can relate to this! Through
my business I have discovered the incredible network of WAHM’s who hand make gorgeous products- they inspire me and I hope to be able to inspire others too! I feel that
I have been able to re-invent a classic handmade product and have given it a modern
twist through the use of modern, designer fabrics. I have been able to introduce many
families to the beauty and joy of handmade quilts.

INSPIRATION

The biggest challenge I have found is being confident about what you do and the talent you
have. ‘Putting yourself out there’ is a hugely frightening experience . But I now realise that it’s
ok to be good at something and to stand up and say “hey look at what I made” !

I started my business after being inspired to make a special quilt for a charity auction. I was
greatly encouraged by friends and family to “sell my work” and couldn’t have anticipated the joy it
has given me to know so many little people sleep under Little Blossom Quilts. I have loved being
able to “give back” through the various charities I have supported in the last year. I have donated
a number of beautiful handmade items to charities, the flow on effect is two-fold, not only do the
charities that auction my items gain funds but I am able to use my skills to make a difference.

LOVE

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES

If a tee shirts colour or print catches my eye I can begin the search for other items which will
compliment it, it’s a process I love. For me it’s like discovering a gem in a junk shop rather than
just picking something out of a jewellers window. Each dress is designed individually around
a fabric’s print or colour. While the tees I work with are found in regular shops, most detailing
is created using shirt scraps I have leftover from other dress or an item of clothing that I have
recycled.. I do not work from a pattern but design as I go. Which might seem a little unorthodox
but it’s the spontaneity and ‘flying by the seat of my pants’ energetic creation which I find so
rewarding. Working in this way means that no two dresses are ever exactly the same and the
process of making them enables me to be expressive and artistically fulfilled.

ADVICE

Stop putting it off, do what you love and feel passionate about and be the best you can be.

My biggest challenge has by far been trying to fit in my quilting around two children, a part-time
job and the general demands of family life. My solution was to create a dedicated space to sew.
This has become my refuge at times! My children also have become accustomed to “mummy
sewing”. I mainly work in the evenings and to be honest this is a lovely and peaceful time for
me.

LOVE

The fabrics!!!! I am able to fully immerse myself in gorgeous fabrics without the guilt of hoarding
them! I love being able to find the right fabrics for a customer- to get it “right” for them and to hear
their feedback (see my reviews page on facebook). I also love being able to support numerous
charities through offering my quilts/blankets or vouchers as part of online auctions.

ADVICE

Research the market for your products, start a facebook page, price correctly, support your fellow crafty mums and make sure you get enough time (and space) to create!
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Samantha &
Louise Leah
Beautiful Fairy Photobooks

Beautiful Fairy Photobooks is the creation of sisters in law Louise and Samantha Leah.
Using your own photos, we create custom made, premium photobooks. Recently we
extended our range to include personalised cards and fantasy works on canvas and
framed prints. We focus on superior quality and design with attention to detail during
the creation process. We use only superior suppliers to print our works, ensuring that
our products are of heirloom quality and can be passed down for generations. We focus
on taking your photographs beyond a collection of ‘happy snaps’. A Beautiful Fairy
Photobook is an investment in your memories and your family story.

INSPIRATION

Our business inspiration evolved over years of challenges, heartache and friendship. Louise
began digital scrapbooking following the loss of her daughter Ella to stillbirth in 2006. Her work
was amazing, and Sam was inspired to take up the hobby with her as a way to share in her
journey of healing and also as a way to record her own family story. We named our business
Beautiful Fairy Photobooks, in honour of little Ella who taught us so much about how precious
and beautiful life is and the importance of celebrating small, everyday joys.

CHALLENGES

Forming a business partnership as an extension of our friendship and also a family relationship
has been the biggest challenge we have faced. We are married to brothers, so have been very
conscious from the start that any tension or conflict within the business has the potential to form
long lasting divisions within the family.

LOVE

What we love the most about our business is the reaction of clients when they receive their photobooks or canvas art. In those moments I can imagine them with family or with their grandchildren in 20 years time talking about when ‘Dad was a little boy’ and sharing those same stories.

ADVICE

The best advice we can give to other Mums starting out is to have not only realistic but gentle
expectations of yourself. Be kind to yourself. Be patient. It’s going to take a long time to build a
client base, to get things done and to raise the funds you need to be able to take each additional
step. Guilt about what you should/could be doing is useless. Just let it go and get on with the job.
Don’t get caught up in social networking. It is an important part of your business, but it isn’t the
defining measure of your success. 100 committed and enthusiastic fans on Facebook is worth
more than 1000 who liked you because you wrote on their business wall and have since hidden you from view. Aim for meaningful connections with your clients, get to know them, value
them as individuals. You will never be able to compete with big business on the bottom line you
charge. But you can compete with experience and quality. We know that anybody can go to a
large department store and purchase a cheap photobook. But what they can’t get is the individual focus on quality and design that we give. We don’t see the department stores as competition, because for us, the focus is on experience. They just can’t compete with what we offer. Your
primary focus at all stages of growth should not be ‘can I do it cheaper’ but ‘can I do it better.’
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Julie Jackson
The Little Doll House

The Little Doll House specialise in Doll Houses and Miniatures. We sell houses,
accessories, lighting, flooring, wallpaper and haberdashery everything you need to
build and furnish your house.

INSPIRATION

After finding it hard to source miniatures and speaking to other miniaturists who also found it
hard to find miniatures it inspired me to open The Little Doll House. Our customers love coming
in to our shop because they prefer to see and touch the miniatures rather than buying online!

CHALLENGES

Trying to source miniatures. We are forced to buy from overseas because Australia does
not have a lot of variety, this then chews up our profit having to pay shipping, customs and
quarantine! We are constantly looking for new wholesale businesses in Australia to support but
until then we need to buy overseas.

LOVE

Meeting our customers, learning great new ideas from fellow miniaturists, watching the
enthusiasm and excitement of customers that are new to the miniature world.

ADVICE

Be prepared for long hours and lots of work!
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Brooke Nicol

Breastmate by Oogy Baby

As a full time working mum of a toddler, breast feeding my new baby was difficult. I
was tired of losing my pen, paper and wrist band which I used to help me remember
on which side I had last fed. I decided there must be an easier way. breast mate aims
to help alleviate stress associated with breast feeding. breast mate is an all in one
first to market baby product. It’s a timer and recording device that captures when
your last feed was, what breast side your baby finished feeding on, how long baby fed
for and how many feeds in a 24hr period. All information downloads to your computer
to highlight baby’s feeding patterns. breast mate also includes a colour changing
room thermometer, nightlight and alarm clock. breast mate was designed by a mum
for mums and is the perfect mate to help care for loved ones.
INSPIRATION
No-one tells you breastfeeding can be difficult. There is this political silence about the
practicalities associated with breastfeeding an often nothing to help. After searching for
means to alleviate my frustration with no success, I decided to invent my own product.
CHALLENGES
My biggest challenge has been developing the product with financial constraints, no
knowledge of the industry and being a time poor mum. I have had to learn every aspect of
product development, patents, design, software development, website design, distribution,
freight, export and marketing/PR. I addressed each challenge by educating myself through
existing and developing resources and contacts. I took my time in ensuring that I did not
rush into anything and asked as many questions as I could to make sure I understood every
aspect of product development.
LOVE
I love that Oogy Baby is my business and I have brought breast mate to market on my own.
I love making my own decisions and learning from my own mistakes. Overall, I love my
product and I love that I can help new mums. I think it is just fantastic.
ADVICE
My advice would be to back yourself and have confidence that you can be a success.
Surround yourself with supportive and positive people who will help pick you up during those
difficult days. Engage as many people as you can as early as possible and keep ensuring
you have reality checks along the way. Leverage as many contacts as you can and always
remember that if they don’t know the answer someone they know might. Follow up every
lead and never forget your end goal. Most importantly is ensuring you have time to celebrate
your wins along the way and have time for yourself.
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Gianna Muollo
The Belly Bed

Hello, my name is Gianna Muollo, mother of five and also inventor of the Belly
Bed. Throughout my pregnancies I suffered with a variety of pregnancy disabilities
and found that I couldn’t purchase anything in the market that helped alleviate my
discomfort when sleeping while still being safe on the baby. After many years of
designing, speaking to obstetricians, talking and trialling the bed on pregnant women,
I am now happy to present to you my invention ... The Belly Bed.
The Belly Bed is a specialised and advanced maternity airbed that offers pregnant
women a variety of sleeping positions not possible on a conventional bed and may
assist in helping women suffering with pregnancy related disabilities – such as pubis
symphysis pain, sacroiliac joint dysfunction, sciatica pain, lower back pain and hip
pain – to find a comfortable sleeping position. The Belly Bed is completely safe and
is physician tested and approved.
INSPIRATION
I have always been in the service industry, being a qualified Beauty Therapist and owning
a busy day spa in Wellington, NZ for 15 years has brought me much satisfaction in
servicing the needs of my clients. I initially designed a commercial in-house pregnancy
bed for my pregnant clients, their feedback was extremely positive which gave me the
inspiration to think about designing something for the retail market, especially since I
had suffered with pregnancy disabilities myself. After 6 years of many discussions and
numerous prototypes the Belly Bed was finally born.
CHALLENGES
One of my biggest challenges would have to be trying to work and communicate with
overseas designers who do not speak English as their first language. The whole process
became frustrating and expensive.
The other challenge I found equally frustrating has been informing the public about product
information on the Belly Bed without spending thousands. Being a new product, it has taken
longer to educate the public as people have no prior knowledge of this product.
LOVE
What I love about my invention is that the results are extremely rewarding, knowing that I can
help someone who is experiencing a lot of discomfort is one of the most satisfactory feelings
that you can experience.
ADVICE
My advice to mothers starting out in business is to follow your dreams, if you believe
in something so strongly then you need to believe that you can make it happen, but
always do your homework first to see if there is a place in the market for your product
or service.
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Melani Sheehan
Try Two Clothing

I’m a mother of two young children who unexpectedly became a single mother 6 weeks
after my second was born. Right at the same time, a new business opportunity landed
in my lap, literally. Never one to pass an opportunity by, I decided to give it a go.
What began as a crazy idea eventually grew and moulded itself into the business
I run today - selling quality children’s clothes at the lowest prices I can provide.
I honestly don’t believe I do anything exceptional when it comes to customer
service, it’s more a case of the old saying “treat others as you would like to
be treated yourself”. It also helps that my customers are usually the little
adult contact I have during the day, so I’m always up for a friendly chat!
INSPIRATION
As mentioned, the business just sort of fell into my lap. Why I wanted to do it was simple - I
wanted to be able to provide a financially secure future for me and my kids. I’ve always
wanted to work from home and have tried 100’s of different things to make that happen. My
long term goal is to be able to be there for my kids - when they come home from school, in
the mornings, etc. My kids would be my inspiration.
CHALLENGES
Managing my time between two young children (under 4 and under 1), running the
business and trying to keep something that resembles a clean house. This is a challenge
that I address every day, in different ways. There is no real way to ‘overcome’ it as each
day is something different. I do however try to keep to a rough outline of a routine to make
sure my kids get enough attention, they are always quick to let me know if they need
more...
LOVE
I love that I can “go to work” in my dressing gown, that I am able to be around my kids all day,
chatting and making friends with my wonderful customers, and being able to provide quality
kids clothes at a price that allows parents to afford more. I love everything about my business!
ADVICE
I’ve only been doing this 6 months, so I’m still learning a lot myself, but the biggest lesson I
had to learn myself was to accept that you aren’t perfect. I’m learning as I go and each day
brings new improvements to my time management, and more. So I’ve accepted that and
now I’m much happier and less stressed.
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